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Analysis of the SCAN service polling model 
Brian D . Bunday* 
Abstract 
A performance analysis is given for a polling system in which the server 
polls N stations back and forth according to the so-called SCAN system. 
Messages arrive at each station in Poisson fashion at an average rate A: The 
number of characters in a message has a geometric distribution with mean 
l/er. The service time per character, 6, and the switchover time between 
adjacent stations, r, are both assumed to be constant. 
An exact analysis is given but because of associated computational prob-
lems this has limited application. Thus a second approximate analysis which 
allows systems with a large number of stations to be treated, has been de-
veloped. In both cases it is a simple matter to calculate such performance 
measures as average polling cycle time and mean response time at each star 
tion. 
Keywords: Machine interference models, Markov chain, Performance 
evaluation, Polling models, SCAN system. 
1 Introduction 
We consider a SCAN polling model in which the server polls N stations in the 
order 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , N-1, N, N- 1,N — 2 , . . . , 3,2,1,2,3, etc. Messages arrive at each 
station in Poisson fashion at an average rate A and the number of characters, in a 
message has a geometric distribution with mean l/cr. Thus at the completion of 
each character service the message completes its service with probability cr, and 
does not complete service with probability 1 — a. Yet another viewpoint is that we 
have single buffer stations, and are modelling error-prone transmission channels. 
Here a is the probability that the message departs (successful transmission). The 
service time per character, 6, and the switchover time between adjacent stations, 
r, are both assumed to be constants. 
Polling systems have been the subject of much study for a number of years. 
A good review and bibliography is given by Takagi [8,10] who also mentions the 
SCAN system as well as the geometric distribution of characters referred to as a 
round-robin system in Takagi [9]. For an up-to-date bibliography see Takagi [11]. 
Coffman and Gilbert [4] consider a continouos polling model of SCAN service. 
Other analyses of this system can be found in the work of Coffman and Hofri [5], 
Swartz [71 and Takagi and Murata [12]. In fact the SCAN system has also been 
considered in the context of machine interference models by Bunday and Mack [3] 
and Bunday, El-Badri and Supanekar [1]. Similar mathematical models have also 
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been treated by Kim and Koenigsberg [6] in their analysis of automatic loading 
and retrieval on carousel conveyor systems. 
2 Exact Analysis 
The assumption of Poisson arrival of messages at average rate A means that if a 
station is empty at time t, then the chance that it is still empty after a further 
period of time T is 
exp(-AT) (1) 
whereas the chance that a message has arrived by this time is 
1 - exp(AT) (2) 
independent of T. 
We denote by 
{ui/ti2«3 •••«w} 
the left to right traverse of the stations (i.e. in the order 1 ,2 , . . . , N — 1, N) in 
which the server leaves station 1 in state ui and finds station t (t = 2 , . . . , N) in 
state in, where u» = 0 denotes no message at station t, whereas Uj = 1 indicates 
that there is a message at station t. 
p {u i /u 2 u 3 . . .u jv } 
is the probability that the server encounters this situation on a left to right traverse. 
Similarly right to left traverses of the stations, when they are polled in the order 
N, N — 1 , . . . , 3,2,1, occur with probability (in an obvious notation) 
i 
P{fl«2 •• • VAT-l/wjv} 
and because of the symmetry of the system, 
p{vit;2...t;AR-i/«w} = P{VN/VN-I . . .U2«i}. (3) 
The 2n probabilities p{ui/u2 . . . tijv} satisfy the condition 
p { u 1 / u 2 . . . u N } = 1 , ( 4 ) 
{ u i / u 3 . . . u N } 
along with the usual equilibrium equation for the finite Markov chain, viz. 












which on account of (3) can be written 
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p{U1/U2 ...uw} = P{VI/V2---VN}P{UI/U2...Un\VnVN-I...V2/VI}, 
{VI/VJ...VK} 
(6) 
for each {u i /u 2 .. .tijv}. 
Here P { u i / u a . . . . . .«2/ui} is the conditional probability of en-
countering the situation described by { u 1 / u 2 . . . u ^ } on the left to right traverse 
following the right to left traverse described by _ i . . . t^/ui}-
The computation of this transition probability proceeds along the following 
lines. For the jth station, the time that elapses between it being left on a right to 
left traverse and next visited on the following left to right traverse, is just 2r + bvjf 
for j = 2, and 




for У = 3 ,4 , . . . , N. 
If we denote by Pry(uy|uj\r_y+i) the probability that the server finds station 
j in state tiy on a left to right traverse, having found it in state vu on the 
previous right to left traverse, then from (l) and (2), for j = 2 ,3 , . . . JV — 1, 
Pry(0|0) = exp (-Ату), ' Pr, { 1|0) = 1 - exp (-Ar,-) 
Pry(0|l) = сгехр (-Ату), -Pry(l|l) = 1 - сгехр (-Ату). (8) 
For j = 1 we need the probability of leaving station 1 in state Ui having just 
found it in state ujу. Thus 
Pri(0|0) = l Pr 1 ( l|0)=0 , Pn(0|l) = a, Pn( l| l ) = l - < 7 (9) 
For j N we consider the probability of finding station N in state и ft having left 
it in state tii. Thus 
Prw(0|0) = exp (-AT*), Prw(l|0) = 1 - exp (Ат„) 
PrN{ 0|1)=0, Prw( l|l) = l . (10) 
There is some abuse of notation here since Pry(uy|ujy_y+x) also depends on 
the other u's and v's through ту. We use (7), (8), (9) and (10) to compute the 
transition probability as 
P{ui/u2...uN\vN . . . v2/vi} = n^iPryfuylujv-y-n). (11) 
We use (4) and (6) to obtain 2N independent equations for the 2N state proba-
bilities. This analysis can be used in conjunction with modern computing facilities 
to obtain exact solutions for N < 10. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that provided we have symmetry in the " line of 
stations" so that (3) holds then the same analysis will hold for the inhomogeneous 
system with message arrival rate Ay and character service time by at station j . We 
simply replace A by the appropriate Ay in (8) and (10) whilst (7) is replaced by 
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Tj = 2{j - l)r + bim + 
.=2 i=N-j+2 
For further details and applications to machine interference models the reader is 
referred to the report by Bunday and Khorram (2). 
3 Approximate Analysis 
The modelling in the previous section calls for the solution of 21* simultaneous 
linear equations. In the present state of computing this limits the method to values 
of N < 10. 
A traverse of the stations begins when the server leaves polling station 
and ends when he leaves station W(l). Thus at most N — 1 characters are serviced 
on a traverse. A complete cycle consists of two consecutive traverses. 
In the equilibrium state the probability that station m is message free when 
polled from the left is denoted by 
PRN (2 <rn<N) (12) 
The probability that station m is message free when polled from the right is denoted 
by pm and from the symmetry 
p'm=pN+1.m [m = N-l,N-2,. . . .2 ,1) . (13) 
p fn = E ( m ) p { u 1 / u 2 . . . u w } ' (14) 
where denotes summation over those states for which um = 0. 
For m > 2 the left partial cycle time (L.P.C.T.) of station m is defined to be the 
time that elapses between the server's departure from station m and subsequent 
arrival at this station, the journey being made via station 1. It does not include the 
service time, if any, for station m, on either occasion. The right partial cycle time 
(R.P.C.T) in which the journey is made via station N is similarly defined. In the 
equilibrium state the L.P.C.T. of station m and the R.P.C.T. of station N + 1 — m 
have identical distributions. 
We let / 
u[l, m) (2 < m < N, 0 < f < 2m - 3) (15) 
denote the probability that in the L.P.C.T. of station m, I characters are serviced 
(I of the stations have messages). Thus u(l, m) is the equilibrium probability that 
the L.P.C.T. of station m takes the value 
q(l, m) = 2(m — l)r + bl. (16) 
Similarly 
v(l,m) (17) 
is the probability that the L.P.C.T. of station m takes the value q(l, m) given that 
station m had no message, when it was approached from the right just prior to the 
left partial cycle, whereas 
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w{l,m) (18) 
is the probability that the L.P.C.T. of station m takes the value q[l, m) given that 
station m had a message just before the partial cycle. 
Thus 
«('. m) = p'mv{l, m) + (1 - p'm)w{l, m) 
i.e. 
«('."•») = P N + i - m v { l , m ) + (1 -ptf+i_m)tu(Z,m) (19) 
on using (13). 
For station 2, u(0,2) = p[ and u(l, 2) = 1 - p[ so that 
u(0,2) = pN and u(l , 2) = 1 - pN. (20) 
On using ( l ) we obtain 
• P2 = P2U(0) 2) exp [—Ag(0,2)] + (1 — p'2)aw(0,2) exp [—Ag(0,2)] 
V a « ( l . 2) exp [—Ag(l, 2)] + (1 - p'2)aw{ 1,2) exp [ -Ag( l , 2)], 
i.e., 
P2 = Pw_i{«(0,2)exp[-Ag(0,2)] + t;(l ,2)exp[-Ag(l ,2)]} (21) 
For 2 < m ^ l t ^ p i l i i M 
m to that of station (m — 1). On using (1), (2) and (13) we obtain for 2 <m< N 
u(0, m) - pt f + 2 - m v(0 , m - 1) exp[-Ag(0, m - 1)] 
u(l, m) = pN+2-m«(l, m - 1) exp[-Ag(l, m - l)] 
+P^+2-mw(0, m — 1){1 — exp[—Ag(0, m - 1)]} 
+(1 - PAr+2-m)o'w(0) m - 1) exp[—Ag(0, m - 1)] 
and for 1 < I < 2m — 4 
u(l, m) = p N + 2 - m v ( l , m - 1) exp[—Ag(Z, m - 1)] 
+PN+2-mv(l - 1, m - 1){1 - exp[—Ag(/ - 1, m - 1)]} 
+ (1 - pN+2-m)crw{l - 1, m - 1) exp[—Ag(Z - 1, m - 1)] 
i ^ ^ f r - W H ^ zr)&f?>--2l^l--l^xp[-Ag(/ - 2, m - 1)]}(22) 
u ( 2 m - 4 , m ) = p N + 2 - m v ( 2 m - 5,m - 1){1 - exp[-Ag(2m - 5, m - 1)]} 
+(1 - pN+2-m)crv>{2m — 5, m - 1) exp[-Ag(2m - 5, m — 1)] 
+ ( 1 - PN+2-m)<rw{2m - 6 , m - 1 ) 
x { l — exp[—Ag(2m — 6, m — 1)]} 
+(1 - PAi+2-m)(l - <r)w(2m - 6, m - 1) 
u ( 2 m - 3 , m ) = (1 - p N + 2 - m ) a w ( 2 m - 5,m - 1) 
x { l — exp[-Ag(2m - 5, m - 1)]} 
+ ( l - P A i + 2 - m ) ( l - f f ) t u ( 2 r n - 5 , m - l) 
6 
For station m, (21) generalises to 
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2m—3 
Pm = PN+I-M v(I ,m) e x p [ - A g ( i , m ) ] 
1=0 
. 2m—3 
+ ( l - p w + 1 _ m ) a u;(/,m) exp[-A9(/,m)]. (23) 
<=o 
Now for each m the probabilities u(l, m) form a complete distribution so that 
2m—3 
Eu(i>m) = 1- (24) 1=0 
For m = 2 the result is clearly true from (20) and using (19) and (22) and some 
elementary but messy algebra the general result is easily established by induction. 
The exact relationship between v{l,m) and w(l,m) is enormously complicated 
and involves the probabilities p{ui/xi2... u/ / } . To bring these latter quantities into 
consideration makes the problem impossible from a computational aspect if JV is 
large. However if N is large and/or Ab small the conditioning effect of the state of 
one station will become insignificant. In this situation (19) shows that 
u(l, m) - v(l, m) - to(l, m). (25) 
Thus for 2 < m < N, (22) takes the form, 
u(0, m) = pjv+a-muiO, m - 1) exp[-Ag(0, m - 1)] 
u( l ,m) = p A r+2 -m« ( l ,m-1 ) e x p [ - A g ( l , m - 1 ) ] 
+PAT+2-mu(0, m - 1){1 - exp[-Ag(0, m - 1)]} 
+(1 - pjv+2_m)<7u(0, m - 1) exp[—Ag(0, m - l)] 
and for 1 < / < 2m - 4, 
u(l, m) = p / / + 2 -m« ( i , m - 1) exp[—Ag(/, m - 1)] 
+P//+2-mti(i - 1, m - 1){1 - exp[—Ag(Z - 1, m - 1)]} 
+ ( 1 ~ PAT+2-m)<™(' - 1, m - 1) exp[-Ag(Z - 1, m - 1)] 
+(1 - pN+2.m)u{l - 2, m - 1){1 - <r expl-Aq{l -2,m- l ) ] } (26) 
u ( 2 m - 4 , m ) = p w + 2 _ m u ( 2 m - 5, m— 1){1 - exp[—Xq[2m- 5,m— 1)]} 
+(1 - pjsr+2-m)tf«(2m - 5, m — 1) exp[-Ag(2m - 5, m - 1)] 
+(1 - pN+2-m)u(2m - 6, m - 1) 
x { l - a exp[—Ag(2m - 6, m - 1)]} 
u ( 2 m - 3 , m ) = (1 - pN+2-m)u{2m - 5, m - l ) 
x { l - a exp[-Ag(2m — 5,m - 1)]}. 
The extended version of (23) becomes 
Pi = PN + <r(l - PAT) . 
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2m—3 
Pm = (ptf + i-m+er-trpAT+i-m) UC>m) e * P h ^ ( ' » m ) ] i l < m < N , (27) 
1=0 
2m—3 
P*=Pi £ u(l,N)expl-\q(l,N)). 
1=0 
Here pi has been defined as the probability that station 1 is left without a 
message on a left to right traverse. 
It is possible to solve (20), (26) and (27) numerically. Just N2 — 1 unknown 
quantities are involved. Prom an initial approximation for pi,p2, •• - ,PN (derived 
from the solution for the previous lower value of N) it is possible to use the equations 
recursively to compute a better approximation. In this way the p m were calculated 
to an accuracy of 10 - 6 . 
Of course for values of N < 10 the exact and approximate analysis can be 
compared. In neither case are the required computations trivial, but as expected 
the calculations indicated that the approximate analysis is exact for N = 2, is at 
its worst for N around 6, 7 and 8, but improves again at N = 9 and 10. One might 
add that in all situations the errors involved were quite small, the more so for the 
performance measures considered in the next section. The relative values of Xb and 
Ar had an effect on the validity of the approximate analysis. 
Indeed when 6 = 0 the approximate analysis is again exact. Any delays in this 
case axe due to switchover times in order to reach stations with messages and to 
leaving stations with messages following unsuccessful transmission. In this case 
(27) takes the form 
Pi = PN + <r(l - PN) 
Pm = cm-1{pN-m+i+<T-crpN-m+i), 2 < m < N — I, (28) 
PN = cN~1pi 
where c = exp(—2Ar). These equations are easily solved in pairs. It is perhaps 
worth commenting that this particular solution is not immediately apparent from 
the exact analysis of Section 2. 
4. Performance Measures 
The mean time r for the server to traverse the stations in one direction is given by 
r = ( W - l ) r + 6 J Z p{u1/u2...uN}S{u1/u2...uN} (29) 
{ui/uj.- .uji , } 
where 
N 
S{u1/u2...uN} = (30) 
•'=2 
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is the number of character services carried out on the traverse { t t i /ua. . . u / / } . The 
mean time for a complete cycle is just 2r. 
If. we use (14) a second more useful form for r is 
r = (N-l)r + bf;(l-pi). (31) 
' 3=2 
The mean time that station m is free of messages in its L.P.C.T. is 
2m-3 f f q { i> m ) \ 
Lm = PN+1-m v(l'mH]0 Xte~ dt + q(l, m) exp[—Ag(i, m)] j 
2m-3 ( 
+<t{ 1 - PN+i-m) X) m) { / \te~Xtdt + q{l, m) exp[-Aq{l, m)] 
1=0 K ° 
Thus, on using (23), for 2 < m < N — 1 we have 
Lm = g + fr--ft». (S2) 
A 
If Fm denotes the mean time that station m is free of messages in a complete 
cycle 
w - T j, T - ~Pm + 1 ~ P^+i-wl f„,v •im — km T J^N + l-m — J • (33) 
for 2 < m < N - 1 
while 
Fl = F„ = ^Lzlid. (34) 
Thus if/3 m is the proportion of time that station m is free of messages (not blocked) 
A n = Fm/2T. ( 3 5 ) 
The major performance measure at station m is the mean message response 
time, which is the average time that an arbitrary message, arriving at the station, 
takes from its arrival to its service completion. We denote this by E[Tml. Other 
performance measures such as the mean waiting time E[Wm] and throughput 7 m 
are easily calculated from E[Tm] 
E[rm] = E[Wm] + 6, (36) 
A 




7 m = l / [ E [ r m ] + i ] . (37) 
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A E [ T M ] = - I - (38) 
Pm 
The case of zero switchover times gives a system identical, insofar as the mean 
response time is concerned, to the M / D / l / N qtieue with first-come, first served 
queue discipline. In that case 
AE[T] = XNb - 1 + 1/ Kfr;1]^-1' 
n=l 3 
(39) 
5 Some Numerical Results 
The problem has five parameters N, cr, A, b and r and in consequence coverage of a 
wide range of values would make extensive demands on space in any tables. Suffice 
it to say that the computer program which did the calculations easily deals with 
other values of the above parameters. • 
Table 1 gives details of the performance measures at individual stations and 
illustrates the inhomogeneity of the performance along the line. 
In Table 1 the column headed Lf3m records the quantity Lm/2r. From (35) ftm 
represents the proportion of time that station m is not blocked and since of course 
Pm = Lfim + LPAT + l - m (40) 
for 2 < m < N — 1, Lpm indicates how this proportion is divided between the left 
partial cycles and the right partial cycles. 
Table 2 details the system performance. The proportion of time on average that 
stations in the system are not blocked is 
y 9 = E m ^ A n ( 4 1 ) 
The average time that a message at a station takes from its arrival to service 
completion is given by 
AE[T] = I — 1. (42) 
10 Brian D. Banday 
Table 1 
Performance Measures at Individual Stations 
<7 = 0.1 
N Xb N Ar m Lßm ßm AE[Tm] Pm 
2 0.2738 0.8251 0.2120 0.9110 
4 0 .01 0 .01 3 0.5513 0.8251 0.2120 0.9078 
4 0.7583 0.7583 0.3187 0.8335 
2 0.1247 0.7703 0.2982 0.8672 
3 0.2550 0.7704 0.2980 0.8647 
7 0.01 0 .01 4 0.3852 0.7704 0.2980 0.8623 
5 0.5154 0.7704 0.2980 0.8598 
6 0.6456 0.7703 0.2982 0.8574 
7 0.6770 0.6770 0.4771 0.7579 
2 0.0534 0.6755 0.4804 0.7273 
3 0.1167 0.6757 0.4799 0.7244 
4 0.1799 0.6759 0.4796 0.7215 
5 0.2432 0.6760 0.4794 0.7186 
6 0.3064 0.6760 0.4792 0.7158 
12 0.01 0 .01 7 0.3696 0.6760 0.4792 0.7130 
8 0.4328 0.6760 0.4794 0.7102 
9 0.4959 0.6759 0.4796 0.7074 
10 0.5590 0.6757 0.4799 0.7047 
11 0.6221 0.6755 0.4804 0.7020 
12 0.5361 0.5361 0.8655 0.5471 
2 0.0229 0.5157 0.9392 0.5474 
3 0.0544 0.5159 0.9383 0.5441 
4 0.0858 0.5161 0.9375 0.5409 
5 0.1172 0.5163 0.9369 0.5377 
6 0.1486 0.5164 0.9364 0.5345 
7 0.1800 0.5165 0.9360 0.5314 
8 0.2113 0.5166 0.9357 0.5282 
9 0.2427 0.5166 ' 0.9356 0.5252 
18 0.01 0 .01 10 0.2740 0.5166 0.9356 0.5221 
11 0.3053 0.5166 0.9357 0.5191 
12 0.3365 0.5165 0.9360 0.5162 
13 0.3678 0.5164 0.9364 0.5132 
14 0.3990 0.5163 0.9369 0.5103 
15 0.4303 0.5161 0.9375 0.5074 
16 0.4615 0.5159 0.9383 0.5046 
17 0.4927 0.5157 0.9392 0.5018 
18 0.3576 0.3576 1.7963 0.3406 
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Table 1 
Performance Measures at Individual Stations 
o = 0.1 
N A b NXr m Lfim An AE[Tm) Pm 
2 0.1272 0.4039 1.4756 0.5281 
4 0.05 0.05 3 0.2768 0.4039- 1.4756 0.5094 
4 0.2813 0.2813 2.5552 0.3298 
2 0.0353 0.2690 2.7176 0.3230 
3 0.0853 0.2696 2.7090 0.3076 
7 0.05 0.05 4 0.1349 0.2698 2.7061 0.2935 
5 0.1843 0.2696 2.7090 0.2804 
6 0.2337 0.2690 2.7176 0.2683 
7 0.1628 0.1628 5.1419 0.1473 
2 0.0103 0.1634 5.1212 0.1882 
3 0.0270 0.1640 5.0985 0.1760 
4 0.0433 0.1644 5.0817 0.1649 
5 0.0591 0.1647 5.0706 0.1547 
6 0.0747 0.1649 5.0650 0.1454 
12 0.05 0.05 7 0.0902 0.1649 5.0650 0.1369 
8 0.1056 0.1647 5.0706 0.1292 
9 0.1212 0.1644 5.0817 0.1222 
10 0.1370 0.1640 5.0985 0.1158 
11 0.1531 0.1634 5.1212 0.1099 
12 0.0906 0.0906 10.0342 0.0559 
2 0.0046 0.1094 8.1420 0.1368 
3 0.0124 0.1099 8.1033 0.1264 
4 0.0197 0.1102 8.0709 0.1169 
5 0.0267 0.1106 8.0444 0.1082 
6 0.0334 0.1108 8.0235 0.1003 
7 0.0400 0.1110 8.0080 0.0931 
8 0.0463 0.1111 7.9978 0.0866 
9 0.0525 0.1112 7.9927 0.0807 
18 0.05 0.05 10 0.0587 0.1112 7.9927 0.0753 
11 0.0648 0.1111 7.9978 0.0704 
12 0.0711 0.1110 8.0080 0.0660 
13 0.0774 0.1108 8.0235 0.0620 
14 0.0838 0.1106 8.0444 0.0583 
15 0.0905 0.1102 8.0709 0.0550 
16 0.0975 0.1099 8.1033 0.0520 
17 0.1048 0.1094 8.1420 0.0493 
18 0.0588 0.0588 15.9995 0.0245 
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Table 2 
System Performance Measures 
N A b NXr ß AE[T] 
4 0.01 0.01 0.7917 0.2631 
7 0.01 0.01 0.7437 0.3446 
12 0.01 0.01 0.6525 0.5325 
18 0.01 0.01 0.4986 1.0054 
4 0.05 0.05 0.3426 1.9187 
7 0.05 0.05 0.2390 3.1849 
12 0.05 0.05 0.1520 5.5789 
18 0.05 0.05 0.1048 8.5435 
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Abstract 
The 0-1 min-knapsack problem consists in finding a subset of items such 
that the sum of their sizes is larger than or equal to a given constant and the 
sum of their costs is minimized. We first study a greedy-type heuristic having 
a worst-case bound of 2. This heuristic is then refined to obtain a new one 
with a worst-case bound of 3/2. 
1 Introduction 
The classical 0-1 knapsack problem (max-knapsack) has been extensively stud-
ied in the literature. Some greedy-type heuristics have been analysed and e-
approximation schemes are known for this problem ([2,5,6,7]). On the contrary, 
the min-knapsack problem has found until now only few interest in the English 
literature. Most of the results and algorithms are translated from Russian ([1,3,4]), 
and are given without proof. 
The min-knapsack problem is formulated as follows: 
given n pairs of positive integers (cy, ay) and a positive integer M, find i l f z2> • • • > xn 
so as to 
minimize cixi 
S.t. £ y = l CLjXj > M 
xy e { 0 , i } , y = I , . . . , n . 
The problem is clearly NP-hard, and so finding a good heuristic solution is of 
interest. Obviously, the problem is feasible if and only if X)y=i a i — M. Next we 
assume that this condition is satisfied for the considered problems. 
In this paper, we analyse a greedy heuristic proposed by Gens and Levner [4]. 
A similar heuristic also exists for the max-knapsack problem. However, for the 
min-knapsack, we need a slight modification of the main idea. Then, the different 
behaviour of this heuristic for the max and min problems is shown, when the item 
sizes ay are bounded by M/k,k > 2. The heuristic we consider has a worst-case 
bound of 2. We then provide a refinement with worst-case bound of 3/2, with 
a possible e-approximation scheme extension. We finally propose some practical 
improvement. 
"On leave from Department of Computer Science, University of Szeged, Arpád tér 2, 
6720 Szeged, Hungary 
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2 The Heuristic 
We will use throughout ay to denote an item as well as its size, while cy represents 
its cost Furthermore, cy/ay is defined as the relative cost of item ay. 
Algorithm GR 
Step 1. Sort the items in nondecreasing order of their relative costs. From now 
on, we assume that 
c i /a i < C3/a2 < • • • < c „ / a n . 
Step 2. (a) Let ki be the index for which 
fci fci+i 
£ a,- < M < £ a,-. 
< = i < = i 
Then the sublist (c*i, 02,. . . , aj^+i) is a candidate for the solution given by the 
heuristic GR. Let 
Si = (a i ,a 2 , . . . ,a f c l ) , 
then this candidate can be written as 
Sx U { a f c l + 1 } . 
(b) Let ki + 2, ki + 3 , . . . , k? — 1 be a (possibly empty) series of indices so that 
for all of the corresponding items (i.e. / € {ki + 2,...,k2 — 1}) the following holds: 
fcx 
£ o< + ay > M. 
t = i 
Let 
Bi = (afci+i afc3-i)i 
then all Si U {ay}, / € {fci + 2 , . . . , k2 — l } , are also candidate solutions. 
(c) Now, let k2 be the first next index for which 
fci 
»=1 
and let ¿3 > k2 be the index for which 
fci fcj k\ fcj+i 
5 3 a, + 5 3 a, < M < 5 3 a,-+ 5 3 a, . 
t=l i—k? <=1 t=fcj 
Set 
S2 = (afcj ,afc3+i,- -..o*, )• 
Then, S\ U S2 U { a k J + i } is also a candidate solution. 
Now iterate from (b), with, in the first iteration, ¿3 instead of ki and ¿4 instead 
of k2; in the i-th iteration, use k2i+i and k2i+2. Repeat this until the end of the 
list. The solution given by heuristic GR is the mini mum cost candidate. It is 
easy to see that Steps 1 and 2 have a computational complexity of 0 ( n log n) and 
0(n) respectively. 
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3 Results 
Let us denote the cost of an fixed optimal solution X for the list 
L = (dii Qji • • • i °f») 
by OPT(L), and the cost of the solution given by heuristic GR for the same list 
by GR(L). 
Lemma 1 For all lists L, 
GR(L) < 2 • OPT(L). 
Proof . By applying heuristic GR to list L, we subdivise L into a sequence of 
alternating sublists as follows: 
Si B\ S, B, 
, s S , V , * , Oi, a 2 l . . . )a f c l ,afc l + 1 , . . .1afcJ_1 ,afc , , . . . , a*,, o f c ,+i ) . . . ,ojfc4 
Bt si+1 , * , » 
> • • • i a*jt-i + l) • • • > afcji-li ak3t afejt+i) • • • I 
BM SM+1 
/ s / s 
I • • • ) afcjm-l + ll •••) °k|»-llf lklml • • • 1 an 
where the last set is possibly empty, in which case fc2m — 1 = n. 
Let us call the elements in S-lists small and in 5-lists big. Then, clearly, the 
heuristic solution has exactly one big element and contains all small elements before 
this big element. Furthermore, it is the cheapest solution among all such candidates. 
From the algorithm, we have: 
Oi + ar > M, for all I = 1 , . . . , m - 1 and all ar e Bt, (l) 
« ¡ G U ^ j S y 
and 
5 3 < M.for a l l £= l , . . . , m + 1. (2) 
Since inequality (2) holds in particular for I = m +1 , we know that the optimal 
solution contains at least one big element. Let a* be the big element with small-
est index in the optimal solution and let Bq be the set containing at. FYom the 
algorithm, we know that 
GR(L) < £ a+ 
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Now, let J* = {t : 1 < *' < nkXt = 1}, I = {»' : a,- G U$= 15/} , J = {i : i e 
JkXi = 1}, K = {t' :'* e ItiXi = 0}. Then I=JuK and JnK = $. Since all 
items a,- with t < t have a relative cost not larger than ct/at we obtain 
E *+c*= 53 ci + E c < + ( 3 ) 
i€I « '€ / ¿GK 
< 5 3 c,• + — 5 3 + 
«i6(uJ.lSJ)nL<»" a,e(U«DlSy)\Z,<"'* 
«6 J 
Applying (2) to the second term in the above inequality yields that the upperbound 
in (3) is bounded from above by 
53 + E «) + * 
¿e/ ieJ 
and this implies by the feasibility of X that 
53 53 E (4) 
«6/ »6/ iej'-j 
Finally, since the first big element in the optimal solution is at € Bq and hence all 
items in J* — J have a relative cost not smaller than c t /ot, we obtain by (4) that 
E c»'+ Ct - E c< + E + Ct (5) 
¿GJ <6/ iSJ'-J 
= OPT(L) + c t , 
and using X« = 1 the expression in (5) is bounded above by 2 • OPT(L). 
It is easy to show that the bound given in Lemma 1 is tight. Consider the list 
L = (1, M-2, M-1) with relative costs of (1.1, l ) . Then, OPT{L) = AT, GR(L) = 
2M - 2 and that yields that GR{L)/OPT(L) can be arbitrarily close to 2. 
It is interesting to note that, Contrary to the max-knapsack greedy heuristic, 
this bound remains the same if the items are small. Let k be a positive integer such 
that k > 2 and k -C M. Assume that a,- < M/k for all items, and let 
L = (M/k,M/k, M/k - 1, M/k) 
V V ' 
(fc—X)time« 
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with costs of 
( W ,M/k-l,M/k). 
(k-l)times 
Then, OPT(L) = M/k+k-1 and GR{L) = 2M/k+k-2. Hence, GR{L)/OPT[L) 
can be arbitrarily close to 2 if M is large enougn. 
Using GR, we can derive a better heuristic as follows. For all big items a< 6 
Bl = UjL1B]-1 we define a new knapsack problem. Let L{ = L \ {a , } and let the 
capacity of the knapsack M< = M — Oi. The improved heuristic IGR is: for all 
o; S BL, apply GR to the problem defined by Li and knapsack capacity M,-. Let 
IGRi = GR{Li) + c,. 
Then, the cost of the solution obtained with IGR is 
IGR(L) = min{ min IGRi, GR{L)}. (6) 
Since \BL,| = O(n) and since, once the items are ranked by order of nonincreas-
ing relative costs, the application of GR for each big item can be performed in 
linear time, the time complexity of IGR is 0(n2 ) . 
Lemma 2 For all lists L, 
IGR{L) < 3/2 • OPT(L). 
Proof . Let at be the smallest-index big item in a fixed optimal solution X. We 
distinguish two cases. 
(a) ct < 1/2 • OPT(L). 
In this case it follows directly from the proof of Lemma 1, that 
GR(L) < 3/2 • OPT(L), 
and the result follows from (6). 
.(b) ct > 1/2 • OPT(L). 
In this case we obtain by (6) that 
IGR{L) < GR(Lt) + ct 
and hence by the worst-case result for GR(L) mentioned in Lemma 1 
IGR{L) < 2 • OPT(Lt) + ct. 
Observing now that Xt = 1 finally yields 
IGR{L) < 2 • OPT(Lt) + ct < 2 • (OPT{L) - ct) + ct< 3/2 • OPT[L). 
We could get heuristics with better and better worst-case bounds by applying 
successively the improved method to pairs, triplets,... of big elements. This would 
lead to a heuristic similar to the one given by Sahni [7] for the max- knapsack 
problem. The result of this series of improvements is a polynomial approximation 
scheme, which is not fully polynomial. 
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PVom a practical point of view, we can improve the behaviour of GR, without 
changing its worst-case bound. This improved heuristic will be called GR+ and 
consists in the following. Let . . ,a'k be a candidate solution for GR (i.e. 
°'i» a2> • • • i a 'k-i a r e small and a!k is a big item). We delete if 
fc-2 
E a J + a U M . 
< = i 
If we could delete a j ^ , then we try to delete This is possible if 
Jt-3 
• = i Hence, we delete items until 
i-i 
« = i 
and the candidate solution for G R + is: 
„i i _/ „/ 
The solution given by GR+ is the minimum cost candidate. 
Clearly, the candidates for GR+ are not more expensive than the candidates 
for GR, so that 
GR+[L) < GR(L) < 2 • OPT(L). 
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A 1.6 lower-bound for the two-dimensional 
on-line rectangle bin-packing 
G. Galambos* 
Abstract 
Examining on-line algorithms for the two dimensional rectangle bin pack-
ing problem, Coppersmith asked in [2] whether one can give a better lower 
bound for this type of algorithms than the Liang's bound which is 1.5364... . 
In this paper we present a bound of 1.6. 
Keywords: two-dimensional bin-packing, worst-case analysis, on-line al-
gorithms, heuristic. 
1 Introduction 
Let us first consider the one-dimensional bin-packing problem: There is given a list 
L{n) — { a i , . . . a n } , and let us suppose that a size li belongs to each Oj € L{n), (0 < 
li < 1). The problem is to pack the elements of L(n) into unit-capacity bins, while 
attempting to minimize the number of bins needed for packing. The problem 
is ./VP-hard (cf.[3j) and therefore various heuristic algorithms have been studied 
for solving this problem. Let us consider the following class of approximation 
algorithms which produce a near-optimal solution of the problem: An algorithm 
belonging to this class packs the elements one by one in the order given by list L(n), 
and after having placed the element into the bin, it will be never moved again. The 
algorithms belonging to this class are called on-line algorithms. 
One possibility to measure the performance of an algorithm A is to give its 
asymptotic worst case performance ratio R& : Let £ be a list and denote by L* the 
minimal number of bins needed to pack the list L. Moreover, let A(L) represent 
the number of bins that are used by the algorithm A to pack the elements of L. 
If denotes the supremum of the ratios A(L)/L* for all lists L with L* = k, 
then 
RA = limsup RA(IC). 
fc—oo 
The best known lower bound for RA for the class of on-line algorithms has heen 
given by Liang (cf.[4j). He proved that there is no on-line algorithm A for which 
RA < 1.5364... .To verify this result Liang considered a k € N + and defined the 
sequence mo = 1, my+i = my (my + 1),(1 < j < k). Finally, he considered the 
lists Lk,...,Lo where Ly (0 < j < k), represents a block of n elements of size 
lj = ^ 1 , t + e with e > 0 suitable small chosen. He proved for the concatenated 
'Department of Applied Computer Science József Attila University, Szeged Hungary. 
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lists Lk,LkLk-1,. ..,Lk--.L0 that one of the ratios A(Lk . ..L})/(Lk ...L,)*, 0 < 
j < k, is at least 1.5364... for every n. 
Now let us consider the following two-dimensional generalization of the one-
dimensional problem fcf.il)!: We are given a list of L(n) = { a i , . . . o „ } with an 
ordered pair of sizes (tufa,),/i (a,)) where tu(a,), resp. ft(a.) is the width, resp. 
height of a,- and we are given rectangular bins with sizes IV and H. (Without loss 
of generality we can suppose that W = H = 1 and tw(o.) < l, / i(a,) < 1.) We have 
to pack the rectangles into the minimal number of bins such that 
• the sides of the elements are parallel to the corresponding sides of the" bins 
(no rotation allowed); 
• no two rectangles in a bin overlap. 
The definition of an on-line algorithm for the two-dimensional case is the same 
as for the one-dimensional case. It is very easy to see for the lists L j satisfying 
h(aj) = m 1 + 1 + e and ui(ay) = 1 that we get a trivial lower bound for the asymptotic 
worst case ratio of an arbitrary two-dimensional on-line algorithm. This means that 
the following theorem is true: 
T h e o r e m 1 There is no on-line two-dimensional bin-packing algorithm A for 
which RA < 1.5364.... 
In [2] Coppersmith mentioned that no better lower bound is known. In this paper 
we restate the trivial argument and obtain a slightly improved, but non-trivial, 
lower bound of 1.6. 
2 Computation of lower bound 
In order to prove the lower bound, we introduce the following lists. Let k be an 
arbitrary integer, we choose n = 4k, and consider the lists Li, L2tL$ tL\ with 
- L\ contains n pieces of .¿-elements with sizes — e, | — 2c); 
- L2 contains n pieces of J5-elements with sizes + e, i — c); 
' - ¿3 contains n pieces of C-elements with sizes — 2e, | + 2e); 
- L\ contains n pieces of D-elements with sizes ( | + 2e, | + e); 
Lemma 1 
(Ll...Ljy<j^. j= 1,2,3,4. 
Proof . We leave it to the reader to verify the cases j = 1,2,4, and we prove only 
the case j = 3: 
We give a feasible packing which consists of the following bins: 
• ^ times bins with two A-elements and two C-elements; 
• ^ times bins with 1.4-elements, 25-elements an lC-elements. (see Figure 1.) 
• 
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Figure 1: A possible packing of (L1} L2l L3). 
Let us now pack the elements of the concatenated list {L\L2L3L4). We say that 
a bin has type t = (ii,'21^3^4) if it contains ti pieces of A-elements, t2 pieces of 
B-elements etc., and we denote the set of bins after having packed the concatenated 
list by T. Moreover, if a bin is represented by its content (ij , t2, t3, i4 ) we define 
the following subsets: 
ifc = { ( i i , t2, f3 , i4 ) € T\ij = 0, if / < k and ik > 0 } . 1 < k < 4. 
It is clear that T = U,4=1 Ti and T< n T, = 0 if t ^ j . 
We denote by a(t) the number of bins which contain t}- elements from the list 
Lit (1 < j < 4). 
Now we are ready to state our lower bound theorem: 
Theorem 2 There is no on-line two-dimensional bin-packing algorithm A for 
which RA <1.6. 
Proof . : We examine how many bins have been used after having packed the list 
L}; (1 <j< 4): 
A{L1...L1) = f^^a{t) (1) 
•'=1 ter, 
and the number of the packed elements for each j, 1 < j < 4 : 
n = £ t y a ( t ) , l < / < 4 . 
t e r 
Adding all the equations (1) and substracting (2) it follows: 
A(Lx) + AiLiI*) + A[LlL2L3) + A(LiL2L3L4) - 4n = 
(2) 
4 £ a(t) + 3 £ a(t) + 2 £ a(t) + £ a(t) - £ a(t) £ ty. (3) 
teTi ter3 tgTj tgr4 t e r 3=1 
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L e m m a 2 The right hand side of (S) is non negative. 
Proo f . First we consider a bin which is in TV- We have to prove that for each such 
type of bin J2i=i i> < 4. In other words, we have to prove that in each bin in which 
there is at least one element of Li the maximum number of the elements is 4. And 
this is trivial. 
Similarly we have to prove obvious statements in the other cases as well. 
• 
We introduce the following notations 
and 
r = max r,-. (5) 
Now using the Lemmas 1-2 and replacing (4) into the left hand side of (3) we get 
4 
> is-
J=1 Now using (5) we get the statement of our theorem. 
3 Conclusions 
Since the best known on-line algorithm has been analysed in [5l, and its asymptotic 
worst case ratio is about 2.86, the gap between the given lower-bound and this value 
is large. On the one hand we are sure that this very simple construction studied in 
our paper has a refinement, and we suspect a lower bound near to 2. On the other 
hand one can show that the examined algorithms do not used out deeply that our 
problem is "two-dimensional" and most of them are different generalizations of the 
known - and analysed - one-dimensional algorithms. So we suspect that with a new 
method the researchers will be able to give better algorithms than the Generalized 
Harmonic Fit which was presented in [5]. 
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On strict codes 
Nguyen Huong Lam and Do Long Van * 
Abstract 
This paper continues an earlier paper of the authors. The maximality, the 
decomposability etc. for infinitary strict codes are considered. Every infini-
tary strict code is shown to be included in an infinitary strict-maximal one. 
The so-called Theorem of Defect for infinitary strict codes is proved. Some 
conditions for an infinitary strict code to be written by an indecomposable 
ones are stated. 
1 Preliminaries 
The concept of strict codes has been first mentioned in [3]. The classical definition 
of a code says that the (finite) identity relations are the only (finite) relations 
satisfied by the code. For a strict code the demand is stronger: any relation, finite 
or infinite, which is satisfied by the code is an identity one. So, strict codes form 
a subclass of codes. In [7] a particular case of strict codes, namely, that of finitary 
strict codes was considered. In our paper [6] we studied infinitary strict codes; we 
proposed some procedures to verify whether a given language is a strict code. Also, 
we characterized strict codes by oo-submonoids generated by them. In the present 
article, which is a sequel to [6], we mostly adapt some well-known notions and 
properties of codes for strict one such as maximality, decomposability, Theorem of 
Defect, etc. 
In what follows we mostly use standard terminology and notation (see, e.g. [5], 
[l]). Let A be an alphabet, finite or countable, A* the free monoid generated by 
A whose elements are called finite words. We denote AN the set of infinite words 
over A and A°° = A* U AN whose elements we call simply words. We make A°° a 
monoid equipping it with the product defined as: 
For any words a, ft of A°°, 
f a if a € AN,pe A°° 
a P \ a 0 if a eA*,PeA°° 
where a/9 means the catenation of a and P (see [6]). Clearly, the empty word, 
denoted by e, is the unit of A°°. 
We call a subset X of A°° (respectively, of A*) an infinitary language (respec-
tively, finitary language). For a finite subset X, CardX denotes its cardinality; 
also, to simplify the notation we often identify a singleton set with its element. For 
a word x € A*, |x| denotes the length of x and we say by convention that |e| = 0 
and |a;| = w if x € AN. 
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For any infinitary language X we denote: 
X&n = X n A*, Xial = X n AN 
XY = {a/9 : a G X,p G Y), Y C A°° 
(the product extended to languages). 
X2 = XX 
Xn+1=XXn, n = 1,2, . . . 
x- = \Jn>0xn 
(the smallest submonoid of A°° containing X). 
X+ = X*-e 
XW = {XIX2 . . . : x , G X&A,I = 1 , 2 , . . . } 
(the set of all infinite products of elements in -Xfin). 
X°° = X* U Xu 
X+oo =x°° -e. 
For every n > 1 we introduce the set of n-tuples defined as: 
• (̂n) = {(xl> *2i • • • I xn) • xly • • • I xn-l G X&n, Xn e X} 
and the set X(u) of u-tuples defined as: 
x (u ) = { (z i . za , - - - ) :xi e x & a , i = 1 ,2 , . . . } 
and we put 
X(*) = Un>l X{n) 
x{oo) = X(,)Ui(„| 
We say that a word x of A°° admits a *-factorization (resp. an w-factorization) 
(xi,x2,...) over X provided x = xix2... with ( i i , x 2 , . . . ) G (resp. 
(x\,x2,...) S X(u)) ; we say that X admits an oo-factorization over X if it ad-
mits either a «-factorization or an u-factorization over X. A given subset X is said 
to be an infinitary code (resp. an infinitary strict code) if every word of A°° admits 
at most one «-factorization (resp. one oo- factorization) [6]. 
Finally, for any two subsets X, Y of A°°, we define: 
XY-1 = {a e A°° : 3p e Y : (a/9 e X) A ((|a| = w) = > /9 = e)}. 
Y-^X = {a e : 3/9 G Y : (/9a e X) A ((|/9| = w) = > a = e)}. 
2 Maximality 
In this section we consider maximality properties of strict codes and oo-submonoids 
generated by them. First, we show that each strict code is included in a strict-
maximal one. A strict code X is called strict-maximal if it is not contained properly 
in any other strict code. X is called relatively strict-maximal if for every finite word 
to G A*, X U w is no more a strict code. 
Theorem 2.1 Every strict code is contained tn a strict-maximal one over A. 
Proof : First, we prove that every strict code is included in a relatively strict-
maximal one. To do this we enumerate all finite nonempty words in some order • 
A+ = { « » 1 , 1 0 2 , . . . } 
and define an increasing sequence of strict codes XQ C XI C X2 C . . . as follows: 
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Put Xo = X and suppose for some n > 0, Xn has been defined. Let t(n) be the 
smallest integer such that Xn U to,(„) is a strict code (if no such t(n) exists, we put 
X n + i = Xn). Put X n + i = Xn U u„, where un is any word in {Xn U w i (n) }*w?(ny 
Since X„Utu,(„) is a strict code, so is Xn+i- Thus Xn+\ is defined and by induction 
our sequence is built. 
Consider the set Y = U n >i Since Y = X U (un : n > 0} and all u„'s are 
infinite words it follows that every oo-factorization over Y is also one over Xn for 
some n. This means that Y is a strict code because each Xn is a strict code. Also, 
it is easy to see that Y is relatively strict-maximal by construction of the sequence 
Xn. Thus every strict code is contained in a relatively strict-maximal one. 
Next, we prove that the class of relatively strict-maximal codes is inductive, i.e. 
every chain (by inclusion) has an upper bound. Indeed, let 
Xa C Xp C X^ C ... 
be a chain in this class, indexed by a set I . Since each member of this chain is 
relatively strict-maximal, we have 
-Xafin = Xpftn = Xa6n = ••• 
Putting 
Z= ( J x 7 
we have — X 7 g n for every 7 6 J that means Z is relatively strict-maximal 
and thus Z is an upper bound of the chain. So, by Zorn's Lemma, every relatively 
strict-maximal code is included in a maximal one, but it is easy to see that every 
maximal element of this class is a strict-maximal code. Theorem is proved. 
It has been known that there exists an algorithm to decide whether a given 
finitary language is a maximal code (in the class of finitary codes) Jl]. Below we 
state a similar result for finitary strict codes. Recall that a finitary language X is 
said to be complete if for any to of A* : A*wA* D X* ^ 0. A word to of A* is called 
overlapping if w = ux = yu for some u, x, y £ A+. It is easy to see that for every 
to of A* (Card A > 2) there exist x and y of A* such that xwy is not overlapping. 
Consider now in the class of finitary strict codes a maximal one by inclusion. We 
call such a code finitary-strict-maximal, or, following just defined terminology, X 
is finitary relatively strict-maximal code. We have then: 
Propos i t i on 2.2 Every finitary-strict-maximal code X is complete. 
Proof : Let w e A* — X. As noted xwy = to' is not overlapping for some x, y in 
A*. If to' e X*, nothing is to be proved. Suppose to' £ X*, then X U to' is not a 
strict code, it has to exist an infinite equality 
®i*2.. . = yiy2 ... 
over X U to' with x\ ^ yi. Let x* = to', A: > 1 and m and n be respectively the 
largest and the smallest integers such that xk = to' is a subword of ymym+i ...yn-
Since to' is not overlapping, there is no to' among y m , . . . , y n meaning that they are 
all in X. Consequently, to' is a subword of ymym+i ...yn € X* and so is to. This 
completes the proof. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.2., we have 
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T h e o r e m 2.3 There existí an algorithm to decide whether a given finitary finite 
subset X is a finitary-strict-maximal code. 
Proof : First, by Theorem 2.6. of [6l, we can verify whether X is a strict code. 
Second, if A" is finitary-strict-maximal code it must be complete. But it has been 
known that a finite (strict) code is complete if and only if it is maximal as a code 
(and therefore finitary-strict-maximal as a strict code). Thus it suffices to test the 
maximality of X as a code and this could be done, for example, by means of a 
Bernoulli distribution. Because X is finite the test is always effective. Theorem is 
proved. 
We now return to the general framework of infinitary words and languages. We 
state some properties of strict-maximal codes analogous to the case of ordinary 
ones, but let us first define some notions. 
A language X C A°° is said to be dense if for every a of A°°, A°° a A°° H X ^ 0, 
or, which amounts to the same, for every w of AN : A* wD Xmi ^ 0; X is said to 
be complete (resp. weakly complete) if X* (resp. X°° ) is dense. 
T h e o r e m 2.4 Every strict-maximal code is weakly complete. 
Proof . : If the alphabet A is a singleton A = {a} then a language X is a strict code 
if and only if X = { a n } for some positive interger n or X = { a " } . So every strict 
code is strict-maximal and weakly complete in this case. 
Suppose now CardA > 2 and X is a strict-maximal code. We prove that 
A* a n Xinf 0 for every a in AN. If a G X¡nf, we are done, otherwise X U a is 
not a strict code, so that we have an equality: 
i i i 2 - . . = yiV2... (1) 
with two possibilities: 
(i) ( n , x 2 , . . . ) G ( X U a ) ( „ j and (ya,y2,...) S ( X U a ) ( m | for m,n > 1., 
(ii) {xi,x2,...) G X ( u ) and (j/i,y2,• • •) G ( X U a ) ( m ) . 
If (ii) holds, we are done. Now suppose that we have (i). If xn ^ a, we are 
through again, otherwise, from (1) and from the fact that a must occur among y?s, 
we have ym = a. Hence a = pu for some primitive word p G A*. We choose a letter 
6 different from the last letter of p. Consider the word bpu — 6a, which we can 
suppose not to belong to X (in the contrary, we are done), therefore the set XUbp" 
is not a strict code. But now with bpu playing the role of a, we have the equality 
(1) for X U bpu. The case (i) with x„ = bpu = ba = ym is already impossible, 
otherwise bpu = qu for some another primitive word q. Certainly q = btf, q1 G A*, 
hence pu = (q'b)u. Since q'b is also primitive, we get p= q'b which contradicts the 
fact that the last letter of p is not b. So we have now either (i) with xn jt ba, ym = 6a 
(or xn = 6a, ym 6a) or (ii). Consequently, A'baUX ^ 0 and the theorem follows. 
It is well-known that every recognizable complete finitary code is a maximal one, 
but we cannot state such an analog for strict codes as shown in the next example. 
E x a m p l e 2.5 Consider the language X = {a2 ,6^4"} over the binary alphabet A = 
{a, 6}. It is easy to see.that X is a recognizable weakly complete strict code (even 
more so, complete one), but not a strict-maximal code, since XLlab A" is still a 
strict code. 
Given two languages X, Y of A°°, X is said to be written by Y, in notatión 
X -< y, if X C Y°° and no proper subset Z of Y has this properties i.e. VZ C 
Y, X % Z°°. It is easy to verify that in the class of strict codes -< is a partial order. 
A strict code X is said to be indecomposable over A if for any strict code Y, X -< Y 
implies Y = X or Y C A. 
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Example 2.® (i) Consider the strict code X — {a2, b, (fca)"} over the alphabet 
A = {a, 6}; X is not indecomposable because X -< {a2 ,6, (a6)w}. 
(ii) Consider now the strict code X = {63a, b2, a, abab"}. We show that X is 
indecomposable. Indeed, if X is written by a strict code Y % A then lfin equals 
either {63a, 63 , a } or {6a, 62, a } , and abab" = yiy2 for some yi e ygn , y2 e l a n (the 
case ababu € Yg^ is impossible). IfY&n = {63o,62,o} then yt must be e, otherwise 
t/2 = bab", which is impossible because we would have then 6 3o(6 2 ) " = b2y2 • Hence 
ababu = yij/2 = J/2 £ Y meaning that Y = X. 
If now Ygn = (6a, b2, a}, then j/i = e,yi = a or yi = aba, correspondingly y2 = 
ababu, t/2 = bab", or y2 = bu. In all cases, it is easy to see that Y is not a code, 
which is a contradiction. 
We recall some notations introduced in [6]. A subset M of is called oo-
submonoid if M°° = M and it is called freeable if M - 1 M D MM_1 = M. Every 
subset X of an oo-submonoid M such that X°° = M is c ailed a generator set of 
M. It was proved in [6] that every oo-submonoid possesses a smallest generator 
set in the sense that it is contained in every generator set of M and freeable oo-
submonoids are always generated by strict codes which are the smallest generator 
sets of them. An oo-submonoid of A°° is said to be freeable-maximal provided it is 
not contained in any freeable oo-submonoid other than itself and A°°. 
We state now a result relating indecomposability off a strict code and freeable-
maximality of the oo-submonoid generated by it. 
T h e o r e m 2.f An oo-submonoid M is freeable-maximal if and only if it is generated 
by an indecomposable strict-maximal code. 
Proof . : Let M be freeable-maximal and X its smallest generator set which is a 
strict code. If X is not strict-maximal, then there exists a word x of A°° — X 
such that X U x is a strict code. Hence M = X°° C (X U x)°° which implies 
(X U = Since X U x is a strict code, we have l U i = A, therefore x 
belongs to A. On the other hand X U x°° is also a strict code and we have 
M c ( I U / ) M C A°° 
i.e. M is not freeable-maximal: a contradiction. That X is not indecomposable also 
leads to a contradiction. Indeed, ii X < Y znd X ji Y,Y % A then M C Y°° C 
which is a contradiction. 
To prove the converse, we suppose that X is an indecomposable strict-maximal 
code and M' is a freeable oo-submonoid such that M C M' C A°°. This yields 
X C X°° = M C M' = X'°° with X' being a strict code generating M'. Thus 
X ~< X" for some subset X" C X'. We show that X" is also a strict-maximal code. 
If it is not so, then X" U x is a strict code for some x in A°° — X". Since X is 
strict-maximal, X U x(x X, because x & (Jf")°° D X) is not a strict code, we 
have then two different oo- factorizations [x\, x2,...) and (yi, y2,...) over XUx of 
some word of A°°. Since every a;,-, y,- that differ from x are in X C X"°° they admit 
then oo-factorizations over X". Now, we replace every entry x,- ^ x and y,- ^ x in 
(*i> x2> • • •) and (yi, y 2 , . . . ) with their oo-factorizations over X" and as a result we 
obtain two oo-factorizations .over X" U x of the same word. Since X" U x is a strict, 
code, they must be identical, from which it follows that either x E X" or X is not 
a strict code. This contradiction shows that X" must be strict-maximal, therefore 
X" = X' and by indecomposability of X we have either X' = X or X' C A. Hence 
X' = X or X' = A, in other words, M' = M or M ' = A°°. The proof is completed. 
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Example 2.8 Consider the subset M = {w € A°° : |u;| >p},p is a prime number. 
It is clear that M is a freeable oo-submonoid generated by the uniform (strict) code 
Ap which is strict-maximal and indecomposable. Therefore M is freeable-maximal 
by Theorem S.7. 
3 Decomposition 
In this section we study the relation -<, namely, we are concerned with the question, 
does there exist for an arbitrary infinitary strict code X an indecomposable one by 
which X is written? Such a problem is not to be posed for finitary codes simply 
because the Zorn's Lemma guarantees this for them. In general, we do not know 
the answer to this question, but below we state some conditions under which a 
strict code can be written by an indecomposable one. 
T h e o r e m 3.1 If X is a strict code with X&u a finite finitary maximal code then 
X can be written by an indecomposable strict code. 
Proof.: First, we observe that for each strict code Y such that X <Y, we have 
•Xfin Q Yfin and it is not difficult to see that if X&n is finite maximal code so is 
Yfi„ and X&n -< Yfin (see (5], for example). Next, we denote S fX) = {Y C A°° : Y 
is a strict code : X -< Y). Also, we denote ||Y|| = 2 „ g y a i l M, 8 0 'hat f ° r e a c ^ 
Y e S(X) we have ||Y|| < oo. Let N be the smallest value of \\Y\\ as Y runs 
through SIX) : N = min{||Y|| : Y e S (X) } . We can see that if Y[ -< Y2 with 
YX,Y2 in S(X) then ||Fi|| > jy2||. Let Y be a strict code of S(X) with ||Y|| = N. 
We show tnat Y is written by an indecomposable strict code and since -< is an 
order relation, so does X. 
Consider 5(K). Certainly 5(Y) C S(X). We use Zorn's Lemma to show that 
S(y) contains a maximal element which, therefore, is an indecomposable strict 
code and by which X can be written. For each Z E S(Y) C 5 (X) , we have 
X <Y <Z and ||Z|| < |JY||. As noted above Y&a -< Z f i ? , and thus both ZBn, YBa 
are maximal codes and smce ||F|| is of minimum value, it follows that ||Z|| = ||y|| 
and ZBn = Yen. 
Consider first an arbitrary countable chain in S(Y) : Y\ <Y2 < We have 
yifin = ^2fin = • • • For each s > 1 and x 6 y,infi x does not belong to y,'!^lfin, since 
ya +i f i n = Y„fin and Y, is a strict code. PVom Y, -< Y,+ 1 it follows 
where ig*n+1' € y„*+lfin, G Y.+iinf- By the same argument, we have 
_(«+!) _ _(»+2)_(«+2) 
Iinf — Zfin Xillf » 
where i g ^ 2 ' € ^»+2fim ̂ nf^2' e y»+2inf> and 8 0 on. Clearly, there exist only 
finitely many i such that Zg"n+1' ^ e, otherwise x £ YgD. Thus there must be an 
integer n(z, a) such that for a.e. m > n(x, s) 
Therefore i (s) G Yminf for a.e. m > n(x, s). 
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Now, consider the set P of A°° with P&a = iiam-Pinf = {z(s) : x 6 Y,inf, s = 
1,2 , . . . } . We verify that 
(i) P is a strict code. In fact, if we have a relation, for example 
(®i , . . . , xm, a) € P( m + i ) , (y i , . . . ,yn, )9) € P(„+i), then there exist s,t > l,x € 
Y.infi y G Itinf such that a = x(a), f) = y(i). Let I = max{n(x, a), n(y, i ) } , then the 
words xi,... xm, a, /3, yn all are in Yj and thus the above relation must be 
an identity. The other cases are treated similarly. 
(ii) For all t : Yi •< P. As shown above, each i £ Yj is written in the form 
X = x'x(t), where x' e Y{Sn = Yfi*n, so x g P^Pm- Thus Yi C P°° (moreover, 
V- r P*\ Pur+lior for ovpn; n R_< there is a positive integer a such that 
If n(x, a) > », since -< Yn(I j4) it follows a = x(s) € Y"o(*,«) is present in the 
expression of some element of Yi as a product of elements of Y"n(x,i) • Hence Y< -< P. 
Thus we have proved that there exists an upper bound for any countable chain. 
Let now 
be an uncountable chain (with cardinality at most continuum). We obviously can 
derive from this chain a countable subchain 
such that for each YL from the uncoutable chain there exists Yn from the countable 
subchain satisfying Y1 -< Y„. For the latter one there exists a maximal element Y 
and it is easy to see that Y is also a maximal element for the uncountable chain. 
Now, in virtue of Zorn's Lemma Y is followed by a maximal element, i.e. Y is 
written by an indecomposable strict code. Proof is completed 
In the next proposition we try to weaken the heavy demand of maximality 
of Xfin, but in compensation to this, the finiteness of X is required. We call 
X an alphabetical code if X is a subset of the alphabet A, otherwise we call it 
nonalphabetical one. 
T h e o r e m 3.2 Each finite finitary nonalphabetical 3trict code is written by an in-
decomposable nonalphabetical strict code. 
Proof . : We note that for any finite finitary strict codes X,Y : X < Y implies 
l|X|l > ||Y" | as mentioned in the proof of the preceding theorem. The equality 
holds if and only if every word of Y occurs just once in the «-factorization of just 
one word of X , or equivalently, there exists a partition Y = Yi U . . . U Yn(n > 1) 
such that for any t : 1 < t < n there exists a word x (thus uniquely) such that x is 
a product of the words in Yi (in some order). Hence if ||X|| = j|Y||, we have n = 
Card X < Card Y and in addition to this, if Card X = Card Y then each Yi is a 
singleton, which means X = Y. 
We turn now to the proof. Let X be a finite finitary strict code. If X is 
indecomposable, we are done. Otherwise, we assume the contrary that X cannot 
be written by any indecomposable nonalphabetical strict code and as a consequence 
x i . . . xma = y i . . . ynP 
a = x(s) = x t t ' " » = x</>eY i iDi. 
Ya<Yp<... 
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of this, we have an infinite chain of finite finitary codes: X = XQ X X j -< X2 -<..., 
where X,- ft Xj+i and X,- is nonalphabetical for all t = 1 ,2 , . . . Certainly, we 
have: ||X0[| > |LXI|| > ||X2|| > . . . . Since ||X0|| < oo it follows that for some 
integer N : || = ||Xjv+i|| = . . . . On the other hand, as we noted above: Card 
XN < Card Xff+i < But for every * > 1 : ||Xj\r+iH — Card Xjy+j min{|x| : 
x £ Xf f+ i } > Card Xtf+i. Hence,' there most be an integer M such that Card 
XM+N — Card XM+N+I, therefore XM+M = X^+M+I which is a contradiction 
with the assumpion that Xt- ^ X j + 1 for all t. The proof is completed. 
As a consequence of the preceding theorem, we shall have a decomposition 
theorem for finite finitary strict codes, but we recall some notations first. For more 
details one can consult [5] or [1]. Let X,Y be finitary codes over A and X -< Y. 
Consider an alphabet B of the same cardinality as Y and a bijection / : B —• Y. 
Because Y is a code, we can extend / to an isomorphism of B* and Y*, which we 
denote by the same f,f:B* —• Y*. Let Z = { / _ 1 ( x ) : x € X C K*} and it is 
not difficult to see that Z is a code over B and it is a strict code if X and Y are 
strict codes. In this case we write X = Y Z. Conversely, if Y C A*,Z C B* 
are codes (resp. strict codes) then the expression X = Y <2>B Z stands for the 
following: there exists an isomorphism / : B* —Y* such that X = f{Z) C Y*. 
In this way X becomes a code (resp. strict code) and we have X -< Y if and only if 
B is the least alphabet such that Z C B*. It is noteworthy that 0 is associative. 
Now we state our theorem. 
T h e o r e m S.3 Every finite finitary strict code X of A* admits a finite decompos-
tion: 
X = X 1 ® X 2 ( g ) . . . ( g ) X „ , 
B C D 
where Xi,X2i. • - Xn are indecomposable strict codes over the corresponding al-
phabets A, B,..., D. 
Proof . : The proof is proceeded by induction on ||X||. If J1X|| = 1 then X is a letter, 
so it is indecomposable by definition. Suppose now that for every strict code X with 
J|X|| < k the assertion is valid. Let ||X|| — k. If X is indecomposable, we are done; 
if not, by the preceding theorem, X is written by a nonalphabetical indecomposable 
strict code Y over A* : X -< Y. Thus, using the notations mentioned above, we have 
X = Y(g)Z. 
B 
Certainly, |/ _ l (x)| < |x| for each x 6 X, therefore \\Z\\ < ||X|| = k and the equality 
holds if and only if |/ - 1 (x)| = |x| for every x, i.e. when each word of Y is a letter 
meaning that Y C A which is a contradiction. Thus we must have ||£|| < |JX|| = k. 
By induction hypothesis Y admits a finite decomposition and so does X . Theorem 
is proved. 
4 Theorem of Defect 
In this concluding section we establish for strict codes a result, which is an analog 
of Theorem of Defect in the theory of finitary codes [2]. Note that Theorem of 
Defect was also proved for infinitary codes [4]. 
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T h e o r e m 4 .1 For any language X of A°°, if X is not a strict code then X is 
written by a strict code of cardinality at most Card X — 1. 
Proof . : If Card X = oo nothing is to be done because X is always written by A 
or a subset of A and Card A — 1 < oo. So we can assume Card X < oo and the 
proof is done by induction on Card X. 
If Card X = 1 then A* is a singleton strict code. Now suppose that for every 
X of cardinality not exceeding n the assertion is true. Let now X be a language 
of cardinality n + 1 and X not be a strict code. We have then two different oo-
factorizations (ui, u 2 , . . . ) and («i, «2, . . . ) over X with ui ^ t»i of a word a G A°°. 
Further, we can suppose that |«i| > |ui|. Hence vi = ui/3 for some f} 6 A+co. 
Consider two cases: 
(i) If «i e then we have t>i = uju2 . . . , therefore /3 = U2U3 Consider 
the language X\ = X — «j.. If Uj occurs among U2, U3,..., say, uj = U* with k the 
smallest possible, k > 1; then we have 
hence ui = ( u i . . . tifc_i)w € 
If «1 it,- for » = 2 ,3 , . . . then «1 is obviuosly in So we have X C Xj° and 
Card X\ < Card X. If X± is not a strict code, then Dy the induction hypothesis, 
Xi is written by a strict code of cardinality < CardXi < CardJf. 
(ii) If ui e A*, then 0 eA+ and we put Xi = X - t>i U /3. Clearly, X C Xf° 
and ||Xi|| < ||X||. There are two possibilities 
(ii. 1) Replacing all the occurrences of ui by ui/? in the equation: 
U1U2... = V i « 2 . . . , (2) 
it becomes an identity. This means that f} = £ X — t>i and therefore CardXi < 
CardX — 1 = n. The assertion follows by induction hypothesis applied to X\. 
(ii.2) If (2) does not become an identity after the replacement (ii.l), then we 
repeat the argument with X\ until ii) or (ii.l) occurs. The process cannot go into 
infinity avoiding (i) or (ii.l) since ||A,-||,t = 1 ,2 , . . . decreases strictly each time the 
argument is repeated. Thus we should obtain a finite sequence X — XQ, XI,... X, 
with XI C Card XI+1 < Card X{ for t = 1 ,2 , . . . , s - 1 and X, C C, where 
C is some finite strict code with Card C < Card X,. So X C C°° and Card C < 
Card X — 1. The proof is complete. 
Coro l lary 4.2 Every two-element language is a strict code if and only if it is a 
code. 
Proof . : If X = {A, FT) is not a code then X is not a strict code. Conversely, if X is 
not a strict code then by Theorem 4.1 X C {7}00 for some 7 € A°°. Since A ^ 
must belong to A*. Hence X is not a code. 
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Let A be an alphabet and let R be a language in A+. An (¿-generator 
of -R" is a language G such that G" = R". The language Stab(-R") = { u G 
A* : ttiZ" Ç R"} is a submonoid of A*. We give results concerning the w-
generators for the case when Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid which are not 
available in the general case. In particular, we prove that every ((»-generator 
of 22" contains at least one minimal w-generator of R". Furthermore these 
minimal w-generators are codes. We also characterize the w-languagea having 
only finite languages as minimal u-generators. Finally, we characterize the 
w- languages »-generated by finite prefix codes. 
1 Introduction 
Let A be an alphabet. Given a language R in A*, the star operation provides 
a language, denoted by R*, which is the smallest submonoid of A* containing R. 
Conversely with each submonoid M of A*, we can associate the family of languages 
G satisfying G* = M, such languages are called «-generators of M. To obtain the 
most compact possible representation of M, one can seek the smallest «-generator 
of M if any with respect to inclusion. It is well known that, if M is submonoid of 
A* , then the star root of M, that is the language (M \ {e } ) \ (M \ { e } ) (M \ {e } ) ) 
is the smallest «-generator of M [Br]. 
Here we consider the w-power operation which for each language R in A+, 
gives the language Ru of infinite words tti . . . un . . . where every un is a word in 
R. Conversely, with each language Rw, we can associate a family of languages G 
satisfying Gw = Ru. Such languages are called w- generators of Ru. Note that for 
any w- generator G of Ru, the language (C?2\G) is an w-generator of R", too. Hence 
the set of ai-generators does not have a minimum, therefore we consider its minimal 
elements. The question about the existence of minimal w-generators remains to be 
solved in the general case. Here we approach the problem in a particular case in 
the following way. Each word u in A* defines a left translation on Au. Given an 
w-language L, the language Stab(L), already introduced in [St80], of words which 
stabilize L is a submonoid of A*. For the case when L = Ru and Stab(L) is a 
'Laboratoire Bordelais de Recherche en Informatique, Univesité de Bordeaux I, Unité 
associé au C. N. R. S. n° 1304. Mailing address: 351, cours de la libération, F-33405 
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free submonoid, we show that Stab(i2u) is of interest for the study of minimal co-
generators of Ru. Previously other properties of the co-languages whose stabilizer 
is free have been proved in [St80]. We establish here results which, for the general 
case, either do not hold (we propose counter-examples) or are not yet proved. The 
main result (Theorem 7) states that each to- generator of -ft" contains at least one 
minimal w-generator. Furthermore these minimal to- generators are codes. Next we 
are interested in the finite, if any, minimal co-generators of Ru. By [LaTi] such co-
languages R? are closed sets with respect to the usual topology on A . This makes 
us study the minimal co-generators of closed co-languages. We prove that they are 
right-complete sets (Theorem 9). Concerning the finite minimal co-generators of 
Ru, it is proved in [LaTi] and ILiJ that one can decide, given a regular language 
R, whether Ru = F^ for some finite set F. We also characterize the properties of 
all minimal co-generators being finite languages (Theorem 15) and of only one co-
generator having the smallest possible cardinality (Theorem 17). Finally we show 
that the case of finite prefix codes is especially easy: some finite prefix code co-
generates i f " if and only if some finite prefix code «-generates the stabilizer of i f " 
and Rw is a closed co-language (Theorem 18). Unfortunately this result cannot be 
generalized for a larger class of codes. 
Section 2 contains definitions and notation used in the following. In Section 3 we 
deal with the minimal co-generators. The finite minimal co-generators are the topic 
of Sections 4 and 5. Finally the finite prefix codes as co-generators are investigated 
in the last section. 
2 Preliminaries 
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote by A* and A" the set of all finite words, 
and the set 'of all infinite words, respectively. Infinite words are called co-words 
and subsets of A* and Au are called languages and co-languages, respectively. We 
denote by e the empty word and by A+ the language A* \ { c } . The concatenation 
is as usual extended to A". 
Let X be a language in A* and let Y be a language or an co-language. X-1Y 
stands for the language { « £ A* U Au : xv £ Y for some x £ Jl}. X* stands for the 
smallest submonoid of A* with respect to inclusion, containing X and we denote 
by Root(A") the language (X* \ {s} ) \ (X* \ { £ » ( * * W e } ) ) . 
Let u be a word and let v be word or an co-word. The word u is a prefix of v 
if and only if v £ tt(A* UAW). Given a language X, Pref(X) is the language 
Pref (x). 
Let u, v be two words. The word u is a suffix of v if and only if v £ A*u. Given 
a language X, SufiF(X) is the language Suff(x). 
Let C be a language in A*. C is a code if and only if each word has at most 
one factorization over C. A submonoid of A* is free if and only if its root is 
a code [BePe]. C is an ifi-code [St86] if and only if each co-word has at most 
one co-factorization over C that is the equality t t i . . . u n . . . = t>i... t / „ . . . where 
Ufii vn £ C, implies that u„ = vn for all n > 0. C is a prefix code if and only if 
CA+ fl C = 0. Note that every prefix code is an ifi-code and every ifl-code is a 
code. The converses do not hold [St86]. 
Let P be a subset of any monoid M, P is a right-complete set in M if and only 
if for each u in M, there exists v in M such that uv belongs to P* [BePel. 
Let X be a language in A*, the adherence Adh(X) of X ([LinSt], [BoNi]) is the 
co-language {to € A" : Pref (to) C Pref(X)}. Recall that Adh(X) is a closed set 
with respect to the usual topology on A". Moreover L is a closed co-language if 
and only if L = Adh(Pref (L)). 
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Let R be a language in Ru is the co- power of R, that is, the co-language 
{ux . . . u „ . . . : u„ G i2>. We denote by [iZL the family {G C A+ : Gu = R?). G G 
[IZ]U is called an co-generator of Ru. Tne co-language R? is said to be finitely 
co-generated [LaTil if and only if R" = F" for some finite language F. 
The stabilizer Stab(L) of an co-language L is the language {u G A* : uL C L} 
[St 80]. 
3 Minimal w-generators in the case when 
stab(i2w) is a free submonoid 
This work about the minimal co-generators of Ru is based on the stabilizer of Ru. 
Recall first the following lemma. 
Lemma 1 [St80] [LiTi] Let L be a language. Then Stab(L) is a submonoid of A*. 
Furthermore, in the case when L = Ru, StablRw) contains every co-generator of 
R". 
Lemma 2 Let R be a language. Then Ru = [R\ R{Stab(RJ) \ {e } ) ) w . 
Proof . Denote R \ RlStab^R") \ {e } ) by G. The co-language Gu is contained 
in i f " , since G is contained m R. Moreover, we have R C (G U GStabii?")) and 
thus J?" C (GU GStab(i2"))ii". Now by definition of Stab(iiw), it follows that 
Ru C GR" and finally R? C Gu. 
• 
We now state a result concerning the subsets of free submonoids. 
Lemma S Let M be a free submonoid in A* and G be a subset of M. Then the 
language G \ G(M \ {e}) is a code. 
Proof . Denote G \ G(M \ {e } ) by G'. Let u be a word in G'* and assume that 
u G gi G'* (~l g^G" where gi and G G' and g\ is a prefix of g2. As G' C M, u has 
only one factorization in Root(Af). Thus g2 belongs to g\M. Since g2 G G',g2 is 
equal to gi. 
• 
In view of the above lemmas, we deduce: 
Proposition 4 Let R be a language such that Stab(R^) is a free submonoid in 
A*. For each co-generator G of Ru, the language G\G(SUb(Ru) \ {e } ) is a code 
co-generating Ru. 
We now give a characterization of codes which uses co-words [LiSt]. 
Proposition 5 Let C be a language in A+. C is a code if and only if for each word 
u in C+, the w-word u" has a single co-factorization over C. 
Proof . Assume that C is not a code. It follows that some u in C + has two 
different factorizations over C and hence uw has two different co-factorizations over 
C. Assume now that for Some u in C+, u" has two different u-factorizations over 
C. That is, uw = t/j . . . vn ... where each vn & C and the unique factorization of 
u in C+ does not start with vi- There exist four integers i,j,k and m such that 
vi-..vk = u'u' and « x . . . vm = u*+Ju' where u' is a prefix of u. It follows that 
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u*+ ,u' has two different factorizations over £7(t>i... um and u } v\. . . Wfc), that is C 
is not a code. 
• 
So we can deduce a basic result for this paper. 
Coro l lary 6 Let C be a code in A+. Then C is a minimal w-generator of C". 
Proo f . Suppose we have a code C which is not a minimal co-generator of Cu. Then 
(C \ { v } ) " = Cu for some word t/ G C. Hence vu e[C\ {u})w what implies that 
vu has two co-factorizations over C. This contradicts the fact that C is a code. 
• 
Hence the initial question about the existence of minimal co-generators is an-
swered. 
T h e o r e m 7 Let R be a language such that Stab^) is a free submonoid in A*. 
Eaxh w-generator G of Ru contains at least one minimal u-generaotr of Rw. Fur-
thermore, the code G\ G ( S t a b ( i f ) \ { e } ) is one of these. 
Without assuming that S t a b ( i f ) is free, the language R\R(Sta.h{R")\(e}) is 
genrally not a minimal co-generator of i f , as shown by the following example. 
E x a m p l e 1 Let R be the language {e , fc } {a} {6}* . Here Stab(Ru) = R*. but R\ 
i?(Stab(iZ<") \ { e } ) = R which is not a minimal co-generator of R?, since ab R" is 
contained in {a, ab2}R", which implies (R \ {a6})<" = R?. 
We have actually proved that whenever Stab(iZ") is a free submonoid, then the 
minimal co-generators of i f are exactly the codes co-generating R" . However codes 
can co-generate R" without Stab(iZw) being a free busmonoid, sis shown below. 
E x a m p l e 2 Let R be the language {aa,aaa,b}. Here Stab(Ru) — R* which is not 
a free submonoid. However the language {oo, aaab, 6} is a code co-generating Ru. 
4 The finite minimal w-generators of K> 
We have seen (Lemma 1) that Stab(/2U) contains every co-generator of R^, but it 
is not necessarily an co-generator of Rw. As a counterexample consider R = a* b 
where Stab(iZu) = {a, 6}*. However if Ru is a closed subset of A", we have the 
following result. 
L e m m a 8 [LiTi], Let R be a language such that R? is a closed subset in Au. 
Then Stab(Ru) is the greatest co-generator of i f . 
Now, in the case when i f is closed, we can link the notion of co-generator of 
i f and the one of right-complete set in Stab( i f ) . 
T h e o r e m 9 Let R and G be two langauges such that i f as well as Gu are closed 
co -languages. Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(i) G is an w-generator of i f 
(ii) G is a right-complete set in Stab(Ru). 
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Proof . Suppose G is an co-generator of R. Les us recall [BePel that G is a right-
complete set in a submonoid M if and only if for each word u in M, there exists v in 
M satisfying uv EG*. Let u be a word in Stab(JZw), we can wtite uw = gi... gn ... 
where each gn E G. Hence there exist two integers k, m and a prefix u' of u such 
that k < m, ttfcu' and umu' belong to G + . Moreover umu' = u(um - f c - 1 (u f cu' ) ) , 
thus uv belongs to G + where v = u m - f c - 1 (u f c u' ) belongs to Stab(i2w). 
Conversely, if G is a right-complete set in StabfiZ"), G + C Stab(i2w) and 
Pref(Stab(22w)) C Pref(G+). Hence Pref(Stab(i?w)) = Pref(G+). Moreover, 
Pref(Stab(i?uj) = PrefiiZ") = Pref(fl+). Now as Gu and R" are closed co-
languages, Gu = Adh(Pref(G")) and R? = Adh(Pref(i2")). It follows that 
Gu = Ru. 
• 
Corol lary 10 Let R be a language such that Ru is a closed io-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid. Let G be a language such that Gu is a closed w-
language. Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
(ij G is a minimal w-generator of R" 
(\i) G is a right-complete code in Stab(Ru). 
According to [LaTi], we know that if F is a finite language, F" is a closed co-
language. Then as a consequence of the above result we can characterize the finite 
minimal co-generators of R? without using the co-power. 
Corol lary 11 Let R be a language such that R" is a closed w-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonid. Then G is a finite minimal w-generator of Ru if 
and only if G is a finite right-complete code tn Stab(Ru). 
Remark. We cannot remove the assumption of Ru being a closed co-language. 
For example, with R = a*b, Stab (•ft") is the language {a, 6}* and {0,6} is a right-
complete code in Stab(/2W) but it is not an («/-generator or R". 
In [LaTi] and [Li] characterizations are given for Ru being finitely co-generated. 
In our current case we have the following characterization which does not hold in 
the general case [LaTi], 
T h e o r e m 12 Let R be a language such that Ru is a closed co-language and 
Stab(Ru) i3 a free submonid. R" is finitely u-generated if and only if 
Root(Stab(Rw)) is a finite language. 
Proof . Assume that Root(Stab(iiu)) is an ifinite language and that G is a finite 
co- generator of Ru. As G is right-complete in Stab(i?w), there exists a word g EG 
such that the set £ = { 1 1 6 Root (Stab (Ru)) : 3« E Stab (R'J) with uv E gG*} is 
infinite. Since G C Stab(Ru), g = gi... gk where each g, E Root(Stab(i?u)). Now 
since E is infinite, there exists uj E E such that Ui ^ gi- Then uj Stab(itw) n gi 
StabiZ") ^ 0 given a contradiction. 
• 
However in the case when Ru is finitely gnerated, some co-generators could be 
infinite codes, as shown below. 
Example 3 Let R be the language {a2,6a, 6a2}. Here StabR") = R* and {a2 ,6a}u 
6a2 {a2 }*{6a, 6a2} is an infinite code w-generating R?. 
That leads to propose conditions for all minimal co-generators of Ru to be finite 
ones. 
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L e m m a 13 Let R be a language such that R" is a closed co-language. If 
Root(Stab(Ru)) is a finite ifl-code then all minimal co-generators of Ru are finite 
ifi-codes. 
Proo f . Denote Root (Stab( i f ) ) by C. Assume that G is an infinite minimal co-
generator of i f . As C is a finite language, there exists a sequence (sn) of C* 
satisfying so = e and for every integer n, s „ + i = anr„+i with r n + i € C and 
snC+ n G is an infinite language. Moreover by Theorem 7, G n GC+ = 0. Hence 
for every integer n, sn does not belong to G. As the co-word r j . . . r „ . . . belongs to 
C", it is equal to g\... gn . . . where each gn € G. As C is an ifl-code. There exist 
g rf in G such that gGu n j / G " ^ 0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that g is a prefix of g'. Since C is an ifl-code, g1 € gG+, this is a contradiciton with 
G t~)GC+ = 0. 
• 
The following lemma displays an important difference between regular codes 
and regular ifl-codes. 
L e m m a 14 Let C be a regular code. If C is not an ifl-code then there exists an 
infinite code co-generating C". 
Proof . C being not an ifl-code, there exist words a,/3 £ C such that a ^ f) and 
aC" n fiC" jt 0. Since C is regular, we deduce that uvu = uV w for some u ^ u ' 
such that u £ aC 1 ' " 1 , « ' € v £ C* and v' € C*. Moreover the language 
uu* ( C \ { « } ) U ( C \ { « } ) is an infinite co-generator of i f , which is a code since C* 
is a code. 
• 
Noting that a finite language is a regular language and according to Lemmas 
13 and 14, we state. 
T h e o r e m 15 Let R be a language such that StabtR") is a free submonoid. All 
minimal to-generators of i f ore finite languages if and only if i f is a closed co-
language and Root(Stab(Ru)) is a finite ifl-code. 
Remark. As shown by the following example, we cannot remove the assumption 
that Stab ( i f . ) is a free subonoid. 
E x a m p l e 4 Let R be the language {e, 6}{a, a6}*. R is not a code, Stab(Ru) = R* 
and Root(Stab[Ru)) = R. However, by using the fact that Pref[R+))n Suff (ii+) = 
R* U {6}, we can prove that all minimal co-generators of i f are finite langauges. 
As a consequence of Theorem 15, we characterize the minimal co-generators of 
the whole language A". 
Coro l lary 16 Let A be a finite alphabet. A language G is a minimal co-enerator 
of Au if and only if G is a finite maximal prefix code in A*. 
5 Uniqueness of the «¿-generator of smallest car-
dinality 
When i f is finitely co-generated, there is obviously a smallest integer that can be 
the cardinality of some co-generator of i f . But several co-generators can have that 
integer for cardinality. For example, consider R = {oa, aaa, 6} where {aa, aaab, 6} 
is also an co-generator of smallest cardinality. Here we seek languages i f such that 
only one co- generator is of smallest cardinality. 
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Theorem 17 Let R be a language such that i f is a closed w-language and 
Stab(Ru) is a free submonoid. Then the following conditions are equivalent, 
(x) RootfStabiR")) is the single w-generator of smallest cardinality for i f 
(ii) 2 < Card(Root(Stab(Ru))) < oo. 
Proof . Denote Root(Stab(i f ) ) by C. If Card(C) = 1, then of course there 
are infinitely many w-generators of cardinality 1. If C is infinite, then in view 
of Theorem 12, R. is not finitely w- generated and all w-generators are infinite 
languages. 
Conversely, suppose G ^ C is an ((»-generator of smallest cardinality for i f . 
Let g = cu be a word of G factorized by c G C and u 6 C+ (g exits since G ^ C). 
The language (G \ {</}) U {c} is an w-generator of smallest cardinality for i f . Step 
by step we obtain an w-generator such as ( C \ { c } ) u { c u ) where c G C and u G C + . 
By factorizing u in c'u', we can easily verify that (C\{c } ) u { c c ' } is an w-generator 
of i f " . Hence (C\ { c } )Cu { c c ' } is an w-generator of i f , properly contained in C 2 : 
a contradiction since C 2 is a code and consequently C2 is a minimal w-generator 
of i f - . • 
6 Case of finite prefix codes 
In Section 3 we have seen that the language Stabi i f ) does not allow us to charac-
terize the languages Ru w-generated by a code. However for the finite prefix codes 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 18 Let R be a language. Then the following conditions ae équivalent, 
(ij i f = P" for some finite prefix code P. 
(xi) if1* is a closed UJ-language and Stab(R") = P* for some finite prefix code 
P. 
Proof . If R" is a closed w- language and Stab( i f ) = P* ffor some finite prefix 
code P, then i f — P". 
Conversely, let P be a finite prefix code such that P " = i f . 
First (* ) _ 1 Stabi i f ) = Stab( i f ). Indeed, let uv 6.Stab ( i f ) where u G P*. 
As uvP* Ç Pref(Pw), for each 2 in P*, there exists y in A* such that uvzy G P*. 
P being a prefix code, (P*) _ 1 P* = P*, hence vzy G P* >, that is « G Stab(i f ). 
Secondly ( S t a b ( i f ) ) - 1 S tab ( i f ) C Stab(i f ). Indeed, assume that z G 
( S t a b ( i f ) ) " 1 (Stab(if )). Then Stab(i f )n (Stab(if J)*"1 ^ 0. Let u be a 
word in Stab(if")n (Stab(if ) ) z _ 1 such that no any suffix of u is in Stab( / f )n 
(Stab(if ) ) z - 1 . As U" G P", there exist two words u1( u2 in A* such that u = u1u2 
and u*ui G P + and u ' + , ui G P + . Hence u2, which is equal to (u*ux) -1u*+1, be-
longs to Stab( i f ) according to the first point. Ditto u2z belongs to Stab(i f ), 
hence u2 G Stab ( i f )n (Stab(if ) ) z - 1 . It follows u2 = u, next u* G P + . 
Moreover tiz G Stab(i f ), hence z G Stabi?(w). Finally (Pref(Stab(if ))* = 
Stab(i f ). Indeed, let u G Stab(i f ) ,u = cu' for some c in Pref(Stab(if )). Ac-
cording to the second point, u' G S tab ( i f ) and step by step we obtain Stab ( i f ) Ç 
( Pref(Stab ( i f ) ) + . This finishes the proof. 
• 
Finite prefix codes are particular finite ifi-codes. But i f cvan be w-generated 
by a finite ifl-code without Stab(i f ) being a free submonoid, as shown below. 
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E x a m p l e 5 Let R be the language {e ,6} {a ,a& 2 }* . R is a finite ifl-code, hence R" 
is a closed o is a closed u-language. However Stab(Ru) = {e,b}{a,ab,ab2}* and 
Root(Stab(Rw)) = {e,b}{a,ab,ab2} which is not a code. 
When R" is co-generated by an infinite prefix code, Ru is never a closed co-
language and Stab(i2") is not necessarily an infinite prefix code. 
E x a m p l e 6 Let R be the language *b. R is an infinite prefix code, Stab(Ru) = 
{o , 6}* which has {aa, 6} for root. 
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Special Families of Matrix Languages and 
Decidable Problems 
A. Mateescu * 
Abstract 
We investigate some variants of simple matrix grammars. It is proved 
that the equivalence problem, the inclusion problem and other problems are 
decidables for this families of grammars. It would be noted that all these 
problems are undecidable for the family of simple matrix grammars. 
1 Definitions and notations. 
For an alphabet E we denote by £* the free monoid generated by I! under the 
operation of concatenation, and A is the null element. The length of a string a G E* 
is denoted by |a|. The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. If n € N, n > 1, 
then [n] denotes the set {1,2, . . . n } . If n G N, n > 1, and <p : [nl —• N is a 
function, then <p is a n-function and \<p\ = If 6 = (<p, ip), wnere <p and ip 
are n-functions, then |0| = \<p\ + and 6i = jp(*) + t),t = 1 ,2 , . . . , n. 
In order to obtain certain subfamilies of matrix languages we consider a special 
case of simple (linear, regular) matrix grammars, see [4] p. 68, definition 1.5.1. 
Definit ion 1.1 Let n, k G N be such that i < k < n and let 6 = (<p,Tp) be a 
pair of n-functions. A (n,k, 9)-linear matrix grammar (Img) 'is a matrix grammar 
G = (V, E, S, P) of degree n, where V is the nonterminal alphabet, E is the terminal 
alphabet, S is the start symbol (S £ V U E) and P is a finite set of matrices of the 
following form: 
(i) (5 — A i A 2 . . . A „ ) , A\ G V, t = l , . . . , n 
(ii) (Ax — aiBipu...,An —* anBn0n),Ai,Bi G V, G E*, |a,| = 
#>(•'). №1 = *(•'). * = 
(iii) (Ai —• a i , . . . , A n —• an),A,- G V,t = 1 n,ak G E*, 0 < |afc| < 
\6\and ai = A for i ^ k,t = 1 n. 
A (n, k, 0)-linear matrix grammar is called (n, k, <p)-regular matrix grammar (rmg) 
iff 0(t) = 0 , t = 1,. . . ,»». 
We define the direct derivation relation = > and the derivation relation ==> as 
A G 
usually, see [3]. 
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The language generated is: 
L(G) = {tu|u> E E*, S ==> to} 
G 
Definition 1.2 The family of (n,k,6)-linear matrix languages is: 
LMn,k,e = {L\3G, (n, k, 0) - lmg and L(G) = L) 
and the family of (n, k, <p)-regular matrix languages is: 
X Mn,k,v = {L\3G, (n, k, <p) - rmg and L(G) = L) 
Remark 1.3 Let k be such that 1 < k < n, let 6 = (<p, ip) be a pair of n-functions 
and let E be an alphabet. We consider the following two alphabets: 
Ei = {[a]|a € E* and |a| = |Ö|} and Ej = {\P\\f3 E E* and \f)\ < |0|}. 
For every w E E* there exists and are unique two numbers p, r E N such that 
M = p|0| + r and 0 < r < |0|. 
It is easy to remark that there exists a unique decomposition of w: 
W = WiV>2 • • • w k - iu k Pv k w k + i . . . w n 
such that for any t = 1 n,i ^ *:, = p8i, |uJ = p<p(k),\vk\ = 
pi>(k), and |/91 = r. Let wk be the word ukvk. Then, there are the words 
*íy ) ,yjy ) É E = 1 such that l ^ l = *>(.'), |yiy)| = *(t) and ^ = 
x\1]x\2)... * ip )y|p ) . . . y f iy j 1 ) , for alii = 1 , . . . , n. Let z\j) be the word i j ^ y ^ . t = 
l , . . . , n , j = l , . . . p . 
Using the above notations we shall define the function 
* e ' k • E * — 
T?'*N = . . . . . . * < * > ] . . . . . . 
Note that for any 9, n and k, Tg'k is a bijective function. Let us consider an 
example. 
Example 1.4 We choose n — Z,k = 2,9 = (<p,é) where <p,ij> : [3] —» = 
1, <p(2) = 4,<p{3) = 1,^(1) = 2,V-(2) = 1,^(3) = 3 and let to be the word 
ai02...aao. Note that |0| = 12, |u;| = 30 and therefore p = 2 and r = 6. It re-
sults that: 
to = tt;iU2j9v2tU2, where : 
toi = a i . . . a « , U2 = a? . . . au,f} = a i s . . . 020, « 2 = « 2 1 0 2 2 1 = <»23 • • • 030-
Observe that: 
(1) (2) (i) 
z\ = aia6a6,zi = 030304,2} = a7...010022, 
(2) U) (2) 
2 3 = ° 1 1 • • • a 1 4 " 2 1 | Z 3 = °23®28®29®30» z 3 = ®24«2S026027-
Prom these remarks it follows that: 
( a i 5 . . . 0 2 o ] > 
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2 Special properties and closure properties 
The next two propositions prove the importance of the functions rg'k. 
Propos i t i on 2 .1 If G is a (n, k, 6)-linear matrix grammar, then there is a regular 
grammar G' such that: 
L(G') = r?'k ( IR (G) ) . 
Proof . Let G = (V, E, S, P) be a (n, k, 9) — Img and we define the regular Chomsky 
grammar, G' = (Vjf,Vr, S, P1), see also the notations of remark 1.3 
VN = VN U { 5 } , VT = E i U E 2 
and the set of rules is: 
{S —>(A 1 , . . . ,A„)|(S^Ai . . .A n )eP}u 
U {(Alt...,An) —+[a1p1...anpn]{Bu...,Bn)\ 
(Ai —» aiBifii,..., An — ctnBn0n) E P) U 
U { ( A i , . . . , A n ) —> [afc]|(i4i — • a i , . . . , An —• a „ ) 6 P where 
= A, for any t = 1 , . : . , n with t ^ k}. 
We can prove by induction on the length of the derivations, that: 
AiA2 . •. An ==> u1Biv1u2B2v2 ... unBnvn 
if and only if: 
(Ai,A2, . . . An) Tg'k (uiwiu2w2 • • • u n v n ) ( B i , B 2 , B n ) . 
From the above equivalence and from the definition of r£'k it follows easily our 
proposition. 
Now, we turn to the converse of proposition 2.1. 
Propos i t i on 2.2 Let k be such that 1 < k < n and let 6 = (<p, ip) be a pair of 
n-functions. If the language L,LC ETE2, is a regular language, then there is a 
(n,k, 9)-linear matrix grammar, G, such that: 
L(G) = tfk(L), 
where t)g'k is the inverse function of r£'k (see also the remark l.S). 
Proof . Let G' = (Vat, Ei U E^S ' .P 7 ) be a regular grammar such that L(G') = 
L. Without loossing of generality, we can assume that the nonterminal rules of 
P'yA —• aB, has the property that a € Ex and also we can assume that the 
terminal rules of P1, A — • a, has the property that a € E2 . 
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This assumption follows from the condition L Ç EJE2. We define the (n, k, 6)-
linear matrix grammar G,G = (V, E ,S ,P) where: V = Vu U { 5 } , with 5 a new 
symbol and the rules: 
P = {{S -^S\i:^))yj{{A-^alBpu...,A^anBpn)\ 
n 
IA — [aiA ... a„/?„|£ 6 /*, |a<| = *»(»), | = *(»), i = 1 n} U 
U { (A — • ax,..., A — » — • 0 E P1 E E2,at,- = A, 
%=l,...,n,x^k and ak = 0} 
It follows easily that L[G) = r)g'k(L). 
Remark 2.3 The propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are also true if G is a (n, k, <p) regular 
matrix grammar. 
Theorem 2.4 For every n,k E N, with 1 < k < n and for every pair of n-
functions, 0 — (<p, ip), the family CMn,k,e is closed under union, intersection and 
complement. 
Proof. The closure under union is obvious. Therefore, it is enough to prove the 
closure under complement. If L E £Mn,k,e,L Q E*, then the language Tg'k(L) is 
regular (Proposition 2.1). It follows that the language Lx = E^E2 — r2'k(L) is also 
a regular language and Lx Q EJE2. Prom the proposition 2.2 we deauce that the 
language r)g'k(Lx) is in £Mn,k,e• But, Tg'k is a bijective function and rjg'k is the 
inverse function of Tg'k. It is easily to observe that r)g'k(Lx) = E* — L = CL and 
therefore CL E £Mn,k,e-
Corollary 2.5 For every n,kEN, with 1 < k < n and for every n-function <p, 
the family Mn,ife,( is closed under union, intersection and complement. 
3 Decidable problems 
For a general discussion on decidable and undecidable problems in theory of matrix 
languages see the monography [3]. 
In the sequel we establish some decidable properties of the families CMn,k,e and 
Theorem 3.1 For every family LMntk,Bi following problems are decidable: 
(1) Equivalence (Lx = L2?) 
(2) Inclusion [Lx Q 1*2?) 
(S) Empty intersection (Lx n L2 = 0?) 
(4) Finite intersection (is Lj n L2 a finite set?) 
(5) Empty complement {CL = 0?) . 
(6) Finite complement (is CL a finite set f) 
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Proo f . 
(1) If Li,L2 E CMn.k.e, then the languages L\ = r^ (L,),t = 1,2 are regular 
languages (see proposition 2.1.). But Tg'k is a bijective function and therefore 
Li = ¿2 if and only if L\ — L'2. The last equality is decidable. 
(2) analogously. 
(3)-i4). If L i . i ^ E CMnikte, then L1CiL2e CMnik,e (see theorem 2.4). But, 
for the iamily of simple matrix languages the emptiness problem and the finiteness 
problem are decidable problems (see [3]). 
(5)-(6) If L E CMn,k,e, then CL E CMn,k,e (see theorem 2.4) and the proof 
follows like in the (3)-(4) cases. 
Corollary $.2 All problems from theorem S.l ore decidable for every family 
\,k,v 
Remark $.3 All problems from the theorem S.l are undecidable for whole family 
of simple linear (regular) matrix languages (see [8]). 
In what it follows we establish the relation between the families 
n,k,ip and the Chomsky families of languages. 
Obviously every family CMnxk,e is a proper subfamily of CM, the family of 
all simple matrix languages. It is well-known that CM. is a proper subfamily of 
C\, the family of dependent context languages (see [3], [4]). Therefore, for every 
n,k,EN,l<k<n and for every pair 0 of n-functions is true that CHn,k,e C Ci-
Consequently, it follows that RMn,k,<p C Ci for every n, k, E N, 1 < k < n and 
every ^function, <p. 
Theorem 8 A (i) the regular family of languages, C3, is a proper subfamily of 
every family ZMn,k,if>{C3 C ZMn,k,<p)-
(ii) C3 is a proper subfamily of every family CMn,k,e-(C3 C CMn,k,e)-
Proo f . Let L be a regular language, L E C3. There is a finite deterministic 
automaton, A = [Q,H,S,qi,F) such that L(A) = L. 
We shall describe only the main constructions. 
(i) We define a (n, k, y?)-regular matrix grammar, G = (V, E, S, P), such that 
L(G) = L. 
Let 5 be a new symbol and consider 7 = ( J x Q u { 5 } . The set of rules, P, is: 
(1) (5 —• (91, qi)[q2,92) • • • (?n, qn)), qi e Q, i = 1 , . . . , n, where qi is the initial 
state of A. 
(2) ((Pi,ri) —• ai(pi ,t i ) , (p2,r2 ) — • <*2(P2, t2),..., (p„, r„) —•<*„(?„, in ) ) . f o r 
every a,- E E* such that |ai| = <p(t), 5(r,-, a,) = i,-, and p,-,r,-,i, E Q for 
* = 1 
(S) ((?ii 92) —• A, (92,93) —• A , . . . , (qk, q'k) —• P,{qk+i,qk+2) —• 
A, . - . , (q n ,p ) —• A), for every /? 6 E* such that |/3| < \<p\,6{<&,P) = gk+i ,p€ 
F zndqiEQ,i= l,...,n,q'kEQ. 
One can prove that L(G) = L. 
(ii) Analogously, we define a (n, k, 0)-linear matrix grammar, G(V, E, S, P), such 
that L(G) = L. 
Let V be the set Q* U {5}, where S is a new symbol. The rules in P are: 
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(1') (5 — • qu si, 3i)(g2,92, a2) s2)... (qn, qn, an, sn)), for every qit s{ &Q,i = 
1 , . . . , n (gi is the initial state of A) 
(2') ((qi,Pi,8i,ri) — • a , (^ , t , , s l , u i ) f t ) , l < i < n for every a t e E* 
such that | ; = p(t), = V>(t), 6(ptl a<) = t ; ,£(r , ,A) = Ui, for every 
i i . P i i f i . € Q,t = l , . . . , n . 
It is not difficult to verify that L(G) = L. 
Corollary 3.5 For every family £Mn,k,e[JlMn,k,<p) the equivalence problem be-
tween an arbitrary language from the family and an arbitrary regular language is 
decidable. 
Proof . The proof uses theorem 3.4 theorem 3.1 (1) and corollary 3.2 (1). 
Remark 3.6 The above problem is also undecidable for the family of ail linear 
(regular) simple matrix languages (see [S], [4])-
For every n > 2, the family of context free languages, £2, is incomparable 
with any family £Mn,k,e or ZMn,k,v- This follows from the fact that the language 
L = {an&"|n > l }* is a context free language but L is neither a simple regular 
matrix language nor a simple linear matrix language (see [3]). 
4 Further questions ' 
For every families £b\n,k,$ °r one can prove specifically pumping lemmas 
or other properties. 
An interesting open problem arises from the following fact: 
In the case n = 1 the family £Mi,i,o is the same with the family £,ty, see [1] 
and [2). It is known, [5] and [6j, that if and £i<,j' Eire different families, then 
£i,i n £i'<}' = £3. 
R-om this remark in [5] and [6] it was found an important decidable problem. 
For n > 1 this problem: "if the families £Mn,k,e and £Mntk,e, are different 
families, then £Mn,,k',9l n £Mn,k,gt— £z° is an open problem. Analogously, this 
problem is open for the families xMn,k,p-
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Boolean-type retractable automata with traps 
As in other branches of the algebra, it is a natural idea to find connections 
between automata and their congruence lattices. For example, describe all 
automata whose congruence lattices are Boolean algebras. Although this 
problem will not be solved in this paper, we give a necessary condition for 
automata to be automata whose congruence lattices are Boolean algebras. 
The main object of this paper is to describe a special class of automata 
with this (necessary) condition. More precisely, we describe all Boolean-type 
retractable automata (Definition 4.) with traps. 
By an automaton we shall mean a system A = (A, X, S) consisting of a state 
set A, an input set X and a transition function 8 : A X X —• A (A ^ vyX ^ 0). 
Denote X* the free monoid over X and e the empty word of X. The transition 
function 8 can be extended to Ax X* such that 
for all a £ A, p £ X*. As known, an equivalence relation a on the state set 
A is called a congruence on the automaton A = (A, X, 8) if (a, b) £ a implies 
(6(a, x), 8(b, x)) £ a for all a, b £ A and x £ X. The set of all congurences of an 
automaton A forms a lattice. This lattice will be denoted by £(A). The least 
element and the greatest element of £(A) will be denoted by L and w, respectively. 
If p is a congruence on an automaton A = (A, X, 5) and A/p denotes the set of 
all p-classes [a]p of A, a £ A, then A / p = (A/p, X, Sp) is an automaton, where 8P is 
defined by letting £p([a]p, x) = [¿(a, x)]p, for all a € A and x £ X. The automaton 
A / p is called the factor automaton A modulo p. 
If R = (R, X, SR) is a subautomaton of an automaton A = (A, X, ¿) (here SR 
is the restriction of o to A),then the subset R of A will be called a right ideal of A 
(see [2]). It can be easily verified that, for every right ideal R of A, 
is a congruence on A. This congurence is called the Rees congurence determined by 
R. The factor automaton A/PR is called the Rees factor automaton of A modulo 
PR (or modulo R). 
A mapping <p of the state set A of an automaton A = (A, X, a) into the state 
set B of an automaton B = (B, X, /9) is called a homomrphism of A into B if 
A (a (a, x)) = /9(A(a), x) for all a £ A and x € X. The congruence on A determined 
by the homomorphism A will be denoted by con A. 
"Technical University of Budapest, Transport Engineering Faculty, Department of 
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6{a,p) = I 
PR = {[a,b) E Ax A : a = b or a,b £ R} 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 A right ideal R of an automaton A = (A, X, 5) will be called a retract 
right ideal if there is a homomorphism X of A onto R which leaves the elements of 
R fixed. X will be called a retract homomorphism of A. onto R . 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 We shall say that an automaton A. is a retractable automaton if 
every right ideal of A. is a retract right ideal. 
T h e o r e m 3 If A is an automaton such that £ ( A ) is complemented [5J, then A is 
a retractable automaton. 
Proof . Let R be a right ideal of an automaton A = (A, X, 5). If ¿ ( A ) is com-
plemented, then, for the Rees congurence pR, there is an element TJR in £ ( A ) such 
that PR A RJR = "t and PRVTJR = w. Then AIrjR = (A/r}RlX, SI^R) is isomorphic to 
R ={R,X,Sr). 
Let XR denote the canonical homomorphism of A onto A/T]R, that is TJR = 
con AR. Identifying A/TJR with R it can be easily verfied that A« is a retract 
homomorphism of A onto R. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 An automaton A = (A, X, S) will be called a Boolean- type retractable 
automaton if, for every right ideal K of A, there is a retract homomorphism XR of 
A onto R such that RCS implies con A s C con XR in £ ( A ) , for all right ideals 
R and S of A. 
T h e o r e m 5 If A is an automaton such that £(A) is a Boolean algebra, then A is 
a Boolean-type retractable automaton. 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, 6) be an automaton such that -C(A) is a Boolean algebra. 
As a Boolean algebra is a complemented lattice, it follows, by Theorem 3, that 
A is a retractable automaton. Let R and S be arbitrary right ideals of A with 
RCS. Then PR C ps, that is PR A PS = PR. From this equality it follows that 
T)R V T)S = R]R, that is RFS C RJR which means that con As C con XR. Thus A is a 
Boolean-type retractable automaton. 
Following [4], an element ao of the state set A is called a trap of the automaton 
A = (A, X, 8) if S(ao, x) = ao, for all x € X. 
T h e o r e m 6 Every right ideal of a retractable automaton having traps contains a 
trap. 
Proof . Let iZ be a right ideal of a retractable automaton A = (A, X, 5) with traps. 
Let ao be an arbitrary trap of A and Ajj a retract homomorphism of A onto R . 
Then S(XR(OO),X) = XRISIOQ, X)} = XR(OO), for all x 6 X. So A^(ao) is a trap of 
A . As Aa(oo) € A , the tneorem is proved. 
D e f i n i t i o n 7 An automaton will be called a one-trap-automaton (or an OT-
automaton] if it has exactly one trap. If A = (A, X, S) is an OT-automaton with 
the trap ao, ihen it will be denoted by A = (A, ao). 
T h e o r e m 8 Every Boolean-type retractable automaton with traps has a homomor-
phic image which is a Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. 
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Proof . Let A = (A, X, S) be a Boolean-type retractable automaton with traps. 
Let Rt denote the set of all traps of A . Then Rt is a right ideal of A. It is evident 
that the factor automaton A/PRT = (A/PRt,X,Srjlt) is an OT-autoamton. We 
show that A / P R T is also a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let a denote the 
canonical homomorphism of A onto A / P R T - Let J? be an arbitrary right ideal of 
A J pRt. Then iZa - 1 = {a G A : a (a) 6 R} is a right ideal of A. By Theorem 
6, Rat'1 n iZt ^ 0. So J? contains the trap of A / P R T . As A is a Boolean-type 
retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism A^a-i of A onto Ra~l. 
We define a mapping A r of A J pRt onto R as follows 
Afi(a(o)) = Qi(A f lo-i(o)), 
for all a € A. We show that XR is a homomorphism of A/PRT onto R . Let a G 
A, x G X be arbitrary elements. Then 
sPR< (AtfMa)), x) = XPRT ( « (A*«-» (a)), x) = a(£(Aj{a-i (a), x)) 
= <*(A*a-i ( % , * ) ) ) = Aij(oi(i(a, x))) = XR{SPRt (a(a),x)). 
So Ai; is a homomorhism of A/pRt onto R. It is evident that XR leaves the el-
ements of R fixed. So Ar is a retract homomorphism of AJpRt onto R . Next 
we show that R\ C R2 implies con Ar3 C con ARt in £{A/pRt), for every 
right ideals Ri and R2 of A/pRt. Let Ri and R2 be right ideals of A /pR t 
with Ri C R2. Then i i i a - 1 C R2aand con XRJC[-i C con Ajt i a _ 1 - Let 
a,b be arbitrary elements of A with (a(a), a(6)) G con AR3, that is XR3 (a(a) = 
A^3(a(6|). Then a(Aji30[-i(a)) = a(Aji3a-i(i>)j and so XR3A-I(A),XR3A-I(B) G 
Rt or AR a a - i (o ) ,XR 3 a - i(b) 0 Rt and AH 3 a - i (a) = XRia-i(b). Assume 
Aii3a-i(o), XR a-i(b\ eRtC R^a-1 C R2a~K Then 0 ^ [a] con XR a-i HRt = [6] 
con Afl, «-Iflitt. As [a] con Aji,a-i niif C [a] con Afl i a - initt and [6] con A f l i a - in 
Rt Q [of con XRL„-I n Rt, we get AK,„-i(a) G Rt and XR,a~i(b) G Rt. Then 
a (A H i a - i (a ) ) = a:(Aji ia-i(6)), that is ^ ( « ( a ) ) = Afll(a(&i)- So (a(oj ,a(M) G 
con XRl. Assume AK 3 a - i (a) ,A f i , a - i (6) £ Rt,XR2a-i(a) = XR,a-i(b). Then 
(a,b) G con XR10[-i C con XRia-i, that is Aj j^ - i ia ) = XRia-i(b). So 
a(Afi i a - i (a) ) = a[XRia-x{b)) that is AR l (a(a)] = A^faiM). Thus (a(o),a(6)) G 
con ARR. Consequently con A^, C con ARj. S o A / p R t is a Boolean-type retractable 
OT-automaton. 
By Theorem 8, we can concetrate our attention to only Boolean-type retractable 
OT-automata. 
By [l], if a is a state of an automaton A = (A, X, 5), then the intersection of 
all right ideals of A containing a is called the principal right ideals of A generated 
by a. This right ideal will be denoted by .ff(a). It can be easily verfied that 
R[a) — 6(a,X*) = {£(a,p) : p G X*} . 
The relation Z on an automaton A = (A, X, 5) defined as follows 
Je = {(a, 6) G A X A : = R{b)} 
is an equivalence relation on A. The £-class of A containing the elements a of A 
will be denoted by Ra. Let iZ(a) — Ra be denoted by i?[aj. 
Theorem 9 If a is an arbitrary element of an OT-automaton A, then iZ[a] is 
either empty (if a is the trap of A) or a right ideal of A (if a is not the trap of A). 
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Proof. See, for example, [1]. 
Let A = {A, X, 6) be an automaton. The factor automata 3EL(a)/p^|aj will 
be called the principal r-factors of A and they will be denoted by R { a } . The 
state set and the transition function of R { a } will be denoted by R{a} and ijg,^} , 
respectively. 
Let T be a set with a partially ordering < such that every two-element subset of 
T has a lower bound in T and every non-empty subset of T having an upper bound 
in T contains a greates element. Then T is a semilattice under multiplication " 
by letting a • b(a, b £ T) be the (necessarily unique) greatest lower bound of a and 
6 in T. Following [6], a semilattice which can be constructed as above is called a 
tree. It is easy to see that the ideals of a tree T are those non-empty subsets I of 
T for which 6 £ I and a < 6 together imply a £ I for all a, 6 £ T. If / is an ideal 
of a tree T. then the mapping ir of T onto I letting fr(a) be the greatest element 
in the set (x € I : x < o } is a retract homomprhism of T onto I (see [6]). So evry 
ideal of a tree is a retract ideal [6]. 
T h e o r e m 10 The set Prf[A) of all principal r-factors of a retractable OT-
automaton A = (A, X, 5; ao) is a tree with the least element R { a o } under ordering 
< defined as follows: R{o} < R{6} if and only if R{a) C R(b). 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, OQ) be a retractable OT-automaton. It is evident that 
< is a partially ordering on Prf(A). Let { R { a , } : j 6 J } be a non-empty subset 
of Prf(A). Assume that R{ay} < ü { a } for some a £ A. We shall prove that 
there is an element jo in J such that R { a 3 } < i2{aJ0} for all j £ J. By the 
assumption that R { a y } < R { a } for all j £ J, we have R(a¿) C R(a) for all j £ J. 
As A is a retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism A of A onto 
B = (Ui?(oy ) ,X,i) . So A (a) e {u/Z(oy) : j £ J } that is A(a) £ R(aJ0) for some 
jo £ J. Thus .R(A(a)) C R(a:o). It can be easily verified that R(a}) C iZ(a) implies 
-R(A(ay)) C iE(A(a)) for all j £ J. So ü(A(o)) = R(aJO) that is R { a / 0 } is the 
greatest element of {R{ay} : j € J}. Let R { a } and R{6 } be arbitrary elements 
in Prf(A). Let K denote the set of all principal r-factors R { c } of A for which 
R { c } < J£{a} and R { c } £ R{6} . As ao is in every right ideal of A, it follows that 
K is not empty. So l t {a } and R{fc} have a common lower bound. Consequently 
the set of all principal r-factors of A forms a tree under ordering <. It is evident 
that R {ao } is the least element of Prf(A). 
Definit ion 11 We shall say that an OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5;ao) is trapped if 
6(a, x) = ao for all a £ A and x £ X. 
We note that a trivial automaton (when the state set has only one element) is 
trapped. 
Definit ion 12 An OT-automaton A = (A, X,S; a 0 ) will be called an r-simple OT-
automaton if it is not rapped and R = A or R = {ao}, for all right ideals R of 
A. 
T h e o r e m 1$ Every principal r-factor of an OT-automaton is either r-simple or 
trapped. 
Proof . Let a be an arbitrary element of an OT-automaton A = (A. X, £;a0 ) . It 
is easy to see that R { a } is an OT-automaton. If a = OQ, then K.{o} is trivial. 
Assume a j t aq. If S(b, x) £ i?[a] for all 6 £ Ra and x € X such that x) £ 7Z[a], 
then R { a } is r-simple. 
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Definit ion An OT-automaton is called an r-semisimple OT-automaton if its 
every principal r-factor is either trivial or r-simple. 
Next we characterize the r-semisimple OT-automata. Let X+ = X" — {e}, 
where e is the empty word. 
T h e o r e m 15 An OT-automaton A = (A, X, S-,a0) is r-semisimple if and only if 
every right ideal R of A satisfies the following: 
(i) for every a E R there are elements b E R and p E X+ suck that a = S(b,p). 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, 6\oo) be an r-semisimple OT-automaton. Let .ft be a right 
ideal of A . If a E R, then iZ(a) C R and R { a } is either trivial (if a = a0) or 
r-simple. We may assume a ^ an. Then R { a } is r-simple. So there is an element 
6 in R(a) - iZfa], such that S(b, i ) £ ii[a] for some x E X. So (i2[aj) U (£(6,p) : p E 
X + ) = R(a) which implies a = S(b,p) for some p E X+. 
Conversely, assum that an OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5; ao) satifies (i). We 
prove that A is r-semisimple. Let c be an arbitrary element of A. We may assume 
c ^ ao- Then R { c } is a non-trivial OT-automaton. We must show that R { c } is 
not trapped. Let a be an arbitrary element of iZ(c) with a ^ ao- Then, applying 
condition (i) for R = R(c), there are elements 6 in R(c) and p in X+ such that 
a = S(b,p). So R { c } is not trapped. Consequently A is r—semisimple. 
We remark that condition (i) can be exchanged by condition 
(ii) for every a E R there are elements b E R and x E X such that a = 5(6, x). 
Definit ion 10 Let A = (A, X, 6a) be a subautomaton of an automaton B = 
(B,X,6). We shall say that B is a dilation of A if there is a mapping <p of B 
onto A which leaves the elements of A fixed and S(b,x) = 5yi(v?(6),i) for all 6 E B 
and x E X. 
T h e o r e m 17 An automaton is a Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton if and 
only if it is a dilation of an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. 
Proof . Assume that B = (B,X,r);ao) is a Boolean-type retractable OT-
automaton. Let A = r}(B,X) = {r}(b,x) : b E B,x E X} and 6 be the restriction of 
r] to A. As B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton and A is a right ideal of B, 
there is a retract homomorphism <p of B onto A . Let Ba = {6 E B — A : ^>(6) = 
a}, a E A. If 6 E Ba, then A 9 *?(6,x) = <p(t](b,x)) = 5(v?(6),z). This implies that 
B is a dilation of A . 
It is evident that A is an r-semisimple OT-automaton (the r-semisimplicity 
follows from Theorem 15). 
We show that A is a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let R be an arbi-
trary right ideal of A . Then R is also a right ideal of B. So there is a retract 
homomorhism of B onto R. The restriction of <p to A is a retract homomorphism 
of A onto R. As B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton, it follows that A is a 
Boolean-type retractable one. Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Conversely, assume that an automaton B = (B,X,tj) is a dilation of an r-
semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5;ao). Then there 
is a mapping <f> of B into A which leaves the elements of A fixed and rj(b, x) = 
£(»?(6), !c) for all 6 E B and x E X. 
It can be easily verfied that B is an OT-automaton with the trap ao-
We prove that B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let / be a right ideal 
of B. Then R = 7n A is not empty and a right ideal of A. As A is a Boolean-type 
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retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism XR of A onto R . Let A j 
be defined on B as follows 
,M_ / b ifbei 
M 1 ~ \ Aj,(p(6)) if b£I. 
It is evident that A/ leaves the elements of I fixed and the restriction of A/ to A 
equals XR. We show that A/ is a homomorphism of B onto I. Let b G B and x G X 
be arbitrary elements. If b G A, then »j(A/(6),i) = »?(A.r(6), x) = £(Ar(6),z) = 
AH(i(6,a:)) = A /(5(6,a:)). 
If i G (B — A) n / , then rj(A/(6),i) = T)(b,x) = A/(n(6, x)), because r}[b,x) G 
/ . If 6 G (B - A) - / , then »7^(6) , x) = i j f A a M t ) ) , * ) = «(>«(»»(6)),®) = 
A * i % ( 6 ) , x ) ) = A / i « ^ ) , ® ) ) = A / > ( & , * ) ] . 
Thus A/ is a retract homomorphism of B onto I. 
Assume that I and J are right ideals of B with / C J . Let R\ = / n A 
and R2 = J H A. Then R\ C R2 and so con XR, C con A r 1 . We show that 
con A j C con A / . Assume (a, 6) G con A j',a,b G B. Then A j ( a ) = A j ( t ) . If 
a, 6 G J, then, by the definition of A j, we have a = b. In this case (a, b) G 
con A / . If a G 7 and b & J, then a = A / i a ) = A j ( 6 ) = AH,(y>(6)l G A . So 
o G A n J = from which we get a = XR3 (a). Thus XR. (a) = AR3 (p(b)) and so 
= ^ ( ^ ( 6 ) } = A/ (6) . II a e I, then Ah, (a) = A / ( a ) . II a G-1, then, using 
a = <p(a), we get A jr1 (a) = XR1(<P(O)) = A ¡(a). So A / ( a ) = A j(b). In the case 
o £ J, the proof is similar. 
If a, 6 £ J , then A j ( a ) = Aj (6 ) implies AB j(»p(a)) = XR. (»3(6)). Then, by 
con Aji, Q con A RLT we get A ^ ^ a ) ) = Ajij so A / ( a ) = A / (6 ) , because 
a,b&I. 
Thus con A j C con A/ has been proved. Consequently B is a Boolean-type 
retractable OT-automaton. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Let A = (A, X, S;ao) be an OT-automaton. Consider the set 
A - { a 0 } if |A| > 1 
{ao} if A = {a 0 } 
and define the transition function 6° : A0 x X —• A0 as follows 
cOin _ / ¿ K l ) if a,5(a,x) G A0 
M a , : C , ~ \ n o t c defined if a £ A0 or 6(a, x) <£ A0. 
(A0, X, 5°) is a partial automaton which will be denoted by A 0 . 
We note that if A is a trivial automaton then A 0 equals A . 
A mapping <p of A° into A2 will be called a partial homomorphism of a partial 
automaton A ° = (Aj, X, 5°) into a partial automaton A ° = (A2,X, 5%) if 61 (a, x) G 
A$ implies ¿2(^(0), x) G A2 and ¿2 (v(<*),x) = i ( a i z)) for all a G A$ and i e l 
Consider the following construction. 
Let T be a tree with a least element u. For every a G T — {1/}, let A a = 
(Aa,X, Sa;aa) be an r-simple OT-automaton and let Au = ({ao}, X, 6U) be a 
trivial automaton. 
Assume Aa D Ap = 0 if a ^ 
For all a,f) G T with a > /?, let fa>p be a partial homomorphism of A° into A°p 
such that 
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(i) <paa = idA° (the identical mapping of A°) , 
(ii) ppn(<pa,0{a)) = ^ , , ( « 1 , for all a € A°a and a > /3 > ( a , 0 , 7 G T). 
Assume that 
(iii) for every a > ¡3 and b G A^ there are elements a G A° , 
p = 11I2 . . . in G -X"+(ii, X2,.. . x„ G A") and 
ao o i , . . . , an G T such that a = ao > ai > . . . > an — fi and 
a 0 a , x x ] = Oi:, 
Sai (<pa,ai (a), i i ) , x2] = a 2 
Ctt^a.-iiPa.a.ia).!!^...!»),!.-)-!] = «»+1, 
S„_L[IA„_1 ((IPA.O»-! (O)> XLX2 . .. IN-L), XN\ = «M 
SaA'Pa,aAo),XlX2 . . .Xn) = 6. 
Let A = {UA° : a G T}. 
Define a transition function S : A X X —• X as follows. If a G A° and x E X, 
then let 6{a,x) = ¿5|0(S] xj (o), x). 
It can be easily verified that A = (A,X,S;ao) is an automaton which will be 
denoted by [AA, X, Sa; <paj,T, a0]. 
Next, we describe the r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automata. 
Theorem 18 An automaton is an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-
automaton if and only if it is isomorphic with an automaton \Aa,Xf8a\<pa^,T,aof 
constructed as above. 
Proof . In the first part of the proof, we show that A = [Aa,X,Sa',<patp,T,ao] is 
an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. It is evident that A is 
OT-automaton. 
We show that A is retractable. Let I be a right ideal of A. By the assumption 
that AOJ a ET — { f } are r-simple and A„ is a trivial automaton, it follows that I 
is of the form {UA° : a G T} where T is a non-empty subset of T. We show that 
r is an ideal of T. Let a ^ i/ be an arbitrary element of I*. We show that /3 < a 
implies f3 ET for all f) ET. Let ft E T and b E Ap be arbitrary elements such that 
f} < a. By (iii), there are elements a in A°, p = X1X2 . . . x„ in X+ and ai , a2, ...an 
in T with a > a% > . . . > an = (3 such that 
¿ ( a . x ^ G A ^ 
5(a, X!X2) = ¿ ( ¿ ( a . x ^ x a ) G A°3 
5(a,xxx2 ...xn) = b = 5 (5 ( . . . i (5 (o , ix ) ,x 2 ) . . - ) , x „ ) G A°p. 
As a E A° and A° C J, we have 6(a, xxx2 . . . x„) G I. So A^ n I ^ 0 which 
implies A°g C I, that is fi E T. Thus T is an ideal of T. 
Let IT denote the retract homomorphism of T onto T. We define a retract 
homomorphism A/ of A onto I as follows. For an arbitrary element a in A, let 
A/ (a) = <pa,„(a) (a), a G A°a. (1) 
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By (i) and the fact that ir is a retract homomorphism of T onto T, we can see 
that A/ leaves the elements of / fixed. We prove that A/ is a homomorphism. Let 
a G A and x G X be arbitrary elements. We may assume a ^ a0. Let a G A° , a ^ v. 
Then 
A/(5(a,z)) = A/(55la>x)(i0a,5|o,s](a),a;)) = 
= ¥>aja,.],ff(ala,.l) (¿afcx) (Va.Sja.x] (a). *)) = 
= 5»r(a|a,x]) (*>a,»(ala,«]) (a), *) G A° ( 5 fa i S ] ) , (2) 
using (ii) and the fact that &^a,x\<Pa,a\a,x\(a), x ) G and so <Pa\a,x\,«(a\a,x\) 
maps ía[a,i](í?a )5i0 i ¡ e](a),i) into A° ( s j o x ] ) . 
On the other hand, using (ii), 
i (A/(a),z) = i(<Pa.ir(a)(a),s) = 
e ¿ 2 
>r(<»)|¥><,,»(<,)(<»),x)' 
To prove that Xi(6(a,x)) = i (A/ (a) , i ) , we show that (2) and (3) are equal to 
each other.. 
First consider the case when afa, x] > jr(a). Then a > a[a, i ] > 7r(a), and 
so 7r(a[a,z]) = 7r(a). Thus (2) is equal to £*(<») ( ° ) i x ) which is in 
This also implies that ^ ( « ^ ^ „ ( ^ ( a ^ z ] = ir(a), because <pa<n(a)(o) e 
and £»(<,) (Vcr.íríajío), x ) is not equal to the trap of A„(a ) . Thus (3) is equal to 
Íirfaí^a.írfa) (a)i x) which means that (2) and (3) are equal to each other. 
Consider the case a[o. i ] < ff(a). As T is an ideal of T and ir(a) G T, we have 
a[a,z] G T. So ?r(a[a,z]j = a[a,zj. Thus (2) is equal ¿aia,x](¿a,ala,x](a). As 
^(a),sia,x](V5a,ff(a)(a)) = VaíF|a,»] (<*) (see (ii)), we have 
^Flo,«](V>w(a),ala,x](Va,ff(a)(o))»a:) = ¿aja.x] (íPa.ala.x) (a), x) G A||a ^ . 
So ir(a)[^a i f f (a) (a), x] > a[a, x\. 
Let P be an arbitrary element of T with fl"(a) > ft > a[a, z]. Then 
^(p«(a),/»(íPa,n(o)(a)).a;) = As P > a[a,z), w e get that 
6p{Pa,p{o)I x) is the trap of Ap. 
We note that this also implies that ¿»(ajíVa.f (<*)(a)ix) is the trap of 
¿»(a). because ¿„(ají^a,»(«)(<»)>x) G A° ( a ) would imply that 6^(<pn(a)tp 
(*><.,*(«) W W = <Pn(a),p (^(a)(*>a,w(a)(a).a:) G contradicting that an au-
tomata 6p{tpaif,{a),x) = S0[<p„{a)iP(<pai„{a){q)),x) is the trap of Ap. Conse-
quently j r í a J ^ ^ í a ) . ® ] < a|g, z], This and 5r(a)[y5a,„(a)(a), > a[a,z], 
proved above, together imply that ff(a)[y>aiir(a)(a), z] = a[o, z]. So (3) is equal 
to <5a|a,x] (Va.ala.x] (a)> x ) which equals (2). Consequenlty A/ is a homomorphism of 
A onto I. 
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To show that A is a Boolean-type retractable automaton, we prove that I C 
J implies con Aj C con A/, for all right ideals I and J of A where A/ and A j 
constructed as in (l). Let I C J be right ideals of A . Then / = {UA° : a E T / } 
and J = {UA£ : P E T / } , T/ and T j are ideals of T. Let irt and vj be the 
retract homomorphism of T onto / and J, respectively. Let A j and A j denote the 
retract homomorphism of A onto A / pi and A / p j , respectivel. We must show that 
con A j C con A/ (that is A/(a) = Xj(b) implies Aj(a) = A/(6) for all a, 6 E A). 
Let a and 6 be arbitrary elements in A with a E A°a and b E A^, for some a,/3 E T. 
If Xj(a) = Xj(b), then, by (l) , pa , f f J(a)(a) = <pp,nj(p){b). So fl-j(a) = j t / ( 0 ) . As 
/ C J, we get 5T/(oi) = *"/(/?). As Kj(a) > wi(a) and wj(fi) > «"/(/?), we have 
¥><«,*,(<*) (a) = <Pfrj(a),ff/(a)(<Pa,Wj(a)(a)) = <P*j(P),*tlP){<Pp,*jlP)(l>)) = <Pp,n,{p){b), 
that is A/(a) = A/(6). 
Consequently con XJ C con A/. Thus A is a Boolean-type retractable automa-
ton. 
We show that A is r-semisimple. Let I be a right ideal of A . Then I = {uA° : 
a E T} where T is an ideal of T. If / = {ao}, then let A/(a) = ao for all a E A. 
It is evident that A/ is a homomorphism of A onto I. Assume I ^ {ao}. Let a be 
an arbitrary element of I. Then a E for some a E T. We show that there are 
elements b in I and p in X+ such that a = 8(b,p). We may assume a ^ ao. Let 
6 be an arbitrary element in A° . As Aa is r-simple, R(b) (in A a ) equals A 0 . So 
a = 8a (6, p) for some p E X I f |A° | > 1 then b can be choosen such that b ̂  a. In 
this case p E X+. If A° = {a } then, by the ¡--simplicity of A, there is an element 
q in X+ with a = Sa(a,q) (in the other case Aa must be trapped). Consequently 
a = 5(6, p) for some 6 E I and p E X+. Thus A is an r-semisimple automaton. 
To prove the converse, let A = (A, X, 8, ao) be an r-semsimple Boolean-type 
retractable OT-automaton. Then there is a family $ of retract homomorphisms <PR 
of A onto R, R are right ideals of A , such that 22i C R2 implies con Ajj, C con A/j, 
for all right ideal Ri,R2 of A . It is evident that A = Ua6i l22a(= Ua 6 j 4 iZ0{a}). 
By Theorem 10, the set Prf(A) of all principal r-factors of A is a tree under 
ordering < defined as follows: R { a } < R { 6 } if and only if R(a) C 22(6). The least 
element of Prf(A) is R{ao } , which is a trivial automaton. As A is r-semisimple, 
the automata R { a } , a E A are r-simple OT-automata and |R{a}| = 1 if and only 
if a = a0. It is evident that R { a } n R { 6 } = 0 if R { a ) ^ R{6} . Let R { a } , R { 6 } 
be arbitrary elements of Prf(A) with R { a } > R{6} (that is R(a) 2 R(bj). Let 
V?R(a),Jz(6) denote the restriction of the retract homomorphism <pn(b) E $ to R(a). 
We show that <PR(a),R(b) maps Ra into Rb- Let z be an arbitrary element of Ra. 
If 6 = a0, then <pR{a),R{b)[z) = ao E Rb. We show that G Rb also 
holds for all 6 ao. Assume, in an indirect way, that <PR(a),R(b) (z) 0 Rb for some 
z E Rat b ± ao. As 22(6] is a right ideal of A , we get Rb $ 5(»?R(a),.R(6)(z), x) = 
VR(a),R(6)(5(«,®)) for all x E X. As 8(z,X) = R(a), we get 
1PJE(.).JZ(6)(iZ(a)) C H[6]. (4) 
As <PR(b) maps A onto R(b) and leaves the elements of 22(6) fixed, we get that 
¥>fl(a),ii(6) maps 22(a) onto 22(6) and leaves the elements of 22(6) fixed. Consequently 
Pft(a),R(6)(*(a))=22(6), 
contradicting (4). So <pR(a)tR[b){Ra) Q Rb- Thus <PR{a),R(b) determines a par-
tial homomorphism R/m the partial automaton R ° { a } into the partial 
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automaton R° {6 } as follows: 
We show that the family of all partial homomorphisms R{&} ( R { a } i 
R {6 } € Prf (A)) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and fiii). 
It is evident that <PR{a}iB.{6} = i d R o { a } (see (i)). 
To show (ii), let R { a } > R {6 } > R { c } be arbitrary elements of Prf|A). Let e 
be an arbitrary element of Ra. As <PR(a), <PR(b)l<PR(c) G we have con <PR(a) £ 
con ¥>ji(6) C con <pR(c), that is (*>«(&)(«)) = <pR(c){e)- Prom this equality we 
get 
?>A(6),A(c)(PA(a),X(6)(e}) = <PR(a),R(c) («)• 
So the elements of $* satisfy condition (ii). 
To prove condition (iii), 
let R { o } > R{6} . Let / £ Rb. As i2(a) = {£(a,p) : 
p € X*}, there is an element p in X+ such that / = 5(o,p). If p = xix2 ... xn, 
then there are elements oi, 02 , . . . , o „ = b in A such that 
6(a,xi) € Rai 8{a,xiX2) £ Rai 
f = 5(o, HX2 ...xn)e Rb. 
The proof will be complete if we show that 8 (a, x) = (<p_ , , 
±t{a}|a,x] 1 ± t {a} ,xt {a} [a ,x| 
(a),x),a £ R a , where R{a} (o , x] is the greatest element of the set { R { 6 } £ 
Prf(A) : (vh.{0} R{6}(°)>1) e Let € Ra and x £ X be arbitrary el-
ements. Then there is an element 6 in A such that R { i } < R { o } and 6(a, x) £ Rb. 
If c is an element of A such that R { c } < R{6} , we have o(¥>fl(0),ii(c)(a)i®) = 
(v«(<x),Jre(6)(«)). ic) = V=»Ji(b),R{c)̂ (v îi(a),J2(6) ( a ) . a:) £ Rc, because 
iPfl(6),ii(c) maps Rb into Rc. 
If c is an element of A such that R { c } > R{&}, that is R(c) D i2(6), then 
5(o,x) g Rc and so 8(a, x) = y>je(a),/i(c)d(a,a:) = <pR(A),R(C){o),x) g Rc. Conse-
quently 5(pH ( o ) i i i ( c ) (o) ,x) g Rc for all R { c } > R { 6 } and i(pfi(0),R(<f)(a)t x) £ 
,x) = Rd for all R { d } < R{6} . Thus R{6} = R{o} [o ,x) and so 5(o,; 
f°r ^ ° £ Ra ^ 1 £ ^ ThCn H * 
fied and A S l R j a } , ^ ^ , ^ R { 6 } , Prf(A),a0]. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
E x a m p l e 1 Let A = (A, .X", i ) be an automaton such that 
satis-
A = {00,01,02,03,04}, X = { x , y } 
and 
8 oo Oi 0 2 03 04 
X OQ Oo Oo Oo Oo 
y 00 o 2 Oi 04 a3 
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The right ideals of A are IQ — {a 0 } , h = {ao,01,02}, / 2 = { 0 0 , 0 3 , 0 4 } and 
/ 3 = A. 
Consider the following mappings: 
Ao : A —• { f l o } such that Ao(a) = oo for all a 6 A, 
Ai : A —• I\ such that Ai(o) = o for all a £ J i and 
A I ( O 3 ) = OI, A I ( O 4 ) = O 2 , 
A2 : A — • / 2 such that A2(a) = a for all a £ /2 and 
A 2 ( 0 1 ) = o 3 , A 2 { O 2 ) = a 4 , 
A3 : A —• A such that A3 (0) = a for all a E A. 
It can be easily verfied that A{ is a retract homomorphism of A onto I«,t = 
0,1,2,3, and that A is an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton 
(with the trap o0). 
Consider the following automata 
A 0 = ( { o 0 } ,X , S0), A i = ( {oo,ai ,a2} ,X,5i ) , A 2 = ({o0 , o3 , a4} , X, S2), 
where 
So oo h ao Ol 02 82 ao a3 04 
X Oo X 00 ao ao X 00 00 Oo 
y ao y Oo Ol Ol y Oo 02 o3 
A 0 is a trivial automaton, Ax and A 2 are r-simple OT-automata. Let T = {0,1,2}, 
a subset of the set of the non-negative integers with the usual ordering. T is a tree. 
Let 
<Piti be the identical mapping of A°, t = 0,1,2, 
<Pi,o '• A° — • {ao} such that ^1,0(0) = 00 for all a E A^, 
<P2,o '• A2 — • {ao} such that £>2,0(0) = ao for all a e A2, 
<P2,i '• — " such that p2 ) i (a3 ) = oi, V2,i(a4) = a 2-
It can be verified that <pij,i,j E T with t > j, satisfy conditions (i) (ii) and 
(iii). Moreover 
A =[A,-, X, Si; tpij, T, o0]. 
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Language representations starting from fully 
initial languages 
Gh. Paun S. Vicolov* 
Abstract 
It is proved that each regular/linear/context-free language is the image 
of a fully initial regular/linear/context-free language by an inverse homo-
morphism, as well as the intersection of two regular/linear/context-free fully 
initial languages, respectively. The converse of the latter assertion is not true 
for linear and for context-free languages. 
1 Fully initial languages 
For a context-free grammar G = (VN,VTlS,P), one usually define the generated 
language as 
L(G) = {i£ 
S. Horváth proposed to consider also the fully initial language generated by G, 
that is 
Lin(G) = {x € Vf |A =£> x, A e M 
(We denoted V* the free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatena-
tion; the null element of V* is denoted by X and |x| denotes the length of x G V*. 
For U C V and x g V* we denote by |x|u the length of the string obtained by 
erasing from x all symbols not in 17.) 
We denote by REG, LIN, CF the families of regular, linear, context-free lan-
guages, respectively, and by FIREG, FILIN, FICF the families of fully initial lan-
guages generated by right-linear, linear and context-free grammars, respectively. 
The fully initial languages were investigated in a series of papers [l], [3], [4], [6], 
[8]. In [3] it is proved that FICF is not closed under concatenation, intersection by 
regular sets and inverse homomorphisms; in fact, the proofs in [3] are true also for 
the family FILIN. The same nonclosure results hold also for the family FIREG (see 
' "). On the other hand, FIX C X, strict inclusion, for each X e {REG, LIN, CF}, 
The above quoted results naturally raise the question of representing languages 
in a family X, X as above, starting from languages in FIX and using suitable 
operations. One such representation (characterization, in fact) has been done in 
[6], where it is proved 
'University of Bucharest, Faculty of Mathematics, Str. Academiei 14, 70109 Bucuresti, 
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T h e o r e m 1 A language L C V* is in X, X G {REG, LIN, CF} , if and only if 
there is V G FIX such that 
L = hc{L' n {c}V*) 
where c is a new symbol and he : (V U {e})* — • V* is the homomorphism defined 
by /ie(a) = a, a G V, he(c) = A. 
Two open problems are then raised in [6]: 
(1) Can the homomorphism in above theorem be removed, that is suffices an 
intersection for obtaining a representation/characterization of X starting from lan-
guages in FIX? 
(2) What about inverse homomorphism characterizations? 
we affirmativelly solve here both these problems: there are such representations 
(sometimes characterizations). 
In what follows, two languages will be considered equal if they differ only by 
the null string A. 
2 Characterization and representation results 
Theorem 2 X = {h~l(L)\L G FIX h a homomorphism}, X G {REG, LIN, CF} . 
Proof . Each family X as above is closed under inverse homomorphisms [7], 
hence the inclusion 2 is true. 
Conversely, let L C V*, be a context-free language. Denote by da(L) the left 
derivative of L with respect to a G V, that is 
da(L) = {z G V*\ax G L}. 
We have 
L= u{a}da(L). 
Each da(L), a G V, is. a context-free language; let Ga = (V//>a, V, Sa, Pa) be a A-free 
grammar for da[L). We construct the grammar 
G = ( V „ , y u { C } , S , P ) 
where c, S are new symbols, 
and P contains the following rules: 
(1) S — v ac, if a G L, a G V, 
(2) S —*aSa,aeV, 
(3) A —• x', for A —• x G U Pa, and x' is obtained by replacing each 
a£V 
terminal b in x, b G V, by cb (the nonterminals in z remain unchanged), 
(4) A — • z ' , for A — • x G U Pa, and z ' is obtained by replacing each 
a&V 
terminal 6 in z , 6 G V, by cb, excepting one occurrence of some b G V which is 
replaced by cbc (the nonterminals remain unchanged). 
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Let V = Lin{G) and consider the homomorphism h : V* —• (Vu{c})" defined 
by h(a) = ac,a e V. Clearly, Im(h) = (V{c})* and 
Lin(G) = L(G)u U La(G) 
A€VN — {S} 
with 
LA[G= {x<E V*\A=^>-xin G} 
As each x € LA (G), A ^ S, is of the form x = cy,y £ (V U {c})*, it follows that 
Im(h) n LA{G) = 0, hence A - 1 (L ' ) = H~1(L(G)). On the other hand, we have 
L(G) = Li U La U L3 U L4 
where 
L1 = L(G) n { i € ( 7 u {c})*||x|c = \x\v - 1} 
(the strings in Li are produced by using rules of the form (2) and (3), without 
using rules (1) and (4)) 
La = L(G) n { i € ( 7 U {e})*||x|c > \x\v} 
(the strings in In are obtained by using rules of forms (2), (3) and (4), namely at 
least two times rules of type (4)) 
L3 = L(G) n {x e (V u {<:})• 114, = |z|v,x = ya,a e V,y 6 (V U { c } ) * } 
(the strings in L3 are produced by using rules of types (2), (3) and (4), exactly one 
time a rule of type (4), but with cac not introduced on the rightmost position of 
the string). 
L4 = L(G) n (V{c})* 
(the strings in ¿4 are produced by using rules of type (l) , or of types (2), (3), (4), 
exactly one time a rule of type (4), with cac introduced on the rightmost position 
of the string) 
Clearly, Im(h) PI (Lx UL2U L3) = 0, hence h-^LfG)) = A " 1 ^ ) -
Moreover, h(L) = L^ (from each derivation in Ga, a € V, we can obtain a 
derivation in G and conversely, and h(L) C Im[h) — (V"{c})*), and h is an injec-
tive homomorphism, hence / i - 1 (£ 4 ) = L, that is L = /i-1(L4) = / i _ 1(£(G)) = 
h-1(L') = h-1(Lin{GX). 
As one can see, if L is regular, then G is right-linear, and if £ is linear, then G 
is linear too, which completes the proof. 
Consider now the intersection. For LIN and CF we cannot obtain characteriza-
tions: consider the linear grammars 
Gi = ( {5, A} , {o, b, c}, S, {S—>Sc,S—• A, A — • oA6, 
A — oi} ) , 
G2 = ( {5, A} , {o, 6, c}, S, {S —• aS, S —> A, A —• bAc, 
A — 6C>). 
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Lin{Gi) = {anbncm\n>l,m>0} 
Lin{G2) = {o"6mcm|n > 0, m > 1} 
hence 
¿m(Gi) n Lin(G2) = {anbncn\n > 1 } 
a language which is not context-free. 
However, we can obtain representations of languages in X, X G 
{REG, LIN, CF}, as intersections of languages in FIX; as REG is closed under 
intersection, for this family we have in fact a characterization. 
T h e o r e m 3 For each L G X, X G {REG, LIN}, there are LUL2G FIX, such 
that L = L\C\L2. 
Proof . We consider here only the linear case; the regular case is a particular 
one. 
Let G = {VN,VT, S, P) be a linear grammar. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that each rule in P is of the next forms: A —• aB, A —• Ba, A —• a 
(for, each rule A —• ax...anBbm ...bi can be replaced by A —• aiAi, A\ —• 
a2A2)..., —• anG,C —• Cibx,Ci —• C2b2)..., Cm_i —• Bbm, etc.). 
Consider the new symbols Si, S2 and construct the grammars 
G, = (VN U {5 , } , VT, Sit Pi),i = 1,2, 
with 
Pi .= {Si —• x|x e L{G), |x| < 1} 
U{Si — • xAy\S XAy in G, |xj/| < 2} 
U{A — • xBy\A=^>xBy in G, |xy| = 2} 
U{A — • a\A —• a G P, a <E VT}, 
P2 = { S i — x\xe L(G), |*| < 2} 
U{Si —» xAy\S=^>xAy in G, |xy| < 2 } 
U{A —> xBy\A xBy in G, |xy| = 2} 
U { A — • at|A ==> ab in G,a,b EVT}. 
Clearly, 
L(G2) = L 
U La(G!) 
A&S i 
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LA(G I) C {xeVf\ |z| = 2Jfc + 1, A: > 0}, AjiSlt 
LA[G2) Q e Vf \ jij = 2k,k> 1}, A ± S2. 
Therefore, 
Lin(Gx) n Lin(G2) = L(GX) n L{G2) = L. 
A similar representation theorem can be obtained also for the context-free case. 
Theorem 4 For each L e CF, there are Li,L2e FICF, such that L = Lx n L2. 
Proo f . Let L C V * be a context-free language and consider 
even(L) = L n {ab\a, beV}*, 
odd(L) = Ln {abja, b € V}*V. 
Clearly, L = even(L)U odd(L) and even(L). odd(L) are context-free languages 
(CF is closed under intersection by regular sets). 




even(L) = U {a} odd(da(L)), 
AGV 
odd(L) = U { a } even(da (-£))• 
a€V 
Therefore 
L = even(L) U U { a } even(da(L)) 
A6V 
= odd(L) U ̂ { a } odd(da(L)). 
All languages even(d0(L)J, odd(da(L)), a E V, are context-free. In view of the 
super-normal form theorem in [2], [5], there are the grammars 
(i) G1 = (VNtliVT,S1,P1) 
Ga,l = {VN,a,uVT,Satl,Pa<1) 
such that L(Gi) = even(L), L(G0>i) = even(da(L)), a E V, and the nonterminal 
rules in Pi,Pati,a E V, are in the (2,0,0) normal form (of type A —• xBC, x E 
Vf, |x| = 2, A, B, C nonterminals), whereas the terminal rules A —• w have |to| in 
the length set of the generated language, that is |u/| is even; 
(ii) G2 = {VNi2,Vt,S2,P2) 
Go, 2 = (K№,o,2|Vr,^o,2, Pa,2) 
such that L(G2) = odd(L), L(Ga>2) = odd(da(L)), a E V, and the nonterminal 
rules in P2,Pa,2>a € V, are in the (1,0,0) normal form (of type A — • bBC, b E 
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V, A, B,C nonterminals), whereas the terminal rules A —• w have |to| in the length 
set of the generated language, that is |to| is odd. 
Now, it is easy to see that L,n(Gi), Li„(Ga<i), a E V, contain only strings 
of even lengths, whereas Lin(G2), Lin[Ga<2), a € V, contain only strings of odd 
lengths (induction on the number of rules used in a derivation). 
Assume all vocabularies Vs,i, VN,a,i,* = 1| 2, pairwise disjoint and construct the 
grammars 
G^iV^Vr^iP!), i — 1,2, 
with 
V'Nti = VN<i U u ^ u f s ! } , aev 
pi = Pi u U Pa,i U {S[ —*Si} u { s ; — aSati\aev}. 
a€V 
From the above relations we have 
I(Gi) = L{G'2) = L, 
LiniG',) = Lin{Gi) U U {o}L,„(Ga i), * = 1,2 
a&f 
and, from the construction of G(, we obtain 
(a) if to e Lin(Gj) — L(G'1), then |to| is even, 
(b) if tl> € Lin(G'2) - L[G'2), then |to| is odd. 
In conclusion, LinlG^) n Lin(G2) = L(G\) n L(G2) = L, and the proof is over. 
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Modelling of heterogeneous multiprocessor 
systems with randomly changing parameters 
J. Sztrik** 
Abstract 
A queueing theoretic approach is developed to analyse the performance 
of heterogeneous multiprocessor computer systems evolving in random -envi-
ronments. The time intervals from the completion of the previous bus usage 
to the generation of a new request as well as the holding times of the com-
mon bus are assumed to be exponentially distributed random variables with 
parameter depending on the state of the corresponding random environment. 
Each processor is characterised by its own acces and service rate. The bus 
arbiter selects the processor to use the common bus according to a First-
Come, First-Served (FCFS) discipline. Supposing that the acces rates of the 
processors are much greater than the corresponding service rates ("fast" ar-
rival), it is shown that the busy period length of the bus converges weakly, 
under appropriate norming, to an exponentially distributed random variable. 
As a consequence the main steady-state performance measures, such as uti-
lizations, throughput, mean delay time, expected waiting time, the average 
number of requests served during a busy period, and mean number of active 
processors can be calculated. Moreover, exact and approximate validation 
results are presented to illustrate the credibility of the proposed method. 
Keywords: queueing, multiprocessor system, performance measures, 
weak convergence, random environments, utilization. 
1 Introduction 
In multiprocessor systems the contention for a common bus is one of the major fac-
tors affecting the computer performance. Several papers have been devoted to the 
analysis of such systems under different conditions on acces rates, the distribution 
function of holding times, and bus arbitration protocols (c.f., Ajmone Marsan et al. 
(1986), Bodnar and Liu (1989), Gelenbe (1989), Noyami and Sumita (1989)). More 
recently Ishigaki et al. (1990) suggested a queueing theoretic approach to analyse 
the system and a numerical technique was used for the evaluation of the basic 
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performance measures. In this work an asymptotic queneing theoretic approach is 
proposed to study the performance of a First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) hetero-
geneous single bus multiprocessor system evolving in random environments. All 
random times in the system are considered to be exponentially distributed, while 
each processor is characterised by its own acces and service rates depending on the 
state of the corresponding random environment. Under a heavy traffic assumption 
(i.e., "fast9 arrivals), it is shown that the busy period length of the bus converges 
weakly, under appropriate norming, to an exponentially distributed rendom vari-
able. This result facilitates the calculation of several steady-state performance 
measures of interest. 
Note that the asymptotic technique has a widespread applicability in the field 
of reliability theory (c.f., Anisimov et al (1987), Anisimov and Sztrik (1989), Gerts-
bakh (1984, 1989)1. Refinements in the model are often needed when tne the system 
environment is subject to randomly occuring fluctuations which appear as changes 
in the parameters of the model. These fluctuations may be due to changes in the 
physical environment, personnel changes, alteration of computer system usage in-
tensity, etc., (c.f., Baccelli and Makowski (1986), Gaver et al. (1984), Gelenbe and 
Rosenberg, Neuts (1978), Rosenberg et al. (1990), Sengupta (1990)). 
2 Preliminary results 
This section presents a brief survey of results (c.f., Anisimov et al. (1987)) to be 
applied in the next section. 
Let (X((A;), k > 0) be a Markov chain with state space 
"u1 Xq, Xi n X, = 0, t j , , 
9=0 
with m + 2 levels of states, t, j = 0 ,1 , . . . , m + 1, defined by the transition matrix 
( P f i t ^ . J ^ ) ) . S Xq, /(«) 6 Xz,q,z = 0 , l , . . . , m + 1 satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. p,(»(°),y(0)) — • Po(» (0 ),J (0 }), as e — • 0, t'<°) ,Y<°) € XQ, and matrix PO = 
(po(»'(0),y(0b) is irreducible; 
2. ?,(»'<«),y(«+1)) = eaW,y(«+ 1 ) ) + o(e), *<«) € Xq, ¿(«+1) e Xq+1, where 
a(fl) (¿(9)^(9+1)) ig an appropriate transition matrix; 
3- p, («W , / < « > ) — 0 , a» e — 0, »(«), /(«) e X q , q > 1; 
4. P«(t(9), / W ) = 0 ¿(«) G Xq, /(«) £ XM, z-q> 2. 
In the sequeel the set of states Xq is called the g-th level of the chain, 
q = 0 , . . . , m + 1. Let us single out the subset of states 
m 
(«m)=UQXq. 
Denote by (jt,(»(«)), »<«) e X J , q = 1 , . . . ,m the stationary distribution .of a 
chain with transition matrix 
e e X., q,z <m. 
*(>»+» ex m + l 
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Furthermore denote by <fc((am)) the steady state probability of exit from (am), 
that is 
ft««-»- E *«(« ( m ) ) E P ' ( i ( m ] , j { m + 1 ] ) -
«<•») 6Xm i<m+1>GXm+1 
Denote by {jro(t'(0)), G Xo } the stationary distribution corresponding to P0 
and let 
5f„ = {iro(i (0 )). t<°> G Xo}, *<iq) = 6 Xq}, 
be row vectors. Finally, let the matrix 
G Xq+i, q — Q,...,m 
defined by condition 2. 
Conditions (l)-(4) enable us to compute the main terms of .the asymptotic 
expression for and g»((am ) ) . Namely, we obtain 
irW = e<5r0A<°U(1)...A<i-1)+o(e<), q=l,...,m, 
* (<«»> ) = e m + 1 * o A ( 0 ) A W . . . A<m> 1 + o(5m + 1 ) , (1) 
where 1 = (1 . . . . , 1)* is a column vector,- (c.f., Anisimov et al. (1987), pp. 141-153). 
Let (rjt\t), t > 0) be a Semi Markov Process (SMP) given by the embed-
ded Markov chain (X,(fc), k > 0) satisfying conditions (l)-(4). Let the times 
T t(j( ' } , k ^ ) - transition times from state to state - fulfill the condition 
E e x p { i e p t r t ( j ^ , k ^ ) } = l + a ^ a . z . G ) ^ 1 + o (e m + 1 ) , (t2 = - 1 ) 
where f)t is some normalizing factor. Denote by Oc(m) the instant at which the 
SMP reaches the (m + l)-th level for the first time, exit time from (am ) , provided 
»7,(0) G (am ) - Then we have: 
Theorem 1 (c.f., Anisimov et al. (1987), pp. 15S) If the above (l)-(4) conditions 
are satisfied then 
hmQEexp{iefitilt{m)} = (1 - A(e))~\ 
where 
E *oUW)Po(jW,k«»)aik{ 0,0,6) 
_ j ( 0 ) . f c ( 0 ) • 
5 f 0 A(° )A (D . . .AMl 
Corollary 1 In particular, if ajk(s,z,Q) — t©my*(s, z) then the limit is an expo-
nentially distributed random variable with mean 
' E M3 { 0 ))Pob { 0 ) ,^))m j k(0 ,0) yci.fcWgx,, 
jr0A(°)A(1 ) . . .A( '») l 
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$ T h e Queue img M o d e l 
Consider a multiprocessor computer system in which N different processors with 
a common memory are connected by a single bus. A processor that generates a 
request to use the bus is said to be active, otherwise it is called inactive or idle. 
The bus arbitration protocol (selection rule) is assumed to be FCFS, that is, the 
arbiter selects the next processor to use the bus amongst the active ones in order of 
requests' arrivals. The time intervals from the completion of the previous bus usage 
to the generation of a new request as well as the holding times of the common bus 
are exponentially distributed random variables with parameter depending on the 
state of the corresponding random environment. Each processor is characterised 
by its own acces and service rate. The processors operate in a random environment 
governed by an ergodic Markov chain (£i(t), t > 0) with state space (1 , . . . , r j ) 
and with transition rate matrix a j ^ , i\,ji = 1 , . . . , r i , aj*^ = £ aiiJ)- More-
j & I 
over, it is assumed that each processor can have at most one outstanding request at 
any time, i.e., each processor can generate a new request only after the bus usage of 
the previous request has been completed. Whenever the environmental process is in 
state ¿i, let Ap(&i, e) be the access rate for processor p, p = 1 N, respectively. 
Similarly, the shared bus is supposed to operate in a random environment gov-
erned by an ergodic Markov chain (£2(t), t > 0) with state space ( l , . . . , r2) and 
with transition rate matrix (a^j,, «2, J2 = 1,. •., r2, aj*Ja = 0 ! ,y) ' When-
ever the environmental process is in state ¿2, let /¿p(«2) be the service rate for 
processor p, p = 1,. . .,N, respectively. To this end the probability that proces-
sor p generates a request in the time interval (t, t + h)is Ap(i'i, e)/i + o(h), where 
e > 0, ¿1 = 1 , . . . ri, and the probability that processor p completes the bus usage 
in time interval (t, t + h) is /ip(t2)h + o(A), t2 = 1 , . . . , r2, p = 1 , . . . , N. 
All random variables and the random environment are assumeed to be indepen-
dent of each other. 
Let us consider the system under the heavy traffic assumption, i.e., 
Ap (« ' i ,e)—• 00 as e —• 0. For simplicity let Ap(t'i,e) = Ap(*i)/e> P = 
1 1 = l,...,r1. 
Denote by Ye[t) the number of inactive processors at time t, and let 
n4 (m) = inf{t : t > 0, Ya{t) = m + 1 / yo(0) < m}, 
i.e., the instant at which the number of inactive processors reaches the (m + l)-th 
level for the first time, provided that at the beginning their number is not greater 
than sm, m = 1 , . . . , N — 1. In particular, if m = N —.1 then the bus becomes idle 
since there is no active processor and, hence flt(N — l ) can be referred to as the 
busy period length of the bus. 
Denote by fl"0(«i,»2 : 0; ki,..., kN) the steady- state probability that £i(t) is in 
state «1, f2 (t ) is in state i2 , there is no idle processor and the order of requests' 
arrival to the bus is ( f c j , . . . , S i m i l a r l y , denote by fr0(«i,¿2 : 1;k^ kff) 
the steady-state probability that the first random environment is in state ¿1, the 
second one is in state t2, processor ki is inactive and the other processors sent their 
requests in order (fc2 , . . . , kn). Clearly (&„,..., k^) G 3 — 1,2, where 
yN-e+i denote the set of all variations of order N — a + 1 of integets 1 ,...,N. 
Now we have: 
Theorem 2 For the system in question under the above assumptions, indepen-
dently of the initial state, the distribution of the normalized random variable 
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emCi,[m) converges weakly to an exponentially distributed random variable with 
parameter 
ri r j 
A = E X ) X) *o(*i>*3: V,k2,...,kN) 
«i=">=i(fci kK)ev" 
x Wt, («a) tom+i (»2) 1 
Afc,(*i)Afc»(«i)+Afc,(*i) A fc l(i1) + . . . + Afcm(t1)L>' 
where 
n r2 
D = YL X ) E *o(*ii*ai 0; fcii • • • > for) 
Jl?4»! 
a!1! + a ! i ) . «1J1 «aja 
Proof . Let us introduce the following stochastic process 
Z.(t) = (&(*), 6 ( t ) : Y.(t);Pi(t) 0N—Y,(t)(0) 
where 0i(t),..., Pn-Y.(t) (*) denotes the indices of the active processors in the order 
of their request arrival to the bus. It is easy to see that (Z,(t),t > 0) is a multi-
dimensional Markov chain with state space 
E = ((*i,»2 '• s; ki,..kff-t), ¿1 = l , . . . , r i , • j = l , . . . | r j | 
(*i k„-t)eVg-',s = 0,...,N) 
where k0 = {0} by definition. 
F\irthermore, let 
(am) = ((»i.*2 : s-,ki,...,ktf-t), u = 1 • i 2 = 1 , . . . , r 2 , 
(A l f . . . , kN-t) G V*—, s = 0 , . . . , m ) . 
Hence our aim is to determine the distribution of the first exit time of Z,(t) 
from (a ro), provided that Zt(o\ e (a m ) . 
It can easily be verified tnat the transition probabilities for the embedded 
Markov chain are 
P«[(»ii»2 = ki k f i - , ) , (j'1,1'3 : «5 k u f c j v r — • ) ] 
° r r , 5 = 0 , . . . , ^ - ! , 
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a ; 
P«|»i, ¿2 Oi, »2 : N; 0) = ^ , a = N, 
» - i 
— » — n N — 1 
e ^ ( u ) / . ^ ^ ) ' " h 
hH-l 
a ( , ) 
P«[(t'l, ¿2 : tf; 0), = ^ , s = JV, 
psl 
P«[(*i.«2 : a; fci,.. •, A * - , ) , (t'l, t"a : a + 1; fcj *AT-.)j 
_ <*t,(»a) . _ n *r ! 
" e > , ( < ! ) / • + « , « , ) • a - ° > - > " 
P«((tiit*3 : s;ki,...,kif-t),(ilii2 : a - l ; ;k i , . . . , f c jy_ , + i)] 
P»[(tii»i : N;0), (t*i,ta : N — l;k)]= ^ , a = N. 
As e — • 0 this implies 
all\ 
P«|(ti,t3 •0-,ku...,kN),{j1,i2 :0-,ku...,kN)] = u) ijf'1 TTT, 3 = 0, 
fl»l»l ' ij I j "»"f1*!1*3) 
P. [(t'l, ¿2 :0; kN), (»i, & :0-,k1,...,kN)}= M —, s = 0, 
P«[(ti,t'a : a;k1,...,kN-,),{ji,i2 : a; = o ( l ) , s=l,...,N, 
P«|(t'i,»2 : a; fci,..., kff-»), (*i, £2 : a; * i , . . = o(l) , a = l,...,N, 
P«[(»'i.t2 :0;fcx A;jsr),(ti,t2 : l i f e M l = (D —FT> 3 = 
P«[(ti,t3 : a)ki,...,kN-t),(ii,i2 : a + 1; ;*a, . . . ,*:*_,)] 
= ff^W1*0*1»» a = 1 ' 
*N-» 
This agrees with the conditions (l)-(4), but here the zero level is the set 
((t'l.t'a :0,fci fc/r)i(t'i,t2 : l ; * i ti = 1 n , t'a = l , . . . , r 2 , 
• ( * ! > . e V ^ " ' , a = 0,1), 
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while the 9-th level is the set 
((*i>*3 : 9 + * i — 1 »2 = l i - - - i r 2 > 
e v ^ - « " 1 ) . 
Since the level 0 in the limit forms an essential class, the probabilities 
*o(»i)t2 : Oki, . . . ,kff ) , 7r0(t'i,t2 : t'i = 1 ri, »2 = l , . . . , r 2 , 
(ki,..., kit-») S V j a = 0,1, satisfy the following system of equations 
*o(ji, to • 0; An,..., kN) = J]) *o(«i,£ : 0; ki,..., M « © , / ! 0 ® , + afg]3 + /ifcl (j2)\ 
» l ^ J l 
+ *o{j\,to : 1; fci kN-i), ( 2 ) 
*o(j1. n •  l; kit..., kit-1) 
= Kotiuh : 0; kN, ki i W „ ( i b ) / ^ - ^ + « ¡3 , + Mfc* &)]• (3) 
To apply the asymptotic expressions (1), it is necessary to solve system (2), (3), 
subject to normalizing condition 
ri r3 
E E E {ffo(*ii*2 : 0-,klt...,kN) +JTo(ti.*2 : . . . ,kN-i)} = 1. 
¿1=1 »3=1 (kj k/r) 
Suppose this solution is known. Then by substituting it into (l) it follows that 
g«am}) = * m E E £ : 1 ; A * U^X i n 
< f c l . . . . ! £ ) e v j Afc> ( t l ) A f c l ( t l ) + A f c ' ( l l ) 
Taking into account the exponentiality of r , , : s\ki,...,kn-,) for fixed 9 it 
is implied that 
Eexp{iemQT.(jUto : 0 ; * i , . . M > = 1 + g m m , ' f — ( 1 + o(l)) , 
Eexp{iemeTt{]\,j2is-,ku...,kN-.)} = l + o{em), s > 0. 
Notice that /?« = e m and therefore from Corollary 1 our statement immediately 
follows. 
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However, if ¿ i p ( t 2 ) = ^ (»2)1 P — 1 N, t 2 = 1 , . . . , r2, then by substituting 
(3) into (2) then we get 
• l ^ i i 
+ £ ToOi.t^Oifcx Maa/Ia^ + a l ^ + M ^ ) ] 
» ' j ^ J ' J » 
+ tO'i,J2 :0,kN,klt..., Att-iMfci/faJS, + «Si + («) 
Since the steady-state distributions of the governing Markov chains satisfy 
J 0 o ( l ) _ _(1)0(D w(2)a(2) = y - (2) (2) 
»l^Jl »Ji^Ja 
it can easily be verified, that the solution of (5) together with (6) is 
*o(u,t-2 : 0,k1,...,kN) = ^liMi^Si + «$, + M(»a)), 
To(n,*2 : 1 ; A w - i ) = B^K^nfa), 
where B is the normalizing constant, i.e. 
r 1 rj 
i / B - w E E W ^ + ^ i + ^ N ) . 
i 1 = i i , = i 
Thus, from Th. 2 follows that emn< (m) converges weakly to an exponentially 
distributed random variable with parameter 
h h » S w " " ^ w v . i w + ^ f c ) 
X . . . X 
A f c l ( t i ) + . . . + A f c m ( t 1 ) -
Consequently, the distribution of the time while the number of idle processors 
reaches the (m + l)-th level for the first time is approximated by 
P ( n , ( m ) > t) = P(em(lt(m) > emt) w e x p ( - e m A t ) . 
In particular, when m = N — 1, we get that the busy period length of the bos is 
asymptotically an exponentially distributed random variable with parameter 
= E E £ 'i,'1»!,2 '— m .1 Afc.iix) Afc-iiiJ + Afc-in) 
X ' * Afcj(»1) + . . . + \kH(*i) ^ 
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In the case when there are no random environments, i.e., /t(t2) = and 
Ap(t'i) =„Ap, »! = 1 , . . . , ^ , t2 = 1 , . . . , r 2 , p = from (7) it follows 
that 
T 1 1 x x 1 
M ( f e i W « W « + W « " ' A ^ / i + . - . + A * ^ / « ' 
(8) 
Finally, for the special case of totally homogeneous processors (i.e., Ap = A, p = 
1,..., N) expression (8) reduces to 
1 u N 
4 Performance Measures 
This section deals with the derivation of the main steady-state performance mea-
sures relating to the heterogeneous multiprocessor model treated in the previous 
section. 
4.1 Utilizations 
The .utilization U of the bus is defined as the fraction of time during which it is 
busy. The idle period of the bus starts when each processor is idle at the end of 
a service completion, and terminates when a processor generates a request. It is 
clear that the mean idle period length is 
r i 1 
T ^ — 1 — . ¿ - J «1 N 
•'>= 1 E M t i ) / e 
p=i 
Hence for U the following expression is obtained 
(10) 
The bus utilization Up of processor p is defined as the fraction of time that 
processor p uses the bus. Since the processors have identically distributed holding 
times we get 
UP = U £ (ap(.-x) / £ Xk(n)). (11) 
u = ——iF3^—;— 
„ w - i A + E ^»I 
i , = 1 E m » i ) / « 
r=1 
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4.2 Throughput 
The throughput ip of processor p is defined as the mean number of requests of 
processor p served per unit time. It is well-known that 
Up = l p b p 
where bp is the mean bus usage (service) time of a request by processor p. 
In this case 
4.3 Mean delay and waiting times 
The mean delay Tp of processor p is the average time from the instant at which a 
request is generated at processor p to the instant at which the bus usage of that 
request has been completed. In other words, Tp is the mean duration of an active 
state at processor p. Since the state of processor p alternates betweenn the active 
state of average duration Tp and the inactive state of mean duration 
and thus 
i = 
the following relationship clearly holds 
1 
r + ^ i r ( i ) _ J L T r . 
-tp + 2^ A, i , / , 
« 1 = 1 
Thus, 
i = 
Furthermore, for the mean waiting time Wp of processor p it follows that 
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4.4 Average number of requests served during a busy pe-
riod 
A pair of an idle period followed by an busy period is called a cycle, whose mean 
length is dennoted by C. Clearly, 
1 r» 1 
C - 1 , V L 
< 1 = 1
 E Ap(ii)/« 
p = 1 
Denote by Np the mean number of requests of processor p served during a cycle. 
The throughput 7p of processor p is then given by 7 p = Np/C, which yields that 
the total number of requests served during an busy peirod is 
N N 
P=1 P=1 
4.5 Mean number of active processors 
Let us denote by Q^ the steady-state probability that processor p is idle. Clearly, 
we have 
Hence, the mean number of active processors is 
P = l P = i 
5 Numerical Results 
This section presents a number of validation experiments (c.f., Tables 1-8) exam-
ining the credibility of the proposed approximation against exact results for the 
performance measure of processor utilization at equilibrium. Note that an exact 
formula for the utilization is known only when the system is not effected by random 
environment and it is given (via Palm-formula) by 
, E 
u: = 1 fc=1 p N N „ ' 
k= 1 
where p = 
In this case relations (9-11)) reduce to the following approximation 
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v = I «1 
The following results are derived: 
Table 1 Table 2 
N = 3 N = 4 
p u; uP . P u; Up 
1 0.3125 0.285714286 1 0.246153846 0.24 
2 0.329113924 0.326530612 2 0.249605055 0.249350649 
23 0.332657201 0.332467532 23 0.249968310 0.249959317 
2 s 0.333237575 0.333224862 23 0.249997756 0.249997457 
24 0.333320592 0.333319771 24 0.249999999 0.249999999 
25 0.333333169 0.333331638 25 0.25 0.25 
26 0.333333125 0.333333121 
27 0.333333307 0.333333307 
28 0.333333333 0.333333333 
Table 3 Table 4 
N = 5 N = 6 
P u; Up P u; uP 
1 0.199386503 0.198347107 1 0.166581502 0.166435506 
2 0.199968409 0.199947930 2 0.166664473 0.166666305 
22 0.199998732 0.199998372 22 0.166666623 0.166666661 
23 0.199999955 0.199999949 23 0.166666666 0.166666666 
24 0.199999998 0.199999998 
2s 0.2 0.2 
Table 5 Table 6 
N = 7 N = 8 
/> u; Up P u; uP 
1 0.142846715 0.1428828804 1 0.124998860 0.1249969 
2 0.142857009 0.142856921 2 0.124999993 0.12499998« 
22 0.142857142 0.142857141 22 0.125 0.125 
23 0.142857143 0.142857141 
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Table 7 Table 8 
N = 9 JV = 10 
1 0.111110998 0.111110805 
2 0.111111111 0.111111111 
1 0.099999999 0.99999999 
2 0.1 0.1 
It can be observed from Tables 1-8 that the approximate values for {£/p} are 
very much comparable in accuracy to those provided by the exact results for { { / * } . 
However, the computational complexity, due to the proposed approximation, has 
been considerably reduced. As X/e becomes greater that ¡M, the {Up} approxi-
mations, as expected, approach the exact values of {U*}. Clearly, the greater the 
number of processors the less number of steps are needed to reach the exact results. 
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Modelling of a Communication System 
Evolving in a Random Environment 
by J. Sztrik * L. Lukashuk * 
Abstract 
This paper is concerned with a queueing model to analyse the asymptotic 
behaviour of a finite-source communication system with a receiver containing 
multiple processors of the same kind. The source and processing times of 
each message are supposed to be exponentially distributed random variables 
with parameter depending on the state of a varying environment. Assuming 
that the arrivals of the messages are "fast" compared to their service, it is 
shown that the time to the first system failure converges in distribution, under 
appropriate norming, to an exponentially distributed random variable. 
- - Keywords : queueing, communication system, reliability, weak conver-
gence. 
1 Introduction 
Performance evaluation of information system development has become more com-
plex as the size and complexity of the system has increased, see Takagi (1990). Re-
liability is certainly the most importcint characteristic for communication networks. 
The measure of greatest interest is the distribution of the time to the first system 
failure. It is well-known that the majority of the problems can be treated by the 
help of Semi-Markov Processes (SMP) or Semi-Regenerative Processes (SRP). Since 
the failure-free operation time of the system correponds to sojourn time problems 
we can use the results obtained for SMP, cf. Ushakov (1985), Osaki et al. (1987). 
If the exit from a given subset of the state space is a "rare" event, that is, it occurs 
with a small probability it is natural to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the 
sojourn time in that subspace, see Gertsbakh (1984, 1989), Keilson (1979), Rukhin 
and Hsieh (1987). 
This paper is concerned with a queueing model to analyse the asymptotic be-
haviour of a finite-source communication system with a receiver containing multi-
ple processors of the same kind. The source and processing times of each message 
'Department of Mathematics, University of Debrecen, Hungary 
^Department of Applied Statistics, Kiev State University, USSR 
^Research done while J. Sztrik was visiting the Department of Mathematics, Uni-
versity of Bradford, England and supported by István Széchenyi Foundation, Hun-
gary, Universitas-90 Foundation, University of Debrecen, Hungary; furthermore while L. 
Lukashuk was visiting the Department of Mathematics, University of Debrecen, Hungary 
and supported by Universitas-90 Foundation. 
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are supposed to be exponentially distributed random variables with parameter de-
pending on the state of a varying environment. Assuming that the arrivals of the 
messages are "fast" compared to their service, it is shown that the time to the 
first system failure converges in distribution, under appropriate norming, to an 
exponentially distributed random variable. 
2 Preliminary results 
In this section a brief survey is given of the most related theoretical results, mainly 
due to Anisimov, to be applied later on. 
Let (X , (A: ) ,k > 0) be a Markov chain with state space 
m-1-1 
U Xq, XinX} = 0, tjij, 
q=0 
defined by the transition matrix satisfying the following conditions: 
1. P«(i ( 0 ) ,y ( 0 )) — P o ( i ( 0 ) , y ( 0 ) ) , « e ^ 0, 
t(°),j(°> € X0, and P0 = ||po(i(0),y(0))|| ¡8 irreducible; 
2. P . ( * ( , ) . J ( , + 1 ) ) = eaW(iW,, - ( '+ 1 ) ) + o(e), № £ Xg, £ Xq+li 
3. p, (¿U) , / < « ) ) _ > 0, as 5 — » 0 , iMjM (£Xq,q>l-, 
4. ? . (»•(«) , / ( ' ) ) , = 0, ¡ W e X j W g X , , z - q > 2. 
In the sequel the set of states Xq is called the 9-th level of the chain, q = 1,..., m+1. 
Let us single out the subset of states 
m 
( a m ) = U Xq. 
9=0 
Denote by {ir,(i(«)),i(«) e X , } , q = 1 , . . . , m the stationary distribution of a chain 
with transition matrix 
' i - E p . ( t ( « ) ; f c ( » » + 1 ) ) 
H m + 1 ) e x „ + a ^ 
furthermore denote by gt((am)) the steady state probability of exit from (a m ) , 
that is 
¡ 7 < ( M ) = E »•(••(m)) E p . ( * ( m ) , i ( m + 1 ) ) -
i ( " ) € X m j'(m+1) g x m + i 
Denote by £ Xo} the stationary distribution corresponding to PQ 
and let 
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be row vectors. Finally, let 
defined by Condition 2. 
Conditions (l)-(4) enables us to compute the main terms of the asymptotic 
expression for 
and gt((am)). Namely, we obtain 
*L<} = e"Wa A<°> AW . . . + o(e<) 9 = 1 
<7,((«m)) = £ m + 1 5r 0 A(°) AW ... A*"1) 1 + o ( e m + 1 ) , ( l ) 
where 1 = (1 , . . . , 1)* is a column vector, see Anisimov et al. (1987) pp. 141-153. 
Let (r]^[t), i > 0) be a SMP given by the embedded Markov chain (X,[k) k > 0) 
satisfying conditions (l)-(4). Let the times transition times from 
state to state k^— fulfil the condition Eexp{ie&T.0<«> ,*<»>)} = 1 + z,Q)em+1 + o(£m+1), (i2 = - 1 ) 
where /7, is some normalizing factor. Denote by 0«(m) the instant at which the 
SMP reaches the m + 1-th level for the first time, exit time from (a m ) , provided 
T},(0) £ (am). Then we have: 
Theorem 1 (cf. Anisimov et al. (1987) pp. 158) If the above conditions are 
satisfied then 




7r0A(°)A(1) . . .A('n)l 
Corollary 1 In particular, if ajk{s,z,Q) = iQm}k(s, z) then the limit is an expo-
nentially distributed random variable with mean 
E My(0))po(j<0U(0)K*(o,o) 
j(<».Jb(o)e x„ 
x0A(°)AW . . . A ( " * ) I 
3 The mathematical model 
Let us consider a communication system consisting of N sources of informa-
tion and n processors of the same kind at the receiver. The whole system is 
assumed to operate in a random environment governed by an ergodic Markov 
chain (£(t),t > 0) with state space (1 , . . . , r ) and with transition density matrix 
an — E j v , <*»/)• Whenever the environmental process is in 
state t the probability that an active source generates a message in the time inter-
val {t, t + h) is A(t, e)h -f o(h). Each message is transmitted to a receiver where the 
service immediately starts if there is an idle processor, otherwise a queueing line is 
A (6 ) 
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formed. The service discipline is First Come-First Served (FCFS). Whenever the 
environmental process is in state i the probability that the processing of a given 
message is completed in time interval (t,t + h) is fi(i)h+ o{h). If a given source has 
sent a message it stays idle and it cannot generate other one. After being serviced 
each message immediately returns to its source which hence becomes active. All 
random variables involved her and the random environment are supposed to be 
independent of each other. 
In practical applications it is very important to know the distribution of time 
until the receiver becomes empty. 
Let us consider the system unnder the assumption of "fast" arrivals, i.e., 
A(i, e) —• oo as e —• 0. For simplicity let A(i,e) = A(i)/e. Denote by Yt(t) 
the number of active sources at time t, and let 
n,(m) = inf{i : t > 0, y,(i) = m + l|r,(0) < m}, 
that is, the instant at which the number of active sources reaches the m + 1-th level 
for the first time, provided that at the begining their number is not greater than 
m, m = 0 , . . . , N — 1. In the following O, (m) is referred to as the time to the 
first system failure. In particular, if m = N — 1 than the receiver becomes empty. 
Denote by {irk, k = l , . . . , r ) the steady-state distribution of the governing 
Markov chain (£(t), t > 0). Now we have: 
Theorem 2 For the system in question under the above assumptions, indepen-
dently of the initial state, the distribution of the normalized random variable 
emfl ,(m) converges weakly to an exponentially distributed random variable with 
parameter 
m! .=i v r - ' A(t)m 
Proof . It is easy to see that the process 
is a two-dimensional Markov chain with state space 
£ = ( ( » » , i = 1 , . . . , r, s = 0,...N). 
Furthermore, let 
(am) = ((*',s), t = l , . . . , r , s = 0 , . . . , m). 
Hence our aim is to determine the distribution of the first exit time of Zt{t) from 
(«m), provided that Z,{o) e (am). 
It can easily be verified that the transition probabilities in any time interval 
(t, t + h) are the following: 
f 0 » aijh+oih), ijtj, 
(i, s) < (*, a + 1) min(n, N — s)p(i)h + o{h) a = 0 , . . . , N - 1, 
{ (i,a — 1) (aA(i)/ff)A + o{h), s = l,...,N. 
In addition, the sojourn time rt(i, a) of Z,{t) in state (t, s) is exponentially 
distributed with parameter ax + sA(i)/e + min{N, n — s)^i(t). Thus, the transition 
probabilities for the embedded Markov chain are 
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p.[(»-.»).0'.*)]- + a A ( t ) / g + j y _ 3 ) M ( t ) . s = 0,...,N, 
P .[(i, .), (», s + 1)] = min(n,iVra)M(i) = _ i -«iv . /»v. и од + eA(t)/e + min(n, 2V - s)^(t)' 
P.K»-, в a - D ) = + а Л ( 0 / е ; А ^ ; П ) ^ _ , M 0 . — l , 
As e — • 0 this implies 
P«M)> (У>°)1 = ЛГ^ЦЩ' a = °> * 
P«[(»>«). (У.3)1 = o(l), s = l,...,N, 
p.[(i,s), (г, в + 1)] = + o ( e ) ) > a = 1 N — 1, 
p . [ ( t » , ( t , s - l ) ] — s = l,...N. 
This agrees with the conditions (l)-f4), but here the zero level is the set 
((»',0), (t, l ) , t = l , . . . , r ) while the g-tn level is ((»,q + l ) , t = l , . . . , r ) . Since 
the level 0 in the limit forms an essential class, the probabilities iro(i, 0), яъ(*\ 1), 
i = 1 , . . . , r satisfy the following system of equations 
*о(У. 0) = £ Mh0Ну/(аи + n/i(»)) + nQ(j, i) (2) 
M i , 1) = то(У,0)п^(У)/(ауу + п/х(У)). (3) 
By substituting (3) to (2) we get 
*о(У>°) аУ// ( аУл + n f i ( j ) ) = £ тг0(»',0)а,у \ ( a u + n ^ ( t ) ) . (4) 
ijt] 
Since 
*УаУУ = £ Ъ Ъ ] , 
from (3) and (4) we have 
To (t, o) = Вт (Oii + n/i(t) ), 7T0 (t, 1 ) = BiCi nn(i), 
where В is the normalizing constant, i.e. 
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• = l 
By using (1) it is easy to show that the probability of exit from (a m ) is 
9*[(am)) = emnBY,w(t) aA(t) U + °(1)) • = i 
» = i 1 
Taking into account the exponentiality of r,(j, s) for fixed 6 we have 
E exp {»e m ©r, ( j ,0 ) } = 1 + -^" "TY U + "(1)) 
E exp {tem0r,(y, s)} = 1 + o(em), s > 0. 
Notice that = em and therefore from Corollary 1 we immediately get the state-
ment that £mfl*(m) converges weakly to an exponentially distributed random vari-
able with parameter 
1=1 1 ' 
which completes the proof. 
Consequently, the distribution of the time to the first system failure can be 
approximated by 
P(n , (m) > t) = P(e r on,(m) > emt) » exp(-emAt),-
i.e. fi,(m) is asymptotically an exponenetially distributed random variable with 
parameter emA. In particular, for m = N — 1 we have 
N—l » 6 ™ _N-n ST ~ W - nN-n V" 
In the case when there is no random environment we get . 
j r - i t - n ! • - w - » • 
(N — 1)! ( A / « ) * " 1 ' 
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Weak dependecnies in the relational datamodel 
V. D. Thi * N. K. Anh » 
1 Introduction 
One of the main concepts in relational database theory is the full family of functional 
dependencies, that was first axiomatized by W. W. Armstrong [1]. The full family of 
dual, strong and weak dependencies have also been introduced and axiomatized in 
[2,3,4]. The logical structures of them have also been investigated in [5,6,7,8,9,10]. 
In this paper, we give some results, that are related to weak dependencies. 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for = Y, and then we construct 
an effective combinatorial algorithm to detemine irredundant relation R' for an 
arbitrary given relation R such that R' C R,W£, = Connections between 
dependencies are investigated also. 
2 Definitions and axioms 
Definition 2.1 Let (I be a finite set of attributes, and R = {Ai , . . . , hm\ be a 
relation over (l,A,B C fl. Then we say that B weakly depends A in R (denote 
( (Vaevl ) (kv(a) = / ! , ( « ) ) — . ( 3 4 S B ) M ' ) = M » ) ) ) 
B functionally depends A in R (denote A^—*B) if 
R 
(VAj.Ay e R) ( (VaeA) (A,(a) = Ay(a)) — (V6 e B) (A,(6) = A,(6))) 
B dually depends A in 
R (denote A-^B) if 
R 
(VAi.Ayefl) ((3o € A) (A,(a) = A/(a)) —• (36 £E B) At(6) = Ay(6))). 
Let W+ = {(A, B) : A, B ? 0 and A B} and X = CI \ X for any X C P(fl). R 
FR = { (A,B) : A^B) and DR = {A,B) :A-^B}. 
'This research was partially suported by Hungarian National Foundation of Research 
Grant no. 2575. 
* Centre for System and Management Research. National Centre for Scientific Research 
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Def in i t ion 2.2 Let 0 be a finite set, and denote P(il) its power set, P+(n) = 
P(il) \ {0} . Let Y C P+(n) X P + ( 0 ) . Then we say that Y satisfies the w+-
axioms, if for all A, B,C,D E P + ( f l ) 
(w^) (A,B)EY, ACC,BCD—>(C,D)eY; _ _ 
(u>+) A, Be P+( 0), ((VX € P+(fl)) (A C X C B —- (X, X) E Y)) — 
(.A,B)EY. 
Let Y C Pffl) x P(il). We say that Y satisfies the A-axiom if for all A C il, 
there is an E(A) such that 
[fi) A C E(A), and V 5 C E{A) —• (A, B) G Y; 
lh) (C, D)eY,C C E{A) — D C ¿ (A) , 
y satisfies the D-axiom if for all B C il, there is an E(B) such that 
(di) B C E{B), and VA C E(B) —• (A, B) G Y\ 
(da) (C, D)eY,C<£ E(B) D £ E(B). 
Def in i t ion 2.3 Let Y C P + ( n ) X P + ( f l ) . We say that Y is an w+-family over il 
ifY satisfies the w+ -axioms. 
Let Y C P(O) x P(il). We say that y is an / - (d-)family over il if Y satisfies 
the A — (B—)axiom. 
Theorem 2.4 [S]. Let Y C P + ( f l ) x P + ( f l ) . If R is a relation over il, then 
satisfies the w+-axioms. Conversely, ifY satisfies the w+ -axioms, then there is a 
relation R over il such that Y = W^. 
3 The family of weak dependencies. 
Def in i t ion 3.1 Let Y be an w+ -family, and R be a relation over CI. Then we say 
that R represents Y iff = Y. 
Def in i t ion 3.2 Let Y be an w+-family, over (I, and X G P + ( f l ) . We say that 
(X, X ) is an f1-dependency ofY if (X,JT) G Y. 
Denote by M(Y) the set of all fi-dependencies of Y. We say that X is an fl-left 
side of Y if G M(Y), and X is an il-right side of Y if (X,X) E M(Y). 
Denote GF(Y) the set of all il-left sides of Y, and GD(Y) the set of all il-nght 
sides of y . It is obvious that GF(Y) and GD(Y) does not contain 0, il. 
T h e o r e m 3.3 Let G C P + ( n ) \ { i l } . There exist exactly one w+-family Y so that 
GF(Y) = G, where 
Y = {(A,B) E P+{fi) x P+(fi) : (VX G P+(n)) (A C X C B — X E G)} 
Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3.4 Let Y be an w+-family over il. Then (A, B) E Y iff (VX E 
P+( i l ) ) (ACXCB-*(X,^)eM(Y)). 
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Proof. If (A, B) € P+(fl) x P + ( f l ) satisfies 
( V X G P + ( A ) ) (A C X C B { X , X ) E M{Y)), 
then (A, B) G Y by (tuj). Conversely, if (A, B) G Y, then 
(VX G P + ( f l ) ) (A C X C B—• A C X, .B C X — • ( I J e M ( y ) by (»+)) . 
The lemma is proved. • 
We have to show that Y is an tu+-family. By the definition of Y, it is obvi-
ous that Y satisfies (u£), where M{Y) = { ( X , X ) G Y} = ( X , X ) : X G G}, 
and GP(y) = G. We have to prove that Y satisfies (tu^). For_all A,B,C,D E 
P + ( f l ) , {AJB) € Y,A C C,B C D, (VX G P + ( f l ) ) ( C C J f C C ^ A C C C 
X Q D C B —• X G G by (A, B) G y) ) — • (G, I?) G y . 
Now, we suppose that there is an u>+-family Y' so that GF{Y') = G, then 
M ( y ' ) = { ( X , X ) : X G G} = M{Y). Hence Y' = Y by lemma 3.4. The proof is 
complete. • 
Corollary 3.5 Let G C P + ( f l ) \ {f l} . There exist exactly one w+-family Y so 
that GD(Y) = G, where 
Y = {(A, £ ) £ P + ( fl) x P + ( n) : (VX G P + (n) ) (A C X C B —> X G G)} 
Definition 3.6 [4]. Let R = {hi,...,hm} be a relation over fl. Let 
E i j = {a G fl : hi(a) = h}{a), l < i < j < m} . 
We call EIJ the equality set of R. Denote by ER the family of all equality sets 
of R. Practically, it is possible that 0 G ER, and there are some EIJ, which are 
equal to each other. According to the definition of relation, we have fl £ ER. Let 
MR = {EITI I 0 : if EPTV, E.TI £ MR, then EP>Q + E,>T} 
= { A j , . . . , A* : A,- ^ Ay for i ^ j and Ai ^ 0 for t = 1, k}. 
It is obvious that k is the number of elements of MR, and all elements of MR 
are not equal to each other. It is obvious that At- ^ {0, fl} for i = 1, k. 
Theorem 3.7 Let Y be a w+-family, and R be a relation over fl. Then R repre-
sents Y if and only if GF(Y) = P+ (fl) \ {MR U {fl}) . 
Proof. By theorem 3.3, it is easy to see that R represents Y iff GF{W%) = GF{Y). 
Consequently, we only must prove that GF{W%) = P + ( f l ) \ {MR U {fl}). 
It is obvious that GP(Wj£) does not contain 0 and fl. If X G P+{IL)\(MRU{FL}), 
then X g (0, fl) and X ^ £,,y for 1 < i < j < m. We have (V/i,-, h3- G R) ((Va G 
X ) {hi{a) = /iy(a)) — X C Eit}-,X ? Eu and Eu jt 0 by X ? 0 —• (36 G 
X ) (fci(6) = M6))) . 
Hence ( X , X ) G W+ holds and we obtain P+(fl) \ {MR U {fl}) C GF{W+). 
Conversely, if X G GF{W+), then X g {0, fl} and (X, X ) G 
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If {hi, h}- G ((3a G X) ( M a ) * M<*))), ^en X ± Ei%j ji 0. If (hi, Ay € 
R) ((VaeX) ( h i ( a ) = h y ( a ) ) ^ ( 3 b e X ) (hi(b) = A,-(6))), then X # Eu. 
Hence X ^ holds for 1 < » < j < m, and we obtain 
GF(W+) C P+(i l ) \ (MR U { 0 } ) . 
The theorem is proved. • 
Def in i t i on 3.8 [10]. Let R = {hi,..., Am} ^ ® relation over fl. l e t 
JVi.y = {o G f l : A»(a) ^ Ay(a), 1 < t < j < m}. 
We call NIJ the non-equality set of R. Denote by NR the family of all non-
e q u i t y sets of R. Practically, it is possible that fl G NR, and there are some Nij, 
which are equal to each other. According to the definition of relation, we have 
0 g NR. Let 
SR = {N^ : if NP>Q, N,,T G SR, t h e n NP,Q * N.,T} 
It is obvious that k is the number of elements of SR, and all elements of SR are 
not equal to each other. It is obvious that Bi {0} for i = 1, k. 
Coro l la ry 3 .9 Let Y be an w+-family, and R be a relation over i l . Then R 
represents Y if and only if GD(Y) = P+(il) \ (SR U { i l } ) . 
The next proposition shows that from given any to+-family Y, we can construct 
one simple non-empty relation R such that W^ = Y. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.10 Let Y be an w+-family over i l , G F ( Y ) be a set of all (l-left 
sides of Y, and let M = P+(il) \ (GP(K) U { i l } ) . 
If \Mj = 0 then R is relation for any one-element. If \M\ > 1 then we assume 
that M = {Ai,..., Ah}, we set R - {A1 ( A 2 , . . . , A2fc_1> h?k} a a follows: 
f o r t = l , . . . f c : V o G n h2 i - i (a) = 2i - 1 
l (n) _ i 2t - 1 if a G Ai 
' ' ~ \ 2t otherwise 
Then R represents Y. 
Proof . If \M\ = 0 then GF(Y) = P+( i l )\ {n} . So (X,Y) G Y for a l l * G P + ( i l )\ 
{ i l } and we have Y = P + ( i l ) X P + ( i l ) by (tuj). Thus = Y stands for any one-
element relation and R ^ 0. If \M\ > 1 then it is obvious that R ^ 0 holds. Clearly, 
ER = M U{0} . Hence M = MR holds and we have GF(Y) = P+(N)\(MKU{N}). 
By Theorem 3.7 we obtain = Y. The proposition is proved. 
• 
We say that R is u;+-irredundant relation if R' C R imply Wt ^ W i . We give 
an effective algorithm, which determines for a given arbitrary relation R a relation 
R' such that R' C R, W+ = W+ and R' is irredundant. 
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Algorithm S . l l Let R = { / i i , . . . , h m } be a relation over fl. 
Step 1. From given relation R we construct ER = {2?«,/ is an equality set of 
R, 1 < *' < j < m}. 
Step 2. From ER we construct MR = {EI<} / 0 : if EPTQ,ETIT € MR, then 
EP<%^ EA<T}. Assume that MR = { A 1 ( . . . , Ait}. 
We construct sets of index pairs, as follows: Let 
A = { ( ¿ , j ) : E I , = A\) IK = {(»•,;): EU = A f c}. 
Denote by /< the number of elements of /,-, where t = 1 , . . . , 
Denote /¿(p) and i^(p) the first and second indicies of p-th pair in Iq, where 
q = 1 , . . . , jfc and 1 < p < After that we perform the program IRREDUNDANT. 
Then R' = {hi : i € C } is an io+-irredundant relation such that R' C R, and 
Proof . It is obvious that R' C R. According to the construction of the algorithm, 
it can be seen that after we perform the program, /« ^ 0 holds for t = l,...,k. On 
the other hand, by theorem 3.7 we have W^, = By procedure delete (i, j), 
program deletes all redundant rows of R. Thus, ¿2' is an w+-irredundant relation. 
The proof is complete. 
We have J i ( l : fel J f c[l : /*]. D 
Program IRREDUNDANT; 
begin 
C := 0; 
for q := 1 to fc do 
for p := 1 to lq d o 
for s := 1 to 2 d o 
if I'q(p) <£ C then 
begin 
t : = g ; 
while t < k do 
begin 
r '•— l ; 
while ( / / ( r ) = l>(p) or i?(r) = /«(p)) and r < k do 
r := r + 1; 
if r = It + 1 then 
begin C := C U I*{p)\t := k + 2 
end 
else t := t + 1; 
end; 
if t = jfc + 1 then 
for t := q io k do 
for r := 1 to It do 
begin 
if 7?(r) = /«(p) then begin 
delete ( / / (r ) , /|(p)) ; 
It := h ~ 1 
end; 
i f / 1 ( 0 - /^(p) then begin 
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delete (I'q(p), J?(r)); 





Remark 3.12 It can be seen that each Step of algorithm S.ll requires time poly-
nomial in the number of rows and columns of R. Consequently, the time complexity 
of Algorithm S.ll is polynomial in |J2| and |fi|, where by |iZ| and |fi| the number of 
elements of R and 0. 
It is easy to see that R', which is constructed in Algorithm 3.11 is an w+-
irredundant relation, and has maximal cardinality. 
It can be seen that if R is any u>+-irredundant relation, and R represents Y, 
then a /2p?f < \R\ < 2|M|, where M = P + ( f i ) \ ( G P ( y ) U {fi>) # 0, and \R\ = 1 
when M = 0. 
4 Connections between dependencies. 
Claim 4.1 [S]. Let R be a relation over fi and let A, B C 0 . Then we have 
A-UBiff(VbeB) ( A - ^ m k a 
A B iff (Va G B) ( {a } B). 
We have obtained that uniquely determines FR and DR. 
Definition 4.2 Let F be an f-family over fi, and (A,B) € F. Then we say 
that (A, B) is a maximal right side dependency of F if VB' : B C B', (A, B') € 
F —• B' — B. Denote by M(F) the set of maximal right side dependencies of 
F. We say that B(B C fl) is a maximal right side of F iff there is an A so that 
(A,B) e M(F). Denote G(F) the set of maximal riht sides of F. A family G of 
subset of Q is closed under intersection iff A, B G G imply Ar\B G G. Denote M+ 
the set {nM' : M ' C M } , We say that M generates G iff M+ = G. 
Theorem 4.3 [1]. Let F be an f-family over fl. The G(F) is closed under in-
tersection. Conversely, if G is any family of subset of fi, which is closed under 
intersection, then there exists exactly one f-family F such that G(F) = G, where 
F = {(A, B) : VC G G : A C C —• B C C). 
Definition 4.4 Let D be a d-family over fl, and ( A , B ) G D. Then we say that 
(A,B) is a maximal left side dependency of D if VA1 : A C A',(A',B) G D —> 
A' — A. Denote by M(D) the set of maximal left sides dependencies of D. We say 
that A(A C fl) is a maximal left side of D iff there is an B so that (4 , B) G M{D). 
Denote G(D) the set of maximal left sides of D. A family G of subset of fi is called 
d-semilattice iff G contains 0, fi and A,B&G imply A n B G G. 
Theorem 4.5 [£]. Let D be an d-family over fi. Then G(D) is a d-semilattice 
over fi. Conversely, if G is any d-semilattice, then there exists exactly one d-family 
D such that G(D) = G, where D = { (A , B) : VC G G : A % C —* B %C}. 
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Theorem 4.6 Let Y be an w+-family over fl.. Then D(Y) = { (A, B) : Vo € 
e i ^ t i an d-family over fl and G(D) = (P+(fl) \ GD(Y) \ {fl})+ U 
Proof. It is easy to see that D{Y) satisfies I?-axiom. So D(Y) is an d-family over 
fl. Clearly, G(D) is an d-semilattice over fl. It is obvious that G(D) contains 0, CI. 
Set GD(Y) = P+(fl) \ G D ( Y ) , clearly, (GD{Y)\{0})+ contains fljby convention 
H0 = fl). Now, we assume that X ^ 0, fl and if X 6 GD(Y) then (X, X) £ Y. Set 
Xx = {o e fl : ( W , X ) e D} = {o e fl : ( {a} ,X) G Y). We have X C Xu if we 
suppose that X y^Xi and choose an element a from (Xi \ X) then ({a}, I ) 6 7 
and a £ X. So (X , X ) S F by {wf), this contradicts (X, X)£Y. Hence, X = Xi 
and X 6 G(D). We obtain {GD{Y) \ {fl})+ U {0} C G(D). 
Conversely, if X e G{D) and X £ {0, fl}, then X = { o e Cl: ({a}, X) e Y}. If 
we assume that VZ e GD(Y) : X D Z then X = fl by (u>^"). So this contradicts 
X fl. Consequently, there is an Z £ GD(Y) such that X C Z. 
If there is an Z € GD(Y) such that X = Z, then X & {GD(Y) \ {fl})+. 
Conversely, we set H = {Z € GD{Y) : X C. Y} = {Zu...,Zk}. We have 
k k 
X C n 2k- Let us choose an element a from f^Z i then ( { a } , X ) e Y by (taj"). 
So, we have n Z{ C X . Thus, X = n Z{ and we obtain X £ {GD{Y) \ { f l } ) + . 
¿=i ¿=1 
The theorem is proved. 
• 
Corollary 4.7 Let Y be an w+ -family over Cl,GF(Y) = P+( f l ) \ GF(Y),C = 
_n X . Then F{Y) = {{A,B) :Vb e B,{A,{b}) <=Y} u { (0 , I>) : D C C) is 
X£GF(Y) 
an f-family over Cl and G{F) = {GF(Y) \ {fl})+. 
Remark . It is easy to see that F(Y) satisfies A-axiom and we have ¿£(0) = O. 
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1 Introduction 
In this paper we answer the following question: given a D-scheme F, is there a 
(unique) smallest D-scheme within the strong equivalence class of Ft In addition 
to providing an affirmative answer to this question, we provide a description of a 
reduction process leading from a D-scheme to its minimization over the class of 
D-scheme8. 
Since we are interested in D-schemes in this paper, we restrict our discussion 
to what, in the terminology of Elgot [CE], could be referred to as biscalar schemes 
whose outdegrees are bounded by 2. The paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 gives the basic definitions of digraphs, schemes, and (homo)morphisms for these 
two classes and introduces the class of D-schemes. Section 3 recalls the definitions 
necessary to state the geometric characterization of D-schemes from [BT] and in-
troduces the notion of strong behavior and strong equivalence for schemes. Section 
4 develops the basic properties of morphisms between schemes. Section 5 discusses 
the minimization process over the class of all schemes and states and proves the 
main theorem of the paper, Theorem 5.1. Section 6 is the final section and details 
the consequences of the main theorem. 
2 Basic Definitions 
A directed graph, or digraph, is a 4-tuple H = (V, E, a, t) where V is a set whose 
elements are called the vertices, or nodes, of H\ E is a set whose elements are called 
the edges of H] and s and t are functions from E to V called the source and target 
functions, respectively, for H. We require that V and E be disjoint. A subdigraph 
of H is a digraph H' = ( V , E', s',t ') such that V' and E' are subsets, respectively, 
of V and E and s' and t' are the restrictions, respectively, of s and t. If x is an 
edge with s(z) = u and t(x) = v, then we say that x is an outedge of u and an 
inedge of v. The indegree (respectively, outdegree) in H of a node u is the number 
of inedges (respectively, outedges) of u in H. A homomorphism from digraph 
H = (V, E,s, t) to digraph H' = ( V , E ' , s ' , t') is a function h from VuE to VuE* 
such that h{V) C V', h{E) C Eand for each edge x of H, h{s{x)) = 
'Dedicated to the memory of Calvin C. Elgot 
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and /s(t(x)) = i ' ( / i(i)) . A digraph isomorphism is a bijective homomorphism. It is 
a simple matter to prove that the inverse of a bijective homomorphism is itself a 
homomorphism. 
Let H be a digraph. A path in H from node u is an alternating sequence 
P = U0Z1U1Z2U2... of nodes and edges of H such that u = UQ and for i > 1, 
s(xi) — u,_i and t ( i , ) = u,-. If P is finite, we require that the last term of the 
sequence be a node, say u' = un , and refer to P as a path (of length n) from u to u'; 
we say that u' is accessible in H from u if such a path exists. If P = <¿0X1... xmum 
and P1 = u'0x\ ... xiuj, are paths in H with um = Uq, then the composite P • P1 of 
P and P' is the path UQX± ... i m u m i / 1 ( i ' , . . . x?nu'n. 
The digraph H is strongly connected if for any two nodes u, v of H there is a 
path in H from u to v. For any node u of H, the strong component of u is the 
subdigraph Ffit, w] of H made up of all nodes and edges lying on closed paths from 
u. 
For the remainder of the paper we fix a pair T = (0 , II) of disjoint sets, referring 
to elements of 0 as operator symbols and to the elements of II as predicate symbols. 
A r-flowchart scheme, or more briefly a scheme, is a 6-tuple F = (V,E,s,t,X,b) 
such that: 
1. (K, E,s, t) is a finite digraph (also denoted F). 
2. the nodes of F have outdegree at most 2. 
3. F has exactly one node e of outdegree 0 (called the exit of F). 
4. 6 is a node of F (called the begin of F). 
5. A is a function from V \ {e} UE to flullu{l, 2}, called the labeling function, 
satisfying: 
a) if x G E then A(z) G {1,2}; 
b) if node 11 has unique outedge x then A(u) G fi and A(z) = 1. 
c) if node u has distinct outedges x and y, then A(u) G II and A (z ) ^ A(y). 
Let F = (V', E, s, t, X, 6) and F* = {V', Es', t', A', 6') be schemes and let e and 
e' be the exits of F and F', respectively. A scheme morphism from F to F' is a 
digraph homomorphism h from F to F' preserving begins, ends and labels — that 
is, such that h(b) = b', h{e) = e' and for each \ {e}, X'(h z)) = A(z). 
A scheme isomorphism is a bijective scheme homomorphism. If v is the target of 
an edge with source u and label t, then we shall refer to node v as the i-successor 
of node u in scheme F. We shall also use the notation bp and tp for the begin and 
exit, respectively, of a scheme F. 
The simplest examples of schemes are the trivial scheme and the atomic schemes. 
The trivial scheme T consists of a single point (which is thus the begin and the 
exit) and no edges. For each / G fl , the atomic scheme determined by / (which 
we also perversely denote by / ) consists of a single edge whose source, labeled by 
f, is the begin and whose target is the exit. 
We now introduce basic operations used in building schemes which are analogous 
to the programming operations of concatenation, if-then-else, and while-do. The 
composite F • G of schemes F and G is the scheme obtained from the disjoint union 
of F and G by identifying the exit of F with the begin of G; all labels remain 
the same, with the point of identification retaining the label of the begin of G if 
such a label exists, which is to say provided that G ji T. The begin of F • G is 
the begin of F; since the exit of G is now the only point of outdegree 0, it is the 
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exit of F • G. It should be observed that the trivial scheme is an identity for the 
composition operation. For each G II, the alternation by ir of schemes F,G is 
the scheme jt(F, G) constructed as follows: form the disjoint union of F, G, and 
a new vertex u labeled IT; add new edges x,y labeled 1 and 2, respectively, with 
s(x) = s(y) = u, t(x) the begin of F, and t(y) the begin of G; and then identify the 
exit of F with that of G. Finally, given T £ II and T € {1,2} , the while by JT, T of 
scheme F, denoted wh[ir, i, F), is constructed as follows: add to F two new points 
u and v and two new edges x and y with six) = a(y) = u , t(x) = v, and t(y) the 
begin of F; identify the exit of F with u; laDel u by it, y by t, and x by 3 — t; and 
designate u as the begin. 
A scheme G is a D-scheme, or "simple while scheme", if it may be constructed 
from the trivial scheme and atomic schemes by a finite sequence of applications of 
the composition, alternation and while operations. 
3 The characterization theorem for D-schemes 
The definition given above for D-schemes was essentially algebraic in that it spec-
ified the generators (T and the atomic schemes) and operations (composition, al-
ternations, and whiles) for the class of such schemes. We now develop definitions 
which will be used throughout the paper and state the geometric characterization 
of D-schemes due to the author and Bloom [BT]. 
The trace of a path 
P — UoXlUi... 
in scheme F is the string 
A(u0)A(i0)A(ui) . . . 
if P is infinite, and the string 
A(u0)A(a:i)... A(u„_a)A(i„) 
if P is of length n. Notice that we did not include the label of the final vertex 
of a finite path, and thus the trace is well defined even if the final vertex is the 
(unlabeled) exit node. A successful path of F is a path from the begin to the exit. 
The strong behavior of a scheme F is the set of traces of both the successful paths 
and the infinite paths from the begin of F. Two schemes are strongly equivalent if 
they have the same strong behavior. 
A scheme is accessible if every node is accessible from the begin, is coaccessible 
if the exit is accessible from every node, and is biaccessible if it is both accessible 
and coaccessible. We point out the obvious fact that a biaccessible scheme is one in 
which every node lies on a successful path. One may establish by a straightforward 
induction on the number of operations used in building a D-scheme that every 
D-scheme is biaccessible. Let A be a subdigraph of a scheme F. A path P = 
u 0 i i . . . i „ u n is said to be A-simple if there is at most one value of t, 0 < » < n, 
for which t^ is in A. If the A-simple path P as above has initial vertex the begin 
of F and final vertex in A, then P is an entry path to A and u n is an entry point 
of A; if on the other hand P has initial vertex in A and final vertex the exit of F, 
P is an exit path from A and uo is an exit point of A. 
A cycle in a scheme F is a subdigraph of F made up of the edges and nodes 
of some positive length simple closed path, by which we mean a path in which the 
only repetition of nodes is due to the initial and final nodes being the same. A 
bipath in F from node u to node w ^ ti is a subdigraph of F made up of the nodes 
and edges lying on some pair of simple paths in F from u to v which overlap only 
at u and v. A simple path is one in which there is no repetition of nodes. 
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Let F be a scheme. Then F is said to be reducible if every cycle in F has a 
nniqne entry point, F is coreducible if every cycle has a unique exit point, and is 
bireducible if each cycle contains a point which is both its unique entry point and 
its unique exit point. Finally, F has the bipath exit property if for any bipath B 
from u to v in F, v is the unique exit point of B. 
We are now prepared to state the geometric characterisation theorem for D-
schemes. 
Theorem 8.1 (BT) A scheme G is a D-scheme if and only if G is biaccessible, 
bireducible and satisfies the bipath exit property. 
A D-scheme may be viewed as having a natural "block structure8, which we will 
make precise after the development of some additional definitions and intermediate 
results. Let F be a coaccessible scheme, it a node of F, and S a set of nodes of F. S 
is a bottleneck set rel u if S contains neither u nor the exit and every path from u to 
the exit contains at least one point of S. If no proper subset of S is a bottleneck set 
rel u we say that 5 is a minimal bottleneck set ref u. If S consists of a single point 
v, then v is said to be a bottleneck rel u. If u is the begin of F, we omit reference to 
u and speak of a bottleneck or bottleneck set without further qualification. If v is a 
bottleneck rel u in F, or v is the exit of F and u ^ v , the segment of F from u to v 
is the subdigraph of F made up of the points and edges lying on {w}-simple paths 
in F from u to v. It is clear that, except possibly for the node v, every node of 
Flu, «1 has the same outdegree in Ffu, uj as in F, and v has outdegree 0 in F[u, t>]. 
Thus F[u, w] may be viewed as a scheme by designating u as the begin and labeling 
the nodes as in F, with the exception that the exit v of v] recieves no label. 
Note that a segment is always nontrivial. A segment F\u, vl is a block of F if for 
any edge x of F, t(x) 6 /"[u, u] —'{u, u} implies s(x) 6 F\u, tj| — { « } ; and if bp is in 
F\u, v] then bf is either u or v. We will use the notation F[u] for i*Ju, ep\. Note 
that bottleneck sets, segments and blocks are defined only for coaccessible schemes. 
The next proposition, whose simple proof we omit, deals with the "inheritance" 
of geometric properties by segments and blocks. 
Proposition S.l Let v be a bottleneck rel u in F. Then 
a) v is the unique exit of ,F[u, « ] ; 
bj if F[u, w] is a block, then u is the unique entry point of F(ti, u] — {«}/ 
c) if F is a reducible, then F[u, u] is reducible. 
d) if F is a D-scheme and F[u, uj is a block, then /'[u, v] is a D-scheme. 
As noted above, every block of a D-scheme is itself a D-scheme. More can 
be shown. We will say that scheme G is obtained by a block substitution from a 
coaccessible scheme F if for some coaccessible scheme H and block F\u, uj of F, G 
is isomorphic to the scheme constructed as follows: delete Fju, u] — fu, uj from F 
and form the disjoint union of the result with H\ identify the begin of H with u and 
the exit of H with v; label the edges and the nonexit nodes of H as in H\ and label 
the nodes and edges from (F — Flu, uj) U { « } as in F. Note that if H is the trivial 
scheme T, then u and v are identified and the resulting node retains the label of v 
in F. The definition of "block" ensures that the result is well-defined as a scheme; 
in particular, the target function on edges will not attempt to map an edge of F 
which was retained in the new scheme to a point of F[u, t>] — {is,«}. If F and H are 
members of some class of coaccessible schemes, we say that G is obtained by a block 
substitution within the class; if the result of a block substitution within a given 
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coaccessible class always produces another scheme within the class, we say that 
the class is closed under block substitution. Note that the class of all coaccessible 
schemes is closed under block substitution. The characterization theorem may be 
used to show that the class of D-schemes is closed under block substitution. In 
fact, the class of D-schemes may be characterized as the smallest class of schemes 
closed under block substitution and containing T, / , / • g, n(f, g), wh(ir, 1, / ) , and 
wh(ir, 2, / ) for all v € II and / , ff € f1. 
4 Coverings 
We now turn to the basic properties of morphisms between schemes. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .1 Let H be a morphism from scheme F to scheme G and let u and 
v be points of F and G respectively. Ifh(u) = v, then H maps the outedges of u in 
F bijectively onto those of v in G. 
Proof. Immediate from the following direct consequences of definitions: u and 
v = /i(u) must have the same outdegrees in their respective schemes; h preserves 
edge labels; the outedges of a node in a scheme are enumerated by their labels. 
If h is a morphism from F to G and P = ugZiUiZa... is a path in F, the image 
of P under h is the path h{P) = A(u0)Aixi)/»iui)/»(i2) • • • in G. We shall then 
refer to P as a UQ-lift of the path h(P). Tne following consequence of Proposition 
4.1 is the direct analogue of a basic property of covering spaces in topology. 
Propos i t i on 4.2 If h is a morphism from F to G then for any node v of G, any 
path Q from v in G, and any point u of F with h(u) = v, Q has a unique u-lift in 
F-
Proof. When Q is of finite length n, Proposition 4.1 provides the basis step (n = l) 
for a proof by induction on n; moreover, since every path of length n > 1 may be 
written as a path of length n — 1 followed by a path of length 1, the inductive step 
is immediate. If Q = Voj/i.. . is infinite then for each t > 1 let Qi be the initial 
segment t>oj/i.. . y.-iij of Q. If Pj is the unique u-lift of Qi, then for any j < i, the 
initial segment of Pi of path length j is a u-lift of Qi and hence equals Py. Thus 
the sequence Pi ,P2, . . . is an infinite sequence of patns with Pi+i an extension of 
Pi for » > 1 and hence determines an infinite path P which is the unique u-lift of 
Q. 
Propos i t i on 4.3 If there is a morphism from F to G then F and G have the same 
strong behaviors. 
Proof. Let h be a morphism from F to G. Since morphisms must preserve begins, 
P is a path from the begin in F if and only if h(P) is a path from the begin in 
G. Moreover, since the exit of a scheme is its unique node of outdegree 0 and 
morphisms preserve outdegrees, P terminates at the exit of F if and only if h(P) 
terminates at the exit of G. Thus P is a successful path in F if and only if its 
image is a successful path in G. Since P and h(P) have the same trace, the proof 
is complete. 
Propos i t i on 4.4 If F and G are accessible schemes, then there is at most one 
morphism from F to G, and any such morphism must be surjective. 
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Proof. Let g and h be morphiams from F to G. For any node u of F, there exists 
at least one path from the begin to u and thus we may define the distance from 
the begin of F to u as the length of a shortest path in F from the begin to u. We 
now prove by induction on the distance from the begin to u that g(u) = h[u) for 
all nodes u of F. The only node of distance 0 from the begin is the begin itself and 
by the definition of morphisms, g and h both map the begin of F onto the begin 
of G) so the basis step is established. For the inductive step, let P = uqX i ,.. xnun 
be a shortest path from the begin of F to u. Then, since u„_ i has smaller distance 
from the begin than u = un , g(u„_i) = A(un_i). If i is the label of xn in F, then 
g(z„) and h[xn) must both be outedges of the same node in G with the same label 
in G and hence must be the same edge y of G. It then follows that g and h map 
the target un of edge xn onto the target of the edge y and thus g{u) = A(u), and 
the proof of the uniqueness of morphisms is complete. 
We now prove that every morphism h from F to G is surjective. Let v be a 
point of G. Since G is accessible, there is a path Q in G from the begin to v and 
thus Q has a unique if-lift P. It then follows that h maps the terminal point of P 
onto v so that v is in the image of h. If y is an edge of G, then since the source of 
y in G is in the image of h, Proposition 4.1 implies that y is in the image of h, and 
we have shown that h is surjective. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.5 Let h be a surjective morphism from F to G and let C be a cycle 
in G. Then there exists a cycle C' in F with h{C') = C. 
Proof. Let Q = voyi... ynvo be a simple closed path determining C, let uo be a 
point of F with h(uo) = t>o, and let m be the number of nodes in F. If Q' is the 
m-fold composition of Q with itself, then the uo-lift P1 of Q' cannot be a simple 
path since its length exceeds the number of nodes in F. We may then choose a 
contiguous subsequence P of F" such that P is a simple closed path in F. It then 
follows that h(P) is a closed path all of whose nodes and lines appear in Q. If u 
is a node occuring in P, it has a unique outedge x in P and h[x) is an outedge of 
v = Aits) in G. Since h(x) is an edge appearing in Q and u has a unique outedge 
in Q, n(x) is the outedge of u in Q. It then follows that if u is in h(P) the unique 
successor of u in Q is in h[P) and thus that the subgraph of F determined by h(P) 
is the same as that determined by Q, and the proof is complete. 
We now turn to the question of which of the geometric properties of accessible 
schemes defined in section 3 are preserved by morphisms. It will be convenient to 
refer to a surjective morphism h from F to G as a covering of G by F and hence to 
say that F covers G and that F is a cover of G. In the situations where the domain 
scheme F is a D-scheme, we shall refer to h as a D-covering and to F as a D-cover 
of G. 
We next note that neither the bipath exit property nor reducibility is preserved 
by coverings. Let F be the scheme having vertices bp, t>i, vg, ejr and satisfying 
1. A(6F) = v 6 II, A(vi) = £ II, and A(w2) = / € fl; 
2. Vi is the ¿-successor of bp for i = 1,2; 
3. vi has 1-successor ep and 2-successor 
4. ep is the 1-successor of U3. 
Then F is covered by the D-scheme U{K[T, f), f) and F does not satisfy the bipath 
exit property. If G is the scheme obtained from F by changing the 1-successor of 
«2 from ep to « i , then G is not reducible and is covered by the D-scheme i/(T, / ) • 
wh(w, 2, / ) . The property of coreducibility is however preserved by coverings. 
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Proposition 4.0 If F is coredttcible and h is a covering of G by F, then G is 
coreducible. 
Proof. Let C be a cycle in G. Then by 4.5 there is a cycle C" in F with h(C') = C. 
If P is an exit path from C with initial point u, then for any u' in C' with h(u ) = u, 
the u'-lift of P is an exit path from C". Since C' has a unique exit point in F, it 
follows that C has a unique exit point in G. 
One obvious consequence of proposition 4.6 is that coreducibility is a necessary 
condition for a biaccessible scheme to be covered by a D-scheme; it is also suffi-
cient. Proposition 4.6 and its converse for biaccessible schemes is a generalization 
of Kasai's theorem which uses coreducibility to characterize the schemes with the 
same strong behavior as a D-scheme [K]. We will not give a separate proof of the 
converse of 4.6 since it is a corollary of the main theorem of this paper, Theorem 
5.1 of the next section. We now establish an important lemma and state without 
proof some straightforward results detailing relationships between morphisms and 
the D-operations. 
L e m m a 4.1 Let h be a covering of G by a coaccessible scheme F and let v be a 
bottleneck rel u in F. Then h(v) is a bottleneck rel h(u) in G and A(F[u, t>]) = 
G\h(u),h(v)}. 
Proof. To show that h(v) is a bottleneck rel h(u) in G, let Q be a path from h[u) 
to the exit of G and consider the u-lift Q' of Q. Since Q' is a path from u to the 
exit of F, v must lie on Q' and therefore h(y) lies oh h(Q') = Q. 
We now turn to showing that A(.F[u, uj) = G[/i(u),/i(u)]. Since the u-lift of 
any {/i(u)}-simple path in G from h(u) is a iuVsimple path in F, Gf/iiu), M«)) is 
a subdigraph of /i(F[u,«]). To prove that /ili^u, u]) is equal to G[/i(u), /t(u)], we 
need only show that the image under h of any {w}-simple path in F from u to v 
is {/i(t/)}-simple. Suppose to the contrary that P = voxi ...xnvn is {v}-simple, 
«o = u, vn = v, and h(vi) = h(v) for some i < n. If Q is a simple path from h(v) 
to e<3i Q' is the «¿-lift of Q, and P' = vo^i • • • xivi> then P' Q' is a path from u to 
the exit of F which does not contain v. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.7 Let it be a predicate symbol and j an element of { 1 , 2 } . If Fi 
covers G{, i = 1,2, then 
a) wh(ir,j,Fi) covers wh(ir,j,Gi); 
b) X[FI,F2) covers ir(Gi,G2); and 
c) f x • Fi covers G\ • G 3 . 
Proposition 4.8 If F = wh{ic,j, F') covers G then there is a scheme G' such that 
F' covers G' and G = wh{x, j, G'). 
Proposition 4.9 If F\ and are nontrivial coaccessible schemes such that Fi • F2 
covers G, then there is a bottleneck v of G such that F\ covers Gl&c, v] and F2 covers 
G[v]. 
Proposition 4.10 Let v be a bottleneck of coaccessible scheme G. If F% covers 
G[&c,«] and F2 covers G[t>], then Fi • F2 covers G. 
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5 M i n i m a l S c h e m e s 
In this section we consider the question of the existence of unique minimal schemes 
within strong equivalence classes. If one is minimising over the class of all coacces-
sible schemes, then such schemes exist since a scheme F may be viewed as a finite 
automaton over the alphabet fl x {1} U II X {1,2} as follows: let bp be the start 
and ep be the unique final state, replace the label i of an edge x by the ordered 
pair (a,i) , where a is the label of the source of z, and remove the labels of the 
nodes. Since the infinite strings in the strong behavior of a coaccessible scheme 
are determined by the finite strings, it is clear that strong equivalence is then the 
same as automaton equivalence. Thus the construction of the minimum scheme 
FM. strongly equivalent to F is essentially the same as for finite automata and has 
as vertices the behavior-equivalence classes of nodes of F. Moreover, the function 
sending a node to its equivalence class induces a morphism of F onto FM.. As in 
the case of finite automata, two schemes are strongly equivalent if and only if they 
have isomorphic minimal schemes. 
As noted in the previous section, there are D-schemes which cover schemes which 
are not D-schemes. In fact, the two examples given there were "minimization6 
coverings, so that minimization (over the class of all schemes] does not map the 
class of D-schemes into itself. The primary motivation for tne present paper is 
the question of whether the class of D-schemes has unique minimum elements. 
We obtain the strongest possible such theorem: for each D-scheme F there is a D-
scheme DF which is covered by F and is such that any D-scheme strongly equivalent 
to F also covers ~DF. Furthermore, we show that "DF may be obtained from F by 
two simple types of reductions. 
In order to state our main theorem, we must develop a few more definitions. It 
is simple to see that for any scheme F and predicate symbol ir, there are coverings 
6f wh(ir, 1, F) by w{Fwh(ir,l,F),T) and wh(n,2,F) by n{T, F • wh[ir, 2, F)). We 
will refer to such a morphism as a wrap-around morphism, or more simply as a wrap-
around. Moreover if G and H are schemes, then there is a covering of ?r(G, H) • F 
by x(G-F, H-F), which we shall refer to as a pull-through morphism, or simply as a 
pull-through. It should be clear that the domain of a wrap-around or pull-through 
is a D-scheme if and only if the same is true of its range. Let us say that a covering 
h of G by F has support F[u, ul if .F[u, w] is a block of F and G is isomorphic 
to the result of substituting /»(i^u,«]) for F[u, u] in F. An elementary reduction 
morphism is a morphism with support a block on which it is a wrap-around or a 
pull-through. A reduction morphism is morphism which is a finite composition of 
elementary reductions. We will also say that G is a reduction of F is there is a 
reduction morphism of F onto G; if in addition, F and G both cover some scheme 
H, we will say that G is a reduction over H of F. If F covers H and there exists 
no reduction G of F over H with G not isomorphic to F, then we say that F is a 
reduced cover of H. We note that a reduction of a D-scheme is also a D-scheme. 
We are now prepared to state the main theorem of the present paper. Recall 
that a D-scheme which covers a scheme H is referred to as a D-cover of H. 
T h e o r e m 5.1 Every coaccessible, coreducible scheme H has a unique reduced D-
cover ITD. 
Before proceeding to the proof of 5.1 we establish two lemmas concerning bot-
tleneck sets in D-schemes. 
L e m m a 5.1 Let S be a minimal bottleneck set for a D-scheme G = Gi • G 3 . Then 
either S consists precisely of the begin of Gg or S is a minimal bottleneck set for 
exactly one of Gi, Gg. 
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Proof. By the minimality of 5, if the begin of G 2 is a point of S it is the only point 
in S, so we assume that this is not the case. Let 5,- = 5 D G,- (« = 1,2). There 
must be an i G {1 ,2} such that Si is a bottleneck set for G,-, for otherwise 5 is not 
a bottleneck set for G. Since the begin of G 2 is a bottleneck for G, every path in 
G is made up of a path in Gi followed by a path in G2 and thus must contain a 
point of Si. Therefore Si is also a bottleneck set for G. The minimality of S then 
implies that 5,- = S and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
L e m m a 6.2 Let S be a minimal bottleneck set for a D-scheme G with |5| > 2. 
Then there is an alternation block 
G\y,z\ = v(G[yuz),G[y^z\) 
of G and points a, of S, i = 1 ,2, such that 
G[yi,z\ = G[yi,aj] • G[a,-,z]. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of points of G. Since the begin 
and exit of G are separated by S and |5| > 2, G must have at least 4 points. If G 
has exactly 4 points it must be the alternation of two atomic schemes and 5 must 
consist of the begins of the two atomic schemes. In this case we may set y and z 
equal to the begin and exit, respectively, of G to establish the conclusion. 
We thus move to the inductive step. Under the hypothesis, the exit cannot be 
an immediate successor of the begin in G and thus G is not a while-do. If G is a 
nontrivial composite Gx -G2 then by lemma 5.2, S is a nontrivial bottleneck set for 
either Gx or G2 . In either case the inductive hypothesis holds and the conclusion 
follows. Thus we assume that G = i/(Gi,G2). Let b, denote the begin of G; and 
Si the intersection of S with Gj (» = 1,2). Let i be one of 1,2. The ¿-outedge of bo 
followed by a successful path in Gi is a successful path in G. Thus Si is nonempty 
and contains a point of any given successful path in G<; moreover Si is minimal with 
respect to the latter property, so that either 5< = 6,- or St- is a minimal bottleneck 
set for G{. If Si is nontrivial we may apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude the 
proof. Therefore, we suppose that for each i G {1,2}, Si is a singleton set {s^} and 
thus that Gi = G[6; ,Sij • G[sj]. Notice that the latter equation is valid regardless 
of whether bi = a,-. The proof of the lemma is now complete as we may set y = ba 
and z = eQ. 
We now turn to establishing Theorem 5.1, which states that every coaccessible, 
coreducible scheme H has a unique reduced D-cover ITD. The proof is by induction 
on the number of nodes in H, the basis step of which is trivial. Thus we henceforth 
fix ri > 1, let H be a biaccessible, coreducible scheme with n points and assume 
the following inductive hypothesis: 
every biaccessible, coreducible scheme H' with fewer than n points has 
a unique reduced D-covering H'TD). 
L e m m a 6.8 If G is a reduced D-cover of H and w is a bottleneck of H, then 
G = G i -G 2 for reduced D-coverings Gi and G 2 of H\ba, to] and H[w], respectively. 
Proof. Let g be the morphism from G to H. Since every successful path of G is the 
6G-lift of a successful path of H and w is a bottleneck of H, g~x{w) is a bottleneck 
set for G. Let S be a smallest minimal bottleneck set contained in <7-1(io). 
If S is nontrivial we may find a block of G of the form 
G[y, z] = v[G[ylt si] • G[sltz\, G[y2,a2] • G[a2, z]) 
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as in lemma 5.3. Since z is a bottleneck rel in G, g(z) is a bottleneck rel w = g(si) 
in H and g(G[a,-,zJ) = H[w,g[z)], i = 1,2. Therefore G(si,z] and G[s2,z] are both 
reduced covers of H[w, g(z)\ and hence, by the inductive hypothesis, are isomorphic. 
Moreover, we now see that the block G[y, z] of G admits a pull-through morphism 
over its image under g, contradicting the assumption that G is a reduced D-covering 
of H. Thus we may assume that S consists of a single point u. Since u is a 
bottleneck of G, G = G [ 6 g i «) • Gltt]. Since G is a reduced D-cover of H, G[ba,"] 
and G[u] are reduced covers of H[oa, to] and 27[tt>], respectively, so the proof of the 
lemma is complete. 
Lemma 5 .4 If H is a while-do of some scheme Hi, then the while-do of HiD is 
the unique reduced D-cover of H. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume H = wh(x, 1, Hi). If G' is the 
corresponding while-do of H{D, then clearly G' is a reduced D-cover of H. We 
now prove uniqueness by showing that any reduced D-cover of H is isomorphic to 
G'. Lét G be a reduced D-cover of H. Then, since H has no bottlenecks, G is not 
a nontrivial composition. If G is a while-do, then it is the while-do of a reduced 
D-cover of Hi and hence is isomorphic to G', as claimed. 
Suppose now that there is a reduced D-cover of H distinct from G' and let G 
be a smallest such scheme. By the above, G must be an alternation and thus, since 
the 2-succe8sor of bH is the exit of H, G — ir(F, T) for some scheme F. If x is 
the 1-successor of bu — i.e., the begin of Hi - then F must be a reduced D-cover 
of the coreducible scheme H' = H[x\ whose begin is x. Since the begin of i f is 
a bottleneck rel x in H, it is a bottleneck of H'. By lemma 5.4, F = Fi • F2, 
where Fi is a reduced D-covering of H'[x, 6jj] = H[x, b¡t] = Hi and F2 is a reduced 
D-covering of H'[bn\ = H. By the inductive hypothesis, Fi is isomorphic to HiT). 
Now F2 has fewer points than G and is a reduced cover of H\ since G was the 
smallest reduced cover of H distinct from G', we conclude that F2 is isomorphic to 
G' = wh{ic, 1, FTID). But then G admits a pull-through over H. This contradiction 
completes the proof of lemma 5.5. 
Lemma 5.5 If H has a bottleneck, then there is a unique reduced D-cover of H. 
Proof. It is simple to see that if to is a bottleneck of H, then tul-.fffu)] covers 
H. Since H[bii,w] has fewer points than H, it has a unique reduced D-cover Gi , 
and thus Gi • H[UJ] covers H. If 6# is not in üT[u;], then ¿T[tu] also has a unique 
reduced D-cover G2, and thus G = Gi • G2 is a D-cover of H. Since the support of 
an elementary reduction of a composition Gi • G2 must be contained in one of Gi, 
G2, G is also reduced. Uniqueness then follows directly from lemma 5.4. 
We thus assume that 6jj is accessible from every bottleneck of H. Let to be a 
bottleneck of H. Then bj{ is in H\w], from which it is obvious that w must be the 
exit point for the strong component K of . Let v be the immediate successor of w 
not in K. Since every successful path must contain v and bu is not accessible from 
v, v must be the exit of H. But then H[tu] is a while-do and thus, by lemma 5.6, 
has a unique reduced D-cover G2. As shown in the previous paragraph, G = GI ~G2 
is then the unique reduced D-cover of H, and the proof of lemma 5.6 is complete. 
We are now prepared to complete the proof of theorem 5.1 by establishing the 
following. 
Lemma 5 .6 If H has no bottlenecks and is not a while-do, then H has a unique 
reduced D-cover. 
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Proof. If bff has nontrivial strong component K, then K has a unique exit u. Since 
H has no bottlenecks, u = In and the successor of 6jj not in K must be the exit 
of H. Since in this latter case H would be a while-do, we may conclude that bjj 
has trivial strong component and hence has indegree aero. Moreover, bjj may not 
be labeled by an operator symbol since that would imply that H is a nontrivial 
composition and hence has a bottleneck. 
We thus have that bg has no in-edges and is labeled by some predicate symbol ir. 
It then follows that no while-do scheme can cover H. Since H has no bottlenecks, 
no nontrivial composition can cover H. Thus every D-cover of i f is an alternation. 
For » = 1,2, let n be the ¿-successor of bfj in H] then bg is not in H\xA and 
thus, by the inductive hypothesis, there is a unique reduced D-coVer G{ of H[xi). 
Letting G = jt(Gi, Ga), we see that G is a D-cover of H which is either reduced or 
admits a global reduction over H. But the latter is not possible since H may not 
be covered by either a nontrivial composition or a while-do. Uniqueness is now a 
simple matter since any reduced covering of H must be the alternation of reduced 
coverings of f f f i i ] and H\xi\ and thus is isomorphic to G, the alternation of their 
unique reduced D-covers. 
6 Corollaries to the main theorem 
Theorem 5.1 is a condensation of many distinct results into one compact statement, 
which we now unravel as corollaries. Since we did not assume the converse of 
proposition 4.6, it follows as the following corollary of 5.1. 
Corollary 6.1 Every biaccessible, coreducible scheme is covered by a D-scheme. 
Since a D-scheme is its own unique reduced D-cover the next result is immediate. 
Corollary 6.2 Every morphism between D-schemes is a composition of morphisms 
each of which has support a block on which it is a wrap-around or a pull-through. 
We remark that Douglas Ttoeger has used corollary 6.2 as the basis for an 
axiomatization of the algebra of strongly equivalence classes of D-schemes[DT]. 
The next corollary could be viewed as the "unique minimum D-schemes" theorem 
referred to earlier in the paper. For any D-scheme F, let D(.F) be the unique 
reduced D-cover of the minimization FM. of F over the class of all schemes. 
Corollary 6.3 Let F and G be D-schemes. Then 
a) F is strongly equivalent toD(F); 
bj D(.F) has the fewest nodes among all D-schemes strong equivalent to F; 
c) G is strongly equivalent to F if and only ifD(F) is isomorphic to D ( G ) ; and 
d) if G is strongly equivalent to F and has the same number of nodes as D(F), 
then G is isomorphic to D(F). 
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A note on fully initial grammars 
S. Vicolov* 
We (negatively) solve two conjectures of Mateescu and Paun [3], then we give 
characterizations in terms of syntactic semigroup of some families of regular fully 
initial languages. 
1 Definitions and notations 
For a vocabulary V, we denote by V* (V + ) the free monoid (semigroup) generated 
by V under the operation of concatenation; A is the null element ( V + =V* — {A}). 
The strings of V* are called words. The length of a word x £ V* is denoted by |z|. 
If we consider a Chomsky grammar G = (Vjy, Vr ,S,P), then the usual language 
generated by G is defined by 
L{G) = {zS =^>z}. 
The fully initial language generated by G is 
Lin(G) = { i £ x for some A € Vjy). 
The study of fully initial languages was proposed by S. Horváth and has been 
done in a series of papers [1], [2], [3], [4]. 
Clearly, L(G) C Lin(G). The family of fully initial languages generated by 
grammars of type t,t = 0,1,2,3 is denoted by 7 Li. 
Usually, the right-linear and the left-linear grammars generate the same fam- . 
ily of languages. For fully initial grammars this is not true, therefore we shall 
distinguish several classes of "type-3" grammars. 
A grammar G = (Vj<f,Vr,S,P) is called right-linear (left-linear) if P C 
VN x {V* uV'VtfKP C VN x (V^ uVjvV^)). We denote by f £r I i f t , 7Lllin the corre-
sponding families of fully initial languages. A grammar G = (Vn,Vt, S, P) is called 
right-regular (left-regular) if P C VN x [VT U VTVN){P CVNX jVTuVNVT)). The 
corresponding families of fully initial languages axe denoted by fCrreg, 7Lireg-7 
is, in fact, ICrlin u 7Cuin- Following [3] we shall consider the next families, too: 
7L?eg = 7Í rreg n 7Clrcg 
7£?reg = 7Í rrcg U 7Clreg-
The sets of prefixes, suffixes and subwords of a given word x are denoted by 
Init(z) , Fin(z), Sub(z), respectively, and these notations will be extended in the 
'University of Bucharest, Faculty of Mathematics, Str. Academiei 14,70109 Bucuresti 
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natural way to languages. When considering only proper prefixes, suffixes and 
subwords, we shall write Initp(x), Finp(z) and Subp(x), respectively. 
Let £ be a language of V+. The congruence defined over V+ by: u t; 
if and only if, for every x, y G V*,xuy G L O xvy G L, is called the syntactic 
congruence of L. The syntactic semigroup of £ is the quotient semigroup A+ / 
For further details in syntactic semigroup theory, the reader is referred to [5]. 
2 Necessary conditions for the context- free case 
We shall reproduce here the necessary conditions for a language to be in 7£.2, 
which were considered in [3]. Finally we shall prove that two of the conjectures 
formulated there are not true. 
Lemma 1 For each language L G 7£2, L Q V*, there are two positive integers p, q 
such that each z G L, \z\ > p, can be written as z = uvwxy,u,v,w,x,y G V*, so 
that 
(i) \vwx\ < q, |tix| > 0, 
(ii) for all k > 0, uvkwxky G L and ufcti)x* G L. 
Def in i t ion 1 For a given language L Ç V*, let 
Min(£) = {ze L|Subp(z) n L = 0} 
and define 
R^L) = Min(£) 
Ri(L) = Ri-i{L) U Min(L - t' > 2. 
We say that L has property R if and only if all the sets Ri(L),i > 1, are finite. 
L e m m a 2 If L G 7£2, then L has property R. 
In [3] it is also proved that none of these conditions is sufficient for a language 
to be in 7£2, and one formulates the following conjectures: 
(1) If £ is a context-free language which fulfils the condition in Lemma 1, then 
L e 7£2. 
(2) For arbitrary languages, the condition in Lemma 1 is stronger than property 
R. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 Conjecture (£) is not true. 
P r o o f . Consider the languages 
h = {cdnae''1b... e""b\n > 0 ,ku...kn> 0}, 
L = Li U {e"6|n > 0 } U { « T a r i n > 0 } . 
We shall prove that L fulfils the condition in Lemma 1. Let us take p = 2 and 
q = 3. For z = enb or z = dnabn we clearly have all conditions in lemma fulfilled. 
If z = cdnae xb ...e nb, then \z\ > p implies n > 1. There are two cases. 
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1. For all ¿,1 < i < n,ki = 0. Therefore z = cdnabn. We take 
is = = d,w = a,x — b,y — bn~1. It follows that z = uvwxy,\vx\ > 
0, |vtux| < q,uvkwJey = c<Fl~1dkabkbn~1 E L and t/fctuxfc = dkabk E L for every 
fc> 0. 
2. There is an ¿, 1 < i < n, such that ki > 1. We consider u = 
cdnae1b...ei~1bei~1,v = e,w = b,x = X,y = e"i+1b.. .e"nb. Then z = 
uvwxy, |ui| > 0, |utux| < g, uv kwa*y = cdnae H...e ^be * ekbei+1b. ..enb E 
L and vkwxk = ekb E L for all k > 0. 
On the other hand, L does not observe property R. Indeed, it is clear that 
Ri(L) = {0,6} and R2{L) = {a.b,ca,eb,dab}. Min(L - ^ ( L ) ) 2 fcdno(e6)"|re > 
1} since, for all 71 > 1, z = cdna(eb)n implies z E L — RiiL), Subp(z) D Li = 0 and 
Subp(z) n (L — Li) = {a, b, eb} C i?2(L). It follows that Rs(L) is an infinite set. 
¿1 conclusion, L fulfils the condition in Lemma 1 without observing property 
R. 
Proposition 2 Conjecture (1) is not true. 
Proof . We shall consider the same language L as in the above proof. Let 
G = (VN,VT,S,P), where VN = {A,B,C,S},VT = {a,6,c ,d,e} and P = {S —• 
cA,A —• dAB,B —• eB,A —• a.B —• b,S —• B,S —> C,C —• dCb,C —• 
a}. It is easy to see that L = L(G). Consequently, L is a context - free language 
which fulfils the condition in Lemma 1. L has not property R, therefore, according 
to Lemma 2, L & f ti- In conclusion, the proposition is proved. 
R e m a r k 1 Note that Lin(G) = L U {dnaeklb... eknb\n > 0 , ^ > 0,1 < i < n} . 
R e m a r k 2 The negative answer of these two conjectures raises another problem: a 
context-free language which satisfies simultaneously the condition in Lemma 1 and 
the condition R, is in 7£2 ? 
P r o p o s i t i o n S The condition R and the condition in Lemma 1 fulfilled in the 
same time, are not sufficient for a context-free language to be in 7£i-
Proo f . Consider the language 
L2 = {ccTaeklb ... e"nb\n >0,ku...kn>0}u {cPaft"]« > 0} U {e, b}+. 
Note that L2 = LU {e, b}+, where L is the language used in the above proofs. L 
and {e, b}+ are context-free languages. Consequently, L2 is a context-free language, 
too. We have pointed out in the proof of Proposition 1 that L satisfies the condition 
in Lemma 1; it is easy to see that {e, 6}+ also satisfies this condition. In conclusion, 
L2 fulfils the condition in Lemma 1. 
L2 observes property R. Indeed, RI(L2) = {a,e, 6} and RI(L2) = 
{cdnaeklb...e"nb\0 < n < % - 2,0 < n + fci + . . . + fc„ < i - 1} U {¿"ob"!© < 
n < i - 1} U { « E {e, b}+, |u| < »'}, i > 2. 
The last equality can be obtained bv induction. We denote by AI the right term 
of the equality. It is clear that R2(L2) = A2. Suppose that RJ(L2) = A}-, for an 
arbitrary j > 2. We must show that R}-+I(L2) = AJ+i. According to definition 
and to the above supposition we have R]+I(L2) = R}(L2) U Min(L2 — iZy(L2)) = 
AJ U Min(L2 — Ay). Also using the inclusions Ay+i C L2 and R}+I(L2) C L2, we 
conclude that it is sufficient to prove that z E Ay+i iff z E AJ U Min(L2 — Ay), for 
all z E L2. There are three cases. 
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(1) z = cdnae"lb... enb. z G Ay+i if n < j - 1 and n + ki + ... + kn < j. 
Obviously, Subp(z) nln= Sub(e4 l6.. . e*n6) U { ¿ « a t « ! ! < n, ki + . . . + kt = 0 } . 
Suppose that z G Ay+ 1 . We obtain Subp(z) n L2 Q { " G {e,6}+||u| < / } U 
{cPatflt < j - 1} C Ay. It follows that z G Ay U MinfLg - Ay). 
Conversely, suppose that z G Ay U Min(2^ — Ay). If z G Ay, then z G AJ + \. If 
z G Min(i2 — Ay), we obtain Subp(z)nlq Q Ay. This implies Sub(e 1b...e nb) C 
Ay. Hence n + k1 + ... + kn < j and n< j. If n = / , we have A:i + . . . + kn = 0 and 
d3ab3 G fSubp(z) n L?) — Ay, which is a contradiction. Consequently, n < j — 1 
and n + hi + ... + kn < j. 
Thus we proved that, in this case, z G Ay+i iff z G iZy+i(Z^). 
(2) z = dnabn. z G Ay + 1 iff n < j. n < j iff Subp(z) nl^ = {dkabk\k < j - 1}(C 
Ay) iff z G Ay U Min(L2 - Ay). 
(3) z G {e,b}+.z G Ay+i iff |z| < j + 1 iff Subp(z) n L^ C {u G { e , 6 } + | |u| < 
j } ( C Ay) iff z G Ay U Min(L2 - Ay). 
In conclusion, L2 is a context-free language which satisfies both the condition 
in Lemma 1 and the condition R. 
On the other hand, L2 $ 7 L2. Assume the contrary and consider a type-2 gram-
mar G = {VN,VT, S, P) such that Lin[G) = i 2 . Since L2 = {cdnaehlb... e*n6|n > 
0, Jfci,..., kn > 0 } U {d"afcn|n > 0 } U { e ,6 } + , we conclude that, for gener-
ating the strings of the form cdnae x 6 . . . e nb, we need derivations such as: 
X ==> d3XB3, j > 1,X G VN,B G Vs, B ==>ekb,k > l,X^> w,w G 7$. It fol-
lows that d3w(ekb)3 G Lin(G) — L2l which is a contradiction. 
Thus, the proof is completed. 
3 Characterizations of languages in JL, 
7 £*lreg, f & 
rregi 
reg 
We shall consider here a characterization of these families in terms of the syntactic 
semigroup. For proving it we shall use the following lemma, presented in [3]. 
Lemma 3 (i) L G 7Crreg if and only if L is regular and L = Fin(L). 
(ii) L G Till reg »/ only if L is regular and L = Init(L). 
(Hi) L G 7£.^eg if and only if L is regular and L = Sub(L). 
We also shall use two well-known results in the theory of syntactic semigroups 
[5]: 
Lemma 4 Let L C V+. L is regular if and only if its syntactic semigroup is finite. 
Lemma 5 Let L C V+ be a language and denote by <p the canonical homomor-
phism <p: V+ — • V + / ~L. Then V+ - L = - £)). 
We shall consider below that L, Fin(L), Init(L) and Sub(i) do not contain the 
null word A. 
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Proposition 4 Let L be a language over V. Denote by S the syntactic semigroup 
of L, by <p the canonical homomorphism <p : V + —• V+/ ~x,= S and P = <p(L). 
Then, we have: 
(i) L £ iCrreg if and only if S is finite and S{S - P) C S - P. 
(ii) L € Ttwtg if and only if S is finite and (S - P)S C S - P. 
(Hi) L £ fLrcg if and only if S is finite, S has a zero, 0, and S - P = {0} . 
Proof, (i) According to Lemma 3, part (i), L £ 7Crrcg if and only if L is regular 
and L = Fin(L). Since we always have L C Fin(L), we deduce that L = Fin(L) 
is equivalent to "for all u,v £ V+, uv £ L => v € L", statement which is also 
equivalent to "for all u £ V+ and v £ V+ - L, uv € V + - L", i.e. V + ( V + - L) C 
V+ - L. It follows from the last inclusion that <p(V+(V+ - L)) C <p{V+ - L) 
and hence <p~1(<p(V+ (V+ — L))) C <p~1(<p(V+ — L)). In turn, the last inclusion 
impUes V+(V+ - L) C V+ - L, since - L) C ¥>-1(<p(V+{V+ - L))) and 
<p-1{<p{V+-L)) = V+-L (Lemma5). Consequently, V+{V+-L) C V + - L i f a n d 
only if p(V+)p(V+-L) C <p{V+-L){<p(V+{V+-L)) = <p{V+)<p(V+-L) since <p 
is homomorphism of semigroups) if and only if S(S — P) C S — P (use <p(V+) = S 
and <p{y+ — L) = S — P, from Lemma 5). Thus we proved the equivalence between 
L = Fm(L) and S(S — P) C S — P. Using the result in Lemma 4, too, we conclude 
the proof. 
(ii) The proof is symmetrical. 
(iii) Suppose that L £ According to Lemma 3, part (iii), L is regular 
and Sub(L) = L. From the last equality it follows that *u & L => xuy £ L, 
for all x, y £ V* and u £ V + " (assuming the contrary, we have xuy £ L, hence 
u £ Sub(L) = L, which is a contradiction to u ^ I ) . Take u,v arbitrary in 
V + such that u L. FVom the above statement we obtain uv £ L,vu £ L and: 
" xuy £ L,xuvy L, xvuy £ L, for every x, y £ V+". Consequently u UV VU 
and hence we have p(u) = v?(uu) = i-e. <p(u) = p(u)y>(u) = <p[v)<p(u). 
Since v is an arbitrary word of V+, <p(v) is an arbitrary element of <p{V+) = S. 
Therefore we deduce that <p(u) is a zero of S. A semigroup may contain only one 
zero. As u is arbitrary in V+ — L and <p{V+ — L) = S — P, we conclude that S — P 
contains only one element, which is the zero of 5. Since L is regular, S is finite. 
Thus, one of the implications is proved. 
Conversely, suppose that S is finite, S has a zero, 0, and S — P = {0} . Clearly, 
(5 - P)S C 5 - P and S(S - P) C S - P. According to the parts (i) and (ii) of 
this Proposition, it follows that L £ T 
Corollary 1 Let L be a language ofV+ whose syntactic semigroup is commutative. 
If Le ?Lurcg, then in fact L is in 7Z?eg. 
Proof. L € ft^eg implies L £ TJLrreg of L £ 7Lireg- We use Proposition 4, 
parts (i), (ii), and we obtain S{S - P) C 5 - P or (5 - P)S C S - P. Since 5 
is commutative, these inclusions hold simultaneously. Using again Proposition 4, 
parts (i), (ii), we conclude that L £ 7C^eg. 
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